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ABSTRACT
Digital humanities study applies technological tools to the study of humanities topics and
allows for the exploration of new questions in ways that were not possible using traditional
research models. Librarians have been active participants of the field since its inception, as they
explore new ways to critically engage with information organization and information literacy
instruction, and most research that focuses on the intersection between these fields takes place
within research universities. In contrast, there is very little research examining digital humanities
work at the community college, which primarily offers associate degrees, vocational certificates,
and other workforce-based training. This dissertation details the results of a nationwide survey of
community college librarians and their perception and current engagement of digital humanities.
The results indicate that while community college librarians are often knowledgeable about
digital humanities subjects, many do not actively participate in digital humanities projects at their
institutions because of barriers such as limited staffing, burnout, and the perception of the
community college and its students, among others. While digital humanities practice presents
multiple opportunities for the community college, practitioners must be mindful of how (and
why) they engage in this work to create sustainable and relevant projects.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of digital humanities as a field of study, academic librarians have been
active participants in the creation and maintenance of digital humanities projects. Libraries
frequently create and maintain digital archives that expand access to physical collections and
create metadata that make these collections available to researchers around the world. This is a
natural fit for library science, a field that has a “deep interest in information access, a concern for
information preservation, and a desire to make room for our diverse user communities”
(American Libraries, 2016). Although digital archivists, catalogers, and other ‘digital’ librarians
may be the most obvious fit for library engagement with digital humanities, instruction and
information literacy librarians should also engage more actively in the field, as:
Key to all successful digital humanities projects is a robust data structure or approach to
data analysis, which goes hand in hand with a good grasp of the fundamentals of
information literacy: understanding where information comes from, how it is constructed,
that it is constructed, and that it has value (Graff et al., 2020, n. pag).
In other words, deeper engagement with information literacy concepts while creating digital
humanities projects can help students contextualize decisions (such as why they select an item for
a digital exhibit or how they describe a document) that they make throughout the process.
In addition to the possibilities available with a deeper connection between information
literacy and digital humanities instruction, community college libraries provide a fertile ground
for digital humanities work. As open access institutions, community colleges provide a diverse
student body with workforce training as well as general education opportunities that are
anchored in the communities that they serve. Community college librarians provide extensive
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information literacy instruction and digital literacy support for students, many of whom may be
returning to school after several years or are otherwise underprepared for academic work at the
college level. Engaging in digital humanities work can help students create an explicit
connection between the importance of the humanities while giving students much-needed
technology skills that they can transfer into the workplace. Digital humanities pedagogy and
projects often focuses on groups that are traditionally underrepresented in traditional academic
study, which can help advance cultural awareness and appreciation of diversity both at the
college and in the community.

Research Questions
While this dissertation’s focus was originally on the ways in which digital humanities
work intersects with the community college, the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020
created additional questions, as higher education changed significantly over the past two years.
These changes could be seen not only at the macro level, with the sudden pivot to online courses,
but also in the ways that my own personal experience as a community college librarian (and then
administrator) actively engaged with digital humanities work evolved during this time. It also
became important to interrogate the ways in which the pandemic has impacted the community
college library, as many of these changes are here to stay and will impact every aspect of higher
education moving forward. To investigate these concepts, the following research questions were
created:
•

What is the current perception of digital humanities by the community college
librarian?

•

How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the community college library?
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•

How do community college librarians currently engage with the digital humanities?

•

What are barriers to digital humanities work at the community college?

•

What are the possibilities of digital humanities within the community college?

Chapter Descriptions
To evaluate the current engagement of community college librarians with digital
humanities topics in the United States, this sequential study includes an in-depth literature
review, a national email survey, longer form interviews, and a personal case study. Including this
introduction, this dissertation has seven chapters.
Chapter Two is an in-depth literature review of two closely related but distinct fields:
digital humanities and library and information science. This literature review provides a history
of the fields and their current theories and trends, including the ways that each engage critically
with issues of race, gender, and critical theory. This includes an interrogation of the concept of
digital humanities as a ‘big-tent’, or a collaborative, non-hierarchical field that has the potential
to increase the diversity of the humanities, and the ways in which critical librarians work to
disabuse the notion of the field as a “neutral” arbiter of information organization and access. This
chapter closes with an overview of the intersection between the two fields.
Chapter Three focuses on the community college and their libraries. This literature
review first provides a history of the community college system in the United States and how it
was formed to provide technical and vocational education that bridged the gap between
secondary schools and universities. It also includes detailed information on the segregated
system of junior colleges in Southern states even after Brown v. Board. Then, this chapter
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discusses the current iteration of the community college and its mission to provide
comprehensive community education programs that range from vocational certificates to
baccalaureate degrees, and the unique qualities of the community college student, before
detailing the competition community college programs face from for profit-trade and technical
schools. Special attention is given to the community college faculty and how their view of
research vs. pedagogy shapes their institutions, and humanities education at these institutions.
After this review of the community college, this chapter closes with a deep dive into the
community college library and the ways that their librarians serve their students through open
educational resource adoption and information literacy instruction, and how they work to bridge
the digital divide for their students.
Chapter Four discusses the COVID-19 pandemic, and the ways that it has changed the
landscape of higher education. It starts with the macro impact of school closures and the shift to
online learning that impacted students and faculty members in the United States, including the
ways in which vocational awe and burnout have impacted faculty, librarians, and students. It then
closes with a profile of the author’s home institution (Indian River State College) that answers
the questions posed in the nationwide study detailed in Chapters Five and Six.
Chapter Five is an overview of the study methodology, which consisted of both a
nationwide survey of community college librarians and longer form interviews with a purposeful
sample of respondents. It discusses the study population, survey design and distribution, data
security and analysis, and study limitations. It also provides the codebooks used for qualitative
data analysis.
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Chapter Six presents the results of both legs of the study. This includes both closed and
open-ended survey questions and qualitative results from the longer form interviews. These
results include information about respondents’ professional development engagement,
information literacy programs, community programming OER adoption, and impacts of COVID
on their libraries and practice. Most important, it provides results on the respondent’s knowledge
and experience with digital humanities practice, both personally and within their work at the
community college.
Chapter Seven is the final chapter and provides analysis of the study results and connects
them to the preceding literature reviews. It begins with an overview of Anne McGrail’s survey of
community college faculty from 2014, which provides a basis for comparison with the current
study results. The study results show that even though many community college librarians are
not actively engaging in digital humanities practice at their institution by name or under
structured digital humanities programs, they do often work with faculty on projects that
incorporate digital humanities topics, such as digital archiving, technology transfer, and engaging
information literacy and OER work. It also discusses the barriers to more expansive digital
humanities projects, which include workload, staffing, and budget, as well as faculty engagement
and institutional priorities.
Finally, Chapter Eight chapter closes with recommendations for future research and ways
community colleges may wish to engage with digital humanities work mindfully at their
institutions.
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CHAPTER TWO: DIGITAL HUMANITIES AND
INFORMATION SCIENCE
The term ‘Digital Humanities’ has come to be known as a “label for a set of disconnected
approaches, objects, and strategies” that apply technological tools to humanities topics (Dobson,
2019, p. 1). Digital humanities study allows for researchers to apply computational methods to
the basic building blocks of research that are “common to scholarly activity across disciplines,
over time, and independent of theoretical orientation”: discovering, annotating, comparing,
referring, sampling, illustrating, and representing (Unsworth, 2000, n. pag.). These combinations
allow researchers to discover new questions in ways that were not possible using traditional
research models. In addition, they provide the opportunity for students to “engage with new
technology, collaborate with peers, graduate students, and faculty, and produce tangible
scholarship that is publicly visible” (Locke, 2017, n. pag).
Over the last several decades, the evolution of digital tools has allowed students and
scholars to create data visualizations, build online archives and offer worldwide access to
collections that were previously location bound, perform ‘far reading’ textual analysis, and many
other projects. Throughout its history, librarians have also been integral partners in digital
humanities work, as they provide access to archival collections, lead digitization projects, and
host professional development in their spaces. This chapter will provide a brief history of digital
humanities (DH) as a field and how it intersects with library and information sciences (LIS). This
chapter will pay special attention to the ways in which DH and LIS both allow for the creation of
critical, non-hierarchical research that amplifies the voices of traditionally underrepresented
groups, and the ways in which each may fail to live up to these ideals.
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Digital Humanities: A Short History of the Field
Many trace the field’s beginnings to Father Roberto Busa’s partnership with IBM in the
early fifties, in which he created a punch card concordance of Thomas Aquinas’ writings that was
able to search much larger collections of terms than could be done by hand (Terras & Nyhan,
2016). Busa’s work proved that machines that had been built for accounting could also handle
humanities data, and other projects quickly followed in the sixties, including Mosteller and
Wallace’s analysis of The Federalist Papers and Milic’s study of language in the work of
Johnathan Swift (Hindley, 2013). The sixties also saw the first issue of Computers and the
Humanities, and the creation of the National Endowment for the Humanities, which listed the
“development of humanistically oriented computer research” as one of the project areas they
were interested in funding in their very first call for grants (Hindley, 2013). This field of
‘humanities computing’ was renamed in 2004 with Unsworth et al.’s first edition of A New
Companion to Digital Humanities, to appeal to a wider audience of readers (Fitzpatrick, 2011).
As the use of computers became increasingly impossible to separate from scholarly work (from
the use of a word processor to write, to searching scholarly databases to find articles that used to
be in print, to many other tasks that used to be analog), scholars in Digital sought to further
define the field. THATCamp Paris’ 2011 Manifesto for the Digital Humanities charged that
“while a certain number of proven methods exist, they are not equally known or shared,” and
sought to build a “community of practice that is solidary, open, welcoming and freely accessible”
through the free exchange of ideas, research methods, and findings (n. pag). This fits in with the
theme of the Alliance of Digital Humanities Organization (ADH) Conference of the same year:
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“Big Tent Digital Humanities”, which sought to expand the field by broadening the number of
disciplines (and types of scholars) invited to present (Spiro, 2011).
Spiro’s 2011 presentation at the ADH Conference also outlines the major goals of DH as
“providing access to cultural information, enabling manipulation of data, transforming scholarly
communication, enhancing teaching and learning, and finally to make a public impact”
(Vandegrift & Varner, 2013, p. 68-9). These goals, and the above manifestos and themes, show
that DH as a field is supposed to be interdisciplinary, expansive, and accessible to any scholar
that is interested in applying digital tools to their humanities study. Furthermore, they reiterate
that digital humanities scholarship is often seen to create projects that serve the public good in
one way or another, often through the creation of projects that increase access to materials that
were previously inaccessible, or that focus on groups that are underrepresented within
humanities scholarship. Gil’s Around DH in 80 Days does what its title suggests and highlights
DH projects from around the world, such as the Digital Library of Morocco to Bichitra (বিবিত্রা),
or an online collection of the writings of Rabindranath Tagore, India’s first Nobel Laureate in
Literature (2014). Projects like Ayers’ Valley of the Shadow digital exhibit centers the primary
cause of the Civil War (slavery) through textual analysis of primary source materials and shows
how DH projects can assist in history instruction, and how the selection of data can have far
reaching implications for the public’s understanding of a historical topic. In a blog post in the
New York Times, he argues that projects like Valley, selected and created in a specific cultural
moment, can help users grasp “truth in its immediacy and complexity, before it fades even
further from view” (Ayers, 2011, n. pag).
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Despite the growth of the field within the last several years and the founding of DH
centers at research institutions, there is still some confusion as to how these projects fit within
the current academic system. For example, one problem with the growth of digital humanities as
an academic field has been the challenge of evaluating digital projects like the publication of
monographs and journal articles, which have traditionally been evaluated to grant tenure and
promotion. In recent years, professional organizations like the Modern Language Association,
The American Historical Association, and others have created guidelines for evaluating digital
scholarship within the tenure and promotion process, and stress that the criteria may involve
nontraditional publications, grant projects, and other collaborative work in lieu of more
traditional guidelines (University of Nebraska-Lincoln, n.d.). Funding for DH projects is also
often not explicitly built into many academic departments. Instead, they rely on soft money that
is “vulnerable to the vicissitudes of its availability,” which threatens the sustainability of longer
projects and departments as focus shifts and grant funding runs out (Roh, 2019). Roh compares
the field to the dot com startup boom of the late nineties and warns that the field should focus on
not only building infrastructure at institutions that includes funding permanent positions but
should also work more closely with their communities to provide humanistic training to faculty
and students and continue to create projects that generate their own scholarly research (2019).
The next section will review other impediments to DH.

Critical Digital Humanities
Despite its capacity for critical projects, there continue to be criticisms of DH work.
Svensson found that the lofty goals of DH (in which digital tools are applied critically and
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carefully to humanities study) are often lacking in practice, and that the “big tent” still prioritized
“tool-oriented and text-based research”, which were already stalwarts of DH work (2012, n.
pag.). Drucker warns that DH practice often adopts “conventions of information visualization
and user interface from disciplines whose epistemological premises are fundamentally at odds
with humanistic methods” (2015, p. 238). Grusin expresses concern that DH projects are often
prioritized over humanities research instead of as a companion, and as they “can teach students
how to design, develop, and produce digital artifacts that are of value to society, they are seen to
offer students marketable skills quite different from those gained by analyzing literature or
developing critiques of culture”. (2014, p. 85). Dobson also argues that “much of the so-called
digital humanities work is not actually engaging with the methods and practices of the
humanities”, and that instead they are trying to distance themselves from critical humanities
analysis and interpretation by adopting the “dubious authority of the social sciences” instead
(2019, p. 29). In other words, it is vital that digital humanities work not only make use of digital
tools, but also continue to bring the “hermeneutics of suspicion” to all digital projects, if they are
truly to be digital humanities projects, and not just humanities data stripped from its
interpretation (Dobson, 2019, p. 29).
We can also see examples of major fault lines of the utopian view of DH history itself. As
far back as Busa’s concordance, the labor of the staff (most of which were women) that created
the punch cards that powered his project was downplayed or completely ignored in the histories
of DH, creating a flattened narrative of a single male scholar who started the field on his own. In
addition, the fact that the very technology that he harnessed for his project was created by the
Third Reich to record their citizen’s vital statistics in the lead up to the Final Solution creates a
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very different view of DH projects than is often encountered in histories of the field (Jacob,
2021). This unsettling history of DH is not an outlier in many histories of fields of technology or
scholarship, but a clear-eyed view of this past is necessary to mindfully repurpose technology for
humanistic research. Lothian and Phillips charge that for truly transformative digital humanities
work, the field must work to create projects and collaborations that center critical questions “of
labor, race, gender, and justice at a personal, local, and global scale” (2013, n. pag.). Following
this train of thought, Dobson argues that the field needs to re-center the idea of critical theory
within the field of digital humanities and create a “vocabulary and framework constructed
around a set of contested concepts and methodologies rather than a tacit agreement in terms of
approach and objects” (2019, p. 5).
Despite the sometimes-fraught history of the field, there are many practitioners who are
working to critically engage with DH and to find ways to move forward. For example,
Monographs like Kim and Koh’s Alternative Historiographies of the Digital Humanities seek to
highlight not only the fault lines of DH, but also the places in which the field has the opportunity
to live up to its own ideals, such as with the work of Indigenous digital repatriation projects in
partnership with academia, and the extra-academic DH practitioners that work outside of the
traditional scholarly realm to share and document contemporary Indigenous life and culture
(Senier, 2021). Kim’s introduction to the book also highlights the need for DH practitioners to
not only consider the history of DH, but also the entirety of the digital world, as the structures of
racism and sexism that are baked into the “the digital arm of U.S. manifest destiny” of the
internet impact all our interactions within this space (2021, p. 18). Understanding the structures
(and ideologies) that create our digital space, and therefore our digital humanities projects, will
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allow practitioners to be more able to disrupt those systems with critical projects. In a larger
sense, this understanding should include the decisions that DH practitioners make during each
step of the creation process, as the availability of materials and scholarship to incorporate into
projects is highly dependent on the ideologies of the systems in which they were created. For
example, archival silences are gaps in the collection that are caused by the very archival process,
with items being selected and protected to maintain the status quo, or to privilege the stories and
histories of one group over another (Thomas et al., 2017). Understanding these archival silences
is not only vital to the creation of DH projects, but also to the understanding of library and
information science, an interconnected field that will be discussed in the next section.

Library and Information Science: A Short History of the Field
Before we dive into the intersection of librarianship and DH work, it is important to
understand the historical creation of library and information science as a field, and how this
impacts current practice. Librarianship has been primarily made up of a heterogeneous
workforce of white, cisgender women since the late nineteenth century. Melvil Dewey,
considered by many to be the “father” of library and information science, actively recruited
women to his School of Library Economy at Columbia College, stating that the “housekeeping
instinct” was a vital part of library work (Dewey, as cited by Higgins, 2017, p. 70). This meant
that “librarianship was quickly adjusted to fit the narrowly circumscribed sphere of women’s
activities” and that the field, which had previously been associated with a more traditional
academic (and masculine) role, sharply declined in prestige (Dee Garrison, 1979, as quoted in
Keilty, 2017, p. 2). Today, the field still reflects this breakdown, with recent counts showing that
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81% of professional librarians are white, cisgender females (DataUSA, 2022; 2012). Despite
this, male librarians are more likely to be found in leadership positions with higher salaries, and
those positions that have a technological component (and are therefore coded as more masculine
in nature) are given more autonomy than those that fit within the narrow field of public service
(Niegel, 2015; American Library Association, 2012). This privileging technological roles can be
seen in the shift away from ‘librarianship’ and towards ‘information science’, as LIS seeks to
“mimic higher status fields”, many of which are male dominated and are based on quantitative
research methods (Neigel, 2015). This shift towards more quantitative and social science
research methods is echoed in DH work, as is the worry that critical engagement is missing
within library and information science, which can limit its ability to accurately identify power
dynamics and ideology within the field (Kumasi et al., 2013; Leckie et al., 2010). Koltay finds
that the field is “a movement from the outside in”, and that LIS scholarship couples its own
theory with critical theory that originated in the humanities (p. 783, 2016). Leckie et al. find that
despite this cross pollination of theory, LIS (as a practice-oriented field) often borrows without
“a critical or complete understanding”, which hinders the ability of the field to accurately
analyze and apply the methods correctly (2010, p. xi). However, critical librarians have worked
to begin to mindfully apply critical theory to many of the structures of librarianship. The next
sections will first review the position of the academic library as part of the ideological state
apparatus and detail some of the critical work that has been done in the field of critical
cataloging, critical information literacy, and the intersection of librarianship with digital
humanities work.
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Academic Libraries & the Ideological State Apparatus
To understand the current role of the academic library within the current educational and
ideological ecosystem, it is first necessary to refer to Althusser’s 1970 concept of the Ideological
State Apparatus. Building on Marx’s concept of a society as the relationship between the varied
modes of production, Althusser separates Marx’s superstructure into two distinct parts: the
Repressive State Apparatus (RSA), which includes institutions like the police force that are
officially part of the state and that ‘function by violence’ to impose the order of the ruling class,
and the Ideological State Apparatus (ISA), which seek to reproduce the ideologies of the ruling
class through religion, family, and education. While in previous generations religion was the
dominant ISA, Althusser posed that education has usurped it, as the goal of the current
educational system is to “practically provide [students] with the ideology which suits the role it
has to fulfil in class society”, which is necessary to reproduce the class system as it stands
(Althusser, 1970, n. pag.).
Bales (2015) builds on Althusser’s concept of the educational ISA as a major force
behind the reproduction of the modes of production by situating the academic library as one
moving part within this system. In The Dialectics of Academic Librarianship, Bales (2015)
reframes today’s academic library as the ‘modern capitalistic academic library’ (MCAL), an
institution that is highly influenced by (and perpetuates) the ideologies of neoliberal capitalism,
which “operates on the presupposition that human societies function best when they are aligned
with ideas and practices that support the free market” (p. 6). He structures his argument within a
demonstration of the hegemonic role of libraries throughout history:
Proto-libraries and early libraries have often served the interests of the ruling factions and
dominant socioeconomic classes of the societies in which they were built...Because of
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this role of organizing the information of a social formation, these societal institutions
helped to keep social anarchy and chaos at bay by reflecting the cosmos as seen through
the ideological lens of the ruling classes and dominant political factions of the particular
society, while working as engines to reproduce the cosmos (p. 102).
These proto libraries provided support to the dominant ideology by preserving and
providing access to the knowledge that is of the most use to maintaining the status quo over
generations. This position of the library as an ISA is continued within modern-day academic
libraries that are part of larger educational structures (and are often supported with government
funds) and exist, as Althusser outlined, to reproduce the means of production through the training
of a workforce. Bales’ detailed definition of the MCAL within this framework outlines the main
function of the academic library by using Althusser’s frameworks: “They support the
political/economic status quo, and they actively create history bound within the ideological
restrictions imposed by the prevailing mode of production” (2015, p. 119). Bales highlights the
position of the academic library as an ISA to draw library and information professionals into a
dialogue about the role of the profession within this framework, and to present possibilities for
“deep reflection” that will lead to substantive change within the field. This understanding is vital
for academic libraries, since a major aspect of academic librarianship is information literacy
instruction, which helps students find, evaluate, and use information sources. Critten draws a
direct connection between Althusser’s work on ideology and information literacy instruction, as
source evaluation requires understanding the ideologies of information creators and the ways in
which they work to interpellate their citizens (2015). This link is even more important with the
rise of entertainment as another dominant ISA, as the number of media sources continue to
exponentially increase across all platforms and require information seekers to accurately evaluate
resources if they are to use them effectively.
15

Before discussing the ways in which information literacy instruction can help students
engage critically with information sources, it is important to understand how librarians have been
grappling with their role in the educational ISA, one of which is the through the work of critical
catalogers (librarians who apply critical theory to cataloging methods) which intersects with
digital humanities. The next section will position the importance of classification within DH
work, before describing the ways in which librarians have worked with classification systems to
combat the position of the library as a tool of the ISA.

Classification and Knowledge Organization
Libraries have been active participants in digital humanities work from the very
beginning. In fact, the 1960s National Commission on the Humanities (whose report spurred the
founding of the National Endowment for the Humanities) specifically included libraries and
librarianship when they discussed providing support for projects that could further humanities
research, and stated that: “All encouragement should be given to the application of modern
techniques to scholarship in the humanities: the use of electronic data-processing systems in
libraries; the teletype facsimile transmission of inaccessible items; the computer storage,
retrieval, and analysis of bibliographies” (Hindley, 2013, emphasis mine). This highlights the
library’s core function of knowledge organization, classification, and access, and their
importance to not only digital humanities practice, but humanities scholarship (Wendler, 2005).
This “long intellectual and practical history with metadata is why digital humanities make sense
in libraries, why librarians are digital humanities scholars, and why digital humanities scholars
collaborate with librarians” (Rawson, 2016, p. 67). In addition, the very act of classification is
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also a vital aspect of DH projects, as the selection, creation, and organization of data is an
integral part of the creation of a final project (Dobson, 2019).
However, the very practice of classification and description of items also must be
examined critically. Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) serve as an example of the
ways in which library classification systems can act as a support of the ISA and replicate the
hegemonic ideologies of the cultures that created them. As their name suggests, LCSH organizes
the collection of the Library of Congress, and has been actively maintained since 1898 (Library
of Congress, n.d.). Headings are added to this controlled vocabulary when they are needed to
accurately describe items and facilitate searching, especially about items that are the same
subject but might have different naming conventions (for example, World War Two and the
Second World War (Walsh, 2010). Despite the fact that LCSH is used across the world for
English language materials, the system perpetuates U.S. intellectual-cultural hegemony and is
resistant to cultural change, as it seeks primarily to support the searching of the intended reader,
which is almost always a heterosexual, cisgender male of western European descent; and is
created by American catalogers, who are primarily heterosexual men and women of western
European descent (Adler, 2009; Berman, 1971; McKennon, 2006; Olson, 2001).
The work of critical catalogers like Sanford Berman and his 1971 Prejudices and
Antipathies sought to identify this ideological underpinning of LCSH and dismantle the
prevailing opinion that subject headings (and library classification as a whole) can be seen as a
neutral form of organization. Even with the work of critical catalogers, Knowlton found that
many LCSH changes or deletions (including the egregious ‘Yellow Peril’, ‘Mixed Bloods’, and
‘the Jewish problem’) took years, or even decades to be removed (2005). Though some of this
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slow adaptation can be explained (but not justified) by the cost of analog changes before the
advent of the digital catalog, more recent examples highlight the importance of classification in
the perpetuation of the prevailing ideologies of the time. In 2013, the Associated Press
announced they would no longer be using the term ‘illegal alien’ in their writing, which spurred
the Dartmouth Coalition for Immigration Reform, Equality and DREAMers to organize a
national campaign to have the term canceled in LCSH (Aguilera, 2016). In 2016, the Library of
Congress released a press release that stated that they would remove ‘illegal alien’ and replace it
with two new terms: ‘noncitizens’ and ‘unauthorized immigration’. They justified these changes
by acknowledging that it is often used in a “pejorative manner” and highlighting the fact that
other organizations like AP also had chosen to stop use of the term (Library of Congress, 2016;
Aguilera, 2016). However, this change quickly gained political attention, and in response House
Republicans wrote HR 4926 (or the “Stopping Partisan Policy at the Library of Congress Act”),
stating that this change was “caving to the whims of left-wing special interests”, and that it
would make it more difficult to do research on the immigration law (Noble, 2018). An associated
House Appropriations bill that forced the library to maintain this subject heading was passed in
2016, marking the only time that Congress has ever interfered with the change of a subject
heading (Burgess, 2021).

Critical Information Literacy
The realization that the “neutral” systems of library science are laden with hegemonic
structures that can impact the way students engage with topics relating to gender, sexuality and
race also has important implications for information literacy instruction (Bess & Chris, 2015;
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Yoder, 2003). Yoder (2003) believes that information literacy instruction should reflect a new,
critical search process, wherein librarians facilitate the retrieval of various types of information
and assist students in the evaluation of these resources without automatically privileging
traditional scholarly resources like peer review journal articles over alternative information
sources like blogs and other web sources. Of course, Yoder still stresses the importance of source
evaluation, but also recognizes that there often isn’t a single authoritative source that can fully
answer an information need. The American College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Framework
for Information Literacy for Higher Education reflects this new viewpoint and repositions the
librarian as a ‘guide on the side’ that works with the user to mindfully evaluate information based
on their information need instead of the ‘sage on the stage’ that provides the searcher with the
‘correct’ source (2016). Frames like Authority is Constructed and Contextual highlight the fact
that authoritative sources might be both the university professor and the leader of a
counterculture movement, depending on the research question, and encourage the information
seeker to think critically about the retrieval and use of sources.
To further these concepts, Yoder takes Donna Haraway’s concept of the cyborg and
applies it to the postmodern librarian (2003). Haraway’s cyborg is the creation of the postmodern
environment, a hybrid of human and technological parts that exists on the boundary of each
sphere and that “cannot be conceived as belonging wholly to culture [technology] or nature
[humanity]” (Balsamo, 1996, p. 33). Yoder sees the librarian cyborg as the bridge between the
library systems (technology) and the human user (the information seeker), one that can mitigate
the overwhelming wave of information available for the user into an easier to manage trickle.
Although Yoder’s application of the cyborg to the librarian is apt, it does not address any of
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Haraway’s more political aspects, including her argument that although “the problem with
cyborgs is that they are the illegitimate offspring of militarism and patriarchal capitalism, not to
mention state socialism,” they can be usurped and used as a means of resistance (Haraway, 1991,
as cited in Schlesselman-Tarango, 2014, p. 31). Schlesselman-Tarango revisits the concept in
2014, and charges that by “marrying Yoder’s cyborg librarian with politically charged
instructional paradigms, the academic instruction librarian can find their place and purpose in the
postmodern library” (p. 37). Schlesselman-Tarango’s cyborg librarian predicts many of the
concepts of ACRL’s frameworks (which would not be officially published for another year) and
stresses the importance of using multiple information sources in order to “truly understand the
diasporic nature of information” in today’s world (2014, p. 40). In addition, she positions the
entire discussion within the framework of feminist pedagogy, which among other techniques
reiterates the importance of multimodality and encourages the student to become an active
participant within the scholarly discussion by repositioning them as content creators, providing
them an increased level of agency and understanding of the information cycle. Bess & Chris
(2015) also argue that an “explicit feminist agenda” is necessary in the digital library because
otherwise the technological systems of algorithmic search and retrieval can obscure that search
results are often impacted by many of the same biases (those of white, cisgender, heterosexual
men) that are present within LCSH.

Libraries and Digital Humanities: Partnerships and Struggles
Despite the long history of librarian and faculty collaboration on digital humanities
projects, unequal relationships persist. Librarians often place themselves in traditional support
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roles while working with faculty, which include reference support and infrastructure building,
instead of acting as full partners on these projects (Posner, 2013). Allington et al. argue that this
is yet another symptom of the “academic caste system that divides workers into ‘faculty’ and
‘staff” in which “faculty are immediately rewarded...while staff tend to be rewarded in less direct
ways, if at all” (2016, n. pag.). In addition, Grusin also calls attention to the proliferation of ‘altac’ (or alternative academic positions that lie outside of the traditional tenure track) work in the
field, and how these positions can often support the “proliferation of temporary, insecure labor
that is rampant not only in the academy but throughout twenty-first-century capitalism” instead
of supporting humanities scholarship (Grusin, 2014, p. 82).
Linquist et al.’s survey of faculty on their campus found that they cited a need for training
and workshops among the resources that would help them begin digital humanities projects
(2016). Linquist et al. (2016), White and Gilbert (2016), and others also charge that the library is
a ‘neutral’, interdisciplinary setting, which makes it an ideal training space for faculty from
disparate departments. While this idea of neutrality is almost certainly linked with the perception
of the library as a support to the ‘actual’ scholarly work of digital humanities, the library can still
offer a collaborative workspace where faculty can work together in the pursuit of digital
humanities projects. Muñoz also charges librarians to promote “technology transfer” through
training and hands-on workshops that can empower faculty to create projects without feeling as
though they must outsource the technical components to the library (Muñoz, 2012, n. pag.).
Vandegrift and Varner advocate that “reframing the library as a productive place, a creative place
engaged in producing and creating something—whether that be digital scholarly works or
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something else entirely—will open the door to allow the library into the life of the user (2013, p.
73).
Although most of the research on library engagement in digital humanities work has been
focused on technical support, the creation of archives and metadata, and other tasks that involve
the classification and organization of humanities scholarship (See Muñoz, 2012; Posner, 2013;
and White & Gilbert’s 2016 edited collection Laying the Foundation: Digital Humanities in
Academic Libraries, among others), there has also been an increase in the literature about the
interplay of information literacy within digital humanities, and the ways in which the two fields
could collaborate. Baer’s 2013 call for a more critical information literacy points to digital
humanities as an example, arguing that the field “...presents numerous openings for exploring
with students traditional and emerging scholarly practices, as well as ways that academic
discourse and scholarship are influenced and shaped by social, political, institutional, and
structural contexts” (2013, p. 99-100). This discussion gained greater prominence with the
release of the Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education, which replaced the
older Standards with more holistic guidelines that seek to engage students more deeply with the
ways in which they select, evaluate, and integrate sources into their research process. Frames like
‘Authority is Constructed and Contextual’ urge students to engage more critically with the ways
in which authority is constructed in each discipline, while ‘Scholarship as Conversation’ helps
them conceptualize that, as researchers, they are “contributors to scholarship, rather than only
consumers of it” (ACRL, 2016).
Giannetti (2019) draws parallels between digital humanities work like the Textual
Encoding Initiative and information literacy and argues that digital humanities work provides
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students a new way to engage with information literacy that is more expansive than traditional
models. For example, a student working on a correspondence project may use popular sources to
construct their project, in ways that support the Authority is Constructed and Contextual frame.
dh+lib’s August 2020 Exploring Literacies through Digital Humanities special issue explores the
connection in-depth, with articles like Graff et al.’s, which argues that information literacy is
integral to digital humanities in the undergraduate classroom; and Ganski & Hanlon’s, which
calls for the two disciplines to collaborate more closely in assignment creation and outcomes
mapping.
One of the hallmarks of the digital humanities movement, in addition to providing fertile
ground for interdisciplinary engagement, is that the field seeks to break open the traditional
academic publishing model. Many digital humanities projects are available for free on the web
and often make use of public domain content (Cohen & Rosenzweig, 2005; Dobson, 2019;
Graham, et al., 2015). This focus on the use of open access materials (such as historical datasets)
and open-source programs (such as Voyant) provides a democratizing effect on the humanities
and can allow smaller organizations and individual researchers to perform research without a
high level of institutional support (Graham et al., 2015; Dobson, 2019; among others). This
commitment to the open access of scholarly materials is in concordance with the Association of
College & Research Libraries Policy Statement on Open Access to Scholarship by Academic
Librarians, which encourages scholars within the field make their research openly accessible to
fully support the growth of the field (ACRL, 2019). This policy statement (and the annual
ACRL’s Open Access Week) reiterates the commitment of the library to support open modes of
scholarly work, and position librarians as valuable partners within the creation of digital
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humanities projects. On the flip side of their commitment to open access, academic librarians are
also often well-versed in the copyright concerns that plague the creation of any digital project
and can provide input and copyright assistance in both the finding of resources and the creation
of digital projects (Vandegrift & Varner, 2013).
Despite the opportunities offered by the field, digital humanities work is often seen as an
afterthought to traditional library practice. Posner found that the “success of library DH efforts
often depends on the energy, creativity, and goodwill of a few overextended library professionals
and the services they can cobble together”, instead of top-down initiatives that allocate staffing
and financial support to these projects (Posner, 2013, p. 44). Smiley (2019) finds that their
librarian title changed repeatedly to fit current trends in the field, even when workload and
expertise have remained the same. Smiley also finds that the position of “digital humanities
librarian” itself is often “overburdened with meaning and an unclear range of presumed
responsibilities,” and that librarians should be considered active participants in the process no
matter what their job title. More recently, Zhang et al. (2021) find that even though job postings
for digital humanities librarians have risen within the last several years, there is no
comprehensive framework for what these jobs entail, and that few ALA-accredited master’s
programs provide DH-focused courses in their curriculum. They also find that there is a lack of
infrastructure and support for digital humanities work outside of larger, well established research
institutions.
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Conclusion
Librarians have active participants in digital humanities since the field’s genesis, as
information collection, organization, and classification are all integral to digital humanities
projects. While the two fields have often held up the status quo and dominant ideologies
throughout their histories, both have also worked to critically engage with issues of racism,
sexism, and imperialism, and to expand their fields to support projects by diverse creators.
However, even though librarians have long been active participants in digital humanities work,
they are often not treated as full scholarly partners, but instead as a support to instructional
faculty and researchers. This position of the library within digital humanities has wider
implications for the field, as the contributions of each ‘support’ service (for example, community
cultural heritage organizations, computer science departments, and the numerous other moving
parts required to create a digital humanities project) have a substantial impact on the shape and
form of final projects and should be considered equally important to the work of digital
humanities. In addition, fully critical digital humanities cannot be done if each member of a
working team is not treated as an equal within the creation process.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, DIGITAL
HUMANITIES, AND LIBRARIES
Despite the large amount of research on library science, digital humanities, and
collaboration between the two fields, both areas lack research within the community college
system. This chapter will provide an in-depth look at the community college as an institution,
including its origins, segregation and integration, and its current iteration in the age of career
pathway programs and the heightened need for performance-based metrics. It will then examine
current humanities study at the community college, before discussing the possibilities of digital
humanities work at these institutions. Following this overview of the community college, it will
discuss the community college library and the unique challenges these librarians face in serving
their community, providing information literacy instruction, and much more. Finally, this
chapter will discuss the importance of library consortia to the community college.

The Community College System: A Short History
The genesis of the American community college system starts with the Morrill Land
Grant of 1862, which sought to provide expanded access to education through the sale or use of
“government’ land”1 for the creation of public educational institutions that would “promote the
liberal and practical education of the industrial classes” (Morrill Act, as cited by Johnson et al.,
2007, p. 330). These public, four-year institutions focused on industrial trade education in fields
like agriculture and engineering and were seen as an alternative to the “‘esoteric’ subjects of the

1

Please see the High Country News’ digital project “Land Grab U”, which traces the history of the Morrill Land
Grant and the financial gain from these expropriated lands over the past century: landgrabu.org
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Ivy League,” and a way to increase access to education (Johnson et al., 2007, p. 330). In more
pragmatic terms, the goal of the first Morrill Act was not just to provide learning for learning’s
sake, but also to provide education to a broader population of individuals to “to solidify the
American economic infrastructure [agricultural, economic, and military] in anticipation of the
Civil War’s outcome” (Collier, as quoted by Singh, 2021)
During their first years, these colleges had to “navigate the ill-defined channels between
secondary and higher education” before they could unequivocally be either, as the landscape of
education at that time included several types of high school education (including normal schools,
public schools, and others, some of which were terminal education) and university level
education (Geiger, 2015, p. 284). The second Morrill Land Grant Act of 1890 included a
stipulation that colleges were prohibited from the act if a “distinction of race or color is made in
the admission of students,” though a loophole allowed segregated educational institutions in
place of this requirement (Johnson et al., 2007). However, it also must be noted that the land for
these institutions was acquired by the United States government through seizure of tribal lands,
unratified and violent treaties, and unpaid land purchases to over 250 tribes (Lee et al., 2020).
This serves as a stark reminder of the ways in which the ideals of educational access are often
founded on imperial violence and should not be forgotten in the study of the community college.
The first junior college (as they were known at the time) was founded in 1902 through the
efforts of several leading university administrators who saw the first two years of university
education as providing foundational skills, not university level education, and who sought to
separate them from the more advanced ‘senior’ instruction of years three and four. This would
allow universities to “focus on research rather than teaching” and eliminate the first two years of
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general education from their curriculum (Drury, 2003, p. 1). In 1892, the University of Chicago
separated into a ‘junior’ college (which included the first two years of instruction and could lead
to a terminal associate degree), and a ‘senior’ college, for major-specific study. These junior
colleges were often linked to local secondary schools and offered additional agricultural and
industrial education in addition to the traditional general education requirements needed for
advanced university study (Drury, 2003). A 1932 Carnegie report highlighted the different
functions of the educational organizations of the time:
…the university had an effective monopoly on research and training for the higher
professions; the state colleges concentrated on preparing graduates for mid-professions,
such as teaching; and the junior colleges focused on training for the general education of
the masses, semi- professions, and vocational training” (Drury, 2003, p. 3)
This helped to legitimize the junior college as a training ground for community education, as did
the 167% increase of students (from 56,000 to 150,000) enrolling in junior colleges during the
Great Depression (Drury, 2003). The 1945 GI Bill of Rights (which provided World War II
veterans with financial assistance to attend college or university) precipitated another increase in
the number of students in need of higher education, and the 1947 Truman Commission on Higher
Education called for a new approach to education, one that would reposition the country’s junior
colleges as “community colleges,” which they hoped would “become the means by which every
citizen, youth, and adult is enabled and encouraged to carry his education, formal and informal,
as far as his native capacities permit” (Sullivan, 2017, p. 1). The report goes on to position the
community college as “an active center of adult education, [that] attempts to meet the total post
high school needs of its community” and to “remove the geographic and economic barriers to
educational opportunity and discover and develop individual talents at low cost and easy access”
(Zook, 1947, as cited in Sullivan, 2017, p. 149). While the creation of the junior college provided
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increased access to education across the country, their formation was not altogether altruistic. As
stated above, this divide allowed research institutions to focus solely on upper division courses
and graduate work, and to disallow entry to students who would simply “drop out at the end of
their second year”, steering them instead towards more vocational training (Tiegart, as quoted in
Ford, 1936, p. 593). From a student’s perspective, this split could also be beneficial, and provide
students with a complete degree, even if they chose not to continue with upper-level coursework,
filling a “a great need for an intermediary institution to offer a terminal two-year curriculum to
those who are likely to drop out in the middle of a four-year college course? Does one need to
argue that a two-year course completed is infinitely more beneficial to any student than a fouryear course half completed?” (Ford, 1936, p. 593).
Of course, it is also important to note that as junior colleges were being established across
the United States in the early twentieth century, racial segregation was still in full force in the
south, which influenced the creation of the junior college system. The following section will
discuss the segregated junior college system in the south, paying particular attention to the
formation of the system in Florida, which had the second largest community college system in
the country (with 27 public community college institutions) in the fifties and sixties, and the state
that many said went the farthest to implement the goals of the Truman Commission’s vision for
the community college (Johnson et al., 2007).

The Segregated Community College
In 1936, within the 17 states that maintained segregated educational institutions, there
were 491 white and 27 Black junior colleges (Ford, 1936). In addition, out of the 27 Black junior
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colleges, only four were public institutions. While some states saw equal enrollment of black and
white students in 1936 (such as Florida, in which over half of the students enrolled at a junior
college were Black), others such as Oklahoma had no Black junior colleges available for their
residents. Almost two decades later, the number of public institutions for Black students
remained in the single digits, except for Florida, whose public college system was comprised of
12 Black junior colleges and 17 white junior colleges2 (Miller, 1962). These junior colleges
provided much needed educational support, especially for those “hundreds of youth[s] who find
it impossible to leave their immediate localities” to pursue higher education (Ford, 1936, p. 592).
However, despite the promise inherent with increased educational access, in practice this
dual junior college structure did not provide equal educational opportunities in Florida, and in
fact were often used by moderate segregationists as part of a ‘carrot and a stick model,’ by
offering Black students “increased opportunities within segregation if they would moderate their
demand for immediate integration, and on the other hand threatening black institutions if they
persisted” in working towards total academic integration (Johnson et al., 2007, p. 346). The
creation of this segregated system “flew in the face of Brown” and allowed the state to continue
to provide substandard educational opportunities to Black students in the state. In a review of
course offerings, Black junior colleges had limited offerings compared to their white
counterparts, both for terminal vocational programs and general education offerings (Miller,
1962). Black junior college programs often focused on technical training, such as masonry, shoe
repair, and tile setting, in contrast to white junior college programs in electrical engineering and

The exact number of junior colleges in the system differs by source, as Miller’s 1962 article counts 13 Black junior
colleges and 14 white junior colleges, while Johnson et al.’s lists the numbers above.
2
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building and contracting technologies (Miller, 1962). This selection of available programs at the
black junior college level “perpetuate[s] job placements in low level positions and offer[s] no
opportunities for Negro youth to break into the newly opened fields of technology” (Miller,
1962, p. 391). The push for Black junior colleges echoed the elitism seen in the creation of the
junior college system as a whole, with Ford arguing that junior colleges allow senior colleges “to
be rid of these altogether who, if permitted to enter, must fall by the wayside”, and which will
“enable the senior colleges to devote their time, energy and talent to the select few who will
become the race leaders of tomorrow” (Ford, 1936, p. 593)
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the pressure to desegregate all higher educational
institutions in the state led to the closures of all Black junior colleges, whose students were then
subsumed by the white junior colleges in their communities. The black junior college students
and faculty bore the brunt of these mergers, and while some faculty and administration were able
to move to their neighboring institutions, enrollment plummeted and many faculty members lost
their positions as the white faculty took precedence (Johnson et al., 2007). In addition, placement
tests and entrance exams were added to many junior colleges as another way to keep out black
students even after integration was complete (Johnson et al., 2007). The background of the
community college system, especially its segregated past, is vital to understanding the current
iteration of the institution, as will be shown in the next section.
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The Community College Today
Today, community colleges3 make up a significant number of today’s undergraduate
students, as approximately 41% of undergraduate students (6.8 million) were enrolled in a
community college in the Fall of 2018, making them the largest sector of postsecondary
education within the United States (Pippins et al., 2019). In addition, Cantor argues that “it is not
curriculum or program offerings that distinguish a community college from other institutions of
higher learning; the chief distinguishing factor is the students served” (2015, p. 27). According to
the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), 44% of community college students
are above the age of 22, 29% are the first generation in their family to attend college, 15% are
single parents, and 5% are veterans. In addition, most students work and receive some type of
financial aid. (AACC, 2022). The percentage of students whose families are below the poverty
line has also significantly increased at the community college level, with 50% of students living
at or near the poverty line in 2016, as compared to 32% in 1996 (Fry & Cilluffo, 2019).
Community colleges are demographically diverse too, with 56% of students identifying as POC
(AACC, 2022).
This broad variety of students and community needs means that today’s community
college continues to work towards fulfilling the post-secondary educational needs of its
community. Programs at the community college range from English as a second language
programs, to GED courses, to technical certificates and associate degrees made for transfer. In
For the remainder of this dissertation, I will be primarily using the term “community college” to discuss
institutions that provide the bulk of their instruction to students receiving associate degrees and other career and
technical certifications. Although the presence of baccalaureate degrees does shift the goals of the state colleges that
offer them, these programs (like their university counterparts) are still restricted access and require an application
and certain criteria for entrance, unlike the open access programs that make up the bulk of the community college’s
student population.
3
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addition, many community colleges have also expanded their curriculums in response to the
needs of their communities by offering a limited number of baccalaureate degrees that are
directly “aligned to local workforce demand” and are strictly controlled by the legislature (FL
DOE, 2016). This shift from a community college into a state college can be seen clearly in the
Florida College System. Twenty-five of the Florida College System’s 28 institutions no longer
retain the word ‘community’ in their name, and 27 offer at least one baccalaureate degree,
including business management, digital media, nursing, and criminal justice, among others (FL
DOE, 2016). Despite the shift away from the term community, the primary mission of the Florida
College System remains “...providing lower-level undergraduate instruction and awarding
associate degrees” and “preparing students directly for careers requiring less than baccalaureate
degrees”, which include technical certificates and other clock hour programs (Florida College
System institutions; governance, mission, and responsibilities, 2021). In addition, the
baccalaureate degrees offered by these state colleges seek to expand access by utilizing flexible
delivery models, including hybrid and online modes; and to keep tuition costs significantly lower
than the universities (FL DOE, 2016).
In addition to the different academic needs of the community college, students often have
robust personal and work lives, and need additional schedule options (night, weekend, online) to
complete a course of study (Levin, 2017). In order to provide more support to community
college students (many of whom are first time in college and thus new to higher education),
many institutions have incorporated guided pathway approaches, which provide students with
“metamajors” with set courses in different disciplines in the hopes that students will stay on their
selected educational path and complete without unnecessary credits, as is often seen when
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students select their own classes and don’t directly consult with an advisor (Dougherty, 2018).
Despite the creation of guided pathways and other retention efforts, community college
enrollment has dropped significantly over the past decade, with a declining population of college
age students, a strong economy, and competition in the form of online programs from both forprofit and non-profit schools (Brock & Diwa, 2021). A 2019 Pew Research study found that
although community colleges are still the largest sector of undergraduate education in the
country, enrollment at these institutions is down approximately 10% over the last 20 years, with
more students choosing either for-profit institutions or four-year public colleges (Fry & Cilluffo,
2019).
This drop in enrollment, tightening budgets, and increased focus on student outcome rates
have often meant that community focused programs (such as lifelong learning programs, which
offer non-credit courses for cultural and personal enrichment) are downsized or otherwise
eliminated (Levin, 2017). It also highlights the vulnerability of many community college
students, as they are much more likely to postpone higher education, or their plans based on the
current economic landscape. Sullivan’s digital humanities project, Community College Success
Stories, is an archive of writings by community college students that showcase their personal
educational journeys through text and images. These personal narratives supplement and give life
to the methodological overview of the community college and highlight that people and support
services are often the most important factor in a student’s success in community college
(Sullivan, 2017). These student services include enrollment management, advising services, cocurricular programs such as clubs and activities, and of course, academic supports like tutoring
and library services (Martinez, 2018).
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For-Profit Trade and Technical Schools
One major competitor of the community college is the rise of for-profit trade schools that
seek to provide students with flexible course schedules and fast access to technical certificates.
Although these schools purport to provide flexible class schedules for working students, and
some provide high quality education to their students, a lack of public oversight and articulation
agreements means that these institutions can differ wildly in course offerings and student
outcomes (Wood & Urias, 2012). These programs often have extremely low graduation rates,
dismal employment records, and students with disproportionately high student loan debt burdens
(Holland & DeLuca, 2016). The students served by these institutions are also three times as
likely to be low income compared to their peers and are often men and women of color (Holland
& DeLuca, 2016). These institutions often put themselves in direct opposition to community
colleges by offering the same technical programs or providing a more customer-centered model
of instruction, with rolling admissions dates and shorter course loads. Many have also been
found to have predatory recruitment and marketing strategies, with advisors targeting vulnerable
populations such as the unhoused, veterans, and others who would be eligible for financial aid
(Schade, 2014).

Community College Faculty
Just as the students at the community college are different from their university
counterparts, faculty at these institutions have different professional identities, goals, and
focuses. Although in recent years the number of faculty with terminal degrees within their fields
has risen, longer-serving community college faculty often only have a masters in their field of
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expertise or complete their doctoral work through tuition assistance programs while working full
time at their institutions (Twombly & Townsend, 2008). For technical programs like welding or
automotive technology, faculty may not possess an associate degree, and go through alternative
credentialing programs to confirm their expertise in their field. Many community colleges offer
tenure track positions (or similar job protections like continuing contract, a watered-down
version of tenure that requires performance reviews at regular intervals), but requirements often
differ from the university level and rarely include specific requirements for research or
publication and instead focus on pedagogical effectiveness, service to the college, and other
indicators (Jenkins, 2022).
Because of this difference in job requirements, Palmer finds that the professional identity
of community college faculty does not highly value scholarly work or publications within their
discipline, and that many become disconnected from their fields because of their high course
loads and lack of institutional support for professional organization membership, travel, and
release time for personal research (2015). This may be also due in part to the small number of
full-time faculty in some fields at the community college level–for example, an anthropology
department at a community college may consist of only one full time faculty member and several
adjuncts, or a handful of full-time faculty based at different campuses in different counties. In
addition, some community college faculty view scholarly work “at best, as a personal and
optional endeavor that faculty members can pursue if they wish and at worst as an abrogation of
the institution’s student-focused values” (Palmer, 2015, p. 38).
Palmer argues that this lack of scholarly engagement at the community college level not
only impedes community college faculty from serving their students, but also hinders discipline-
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specific scholarship from understanding the needs of undergraduate students. He eloquently
argues for support of community college scholarship at all levels in the following passage:
…a faculty [member] unengaged in scholarship is detrimental to the institution and to
higher education generally in many respects, not just to the faculty members themselves.
This disengagement reduces teaching to a process of simply “brokering information”,
denying students the opportunity to study with instructors who are actively engaged in
the formation of knowledge—in the discipline, in pedagogy, or in both (2015, p. 45).
In other words, even though community college instructors are teaching introductory level
courses, a faculty member with more connection in their field and the ability to stay abreast of
new pedagogy and viewpoints (such as digital humanities integration into traditional humanities
education) can provide students with a better learning experience than those that do not have
time to connect outside of their institution. In addition, the lack of community college
representation in professional organizations has similarly negative impacts:
It diminishes the community college voice in professional societies devoted to academic
disciplines, thereby impoverishing our understanding of undergraduate education in those
disciplines, especially within the context of the open-access institution and its many highrisk students. It also mutes the voice of community college faculty members in ongoing
debates about higher education policy, a voice that could otherwise explain to the public
what it is community college faculty members do and how that work belies the
technocratic assumptions of neoliberalism. And it sustains faculty isolation from
disciplinary colleagues at both 2-year and 4-year colleges, thereby denying faculty
members—and their students—the learning that derives from professional networking
(Palmer 2015, p. 45)
Humanities at Community Colleges
Despite the common perception of community colleges as primarily technical and
vocational training hubs, humanities study is alive and well at these institutions. Pippins et al.’s
survey of humanities and liberal arts (HLA) education shows that students at a community
college take on average 23 HLA credits during their completion of an associate degree,
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compared to 21 for four-year students at a university (2019). While most of these HLA credits
are in English, students also take courses in the visual and performing arts, philosophy, and
history (Pippins et al., 2019). This study also finds that students have already taken most (if not
all) of the HLA courses they need to graduate before transferring to a four-year institution,
underscoring the importance of HLA education at the community college (Pippins et al., 2019).
Anne McGrail’s survey of community college faculty found that many both inside and
outside the community college see a vast difference of perception between the work of
universities and the work of the community college, with community colleges “teach[ing] ‘basic
skills’ and four-year colleges and universities ‘develop[ing] minds’” (2014, p. 6). This reductive
viewpoint not only negates the aspirations of students who enroll in community colleges, but
also erases the importance of humanities education at this level for the job market. Cantor
reminds those that wish to defund or remove humanities courses at community colleges that the
skills (critical thinking, communication, and problem solving) that employers most want to see in
their incoming workforce are inextricably linked with the humanities (2015), and that the
removal of humanities courses has a severe impact on our population:
...and if community college students do not have the curricular choices available to
students at more expensive institutions, America’s problems associated with income
inequality, the skills gap, and student-loan debt would worsen (Cantor, 2015)
It is thus vital that community college faculty be active and continuing contributors to their
scholarly communities, and that community college students continue to be offered an enriching
slate of humanities course offerings. In fact, the community college’s focus on pedagogy has
historically created a fertile ground for innovative instructional methods in the humanities, such
as the creation of the first Holocaust-centric courses in the 1970s (Lesham, 2018). This focus on
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engaging and transformative instruction is essential if community college faculty are to serve
students from “diverse ethnic, educational, class, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds” and
provide them with a sturdy humanistic background, no matter their field of study (Lesham, 2018,
p. 4).
With this focus on pedagogy, and the need for increased technological skills at the
community college, digital humanities should be a large part of community college humanities
instruction. However, McGrail’s 2016 chapter in Debates in the Digital Humanities finds that
even though community colleges, with their open access mission and diverse student base,
seemed a “perfect fit” for digital humanities work, she was able to find few community college
faculty that were actively engaging with the field. She attributes this in part to the fact that most
digital humanities work takes place at research-centric institutions, which have been long seen to
be “incompatible with the teaching-heavy, service-burdened, ‘institutionally subaltern’ profile of
community colleges and their faculty” (2016, n. pag.). In addition, McGrail finds that there is a
lack of institutional support and time for professional development in the digital tools needed for
digital humanities work, and that while faculty were aware of some digital humanities topics,
they did not feel as though they were proficient enough to engage with these projects in their
regular teaching (2016). However, despite this current lack of engagement, McGrail sees the
community college as the perfect place to engage students more mindfully with digital
humanities work in the classroom, as “pedagogy is the beloved, intentional, and evolving child”
of the institution, in contrast to its role as the ‘ugly stepchild’ of universities (2016, n. pag.).
As discussed in Chapter Two, the library serves as an integral part of both the academic
landscape and digital humanities practice. With an understand of the history, challenges, and
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mission of the community college, the following section will discuss the community college
academic library and its role at their institutions.

Community College Libraries
While the community (or junior, or state) college library shares many characteristics of
the academic library at a research institution, these libraries are often considered to be
interdisciplinary, formless entities to many. Community college libraries are not focused on
higher level research like those at larger universities, which serve the ideal, ‘well-prepared’
student and their eager faculty; and they are not public libraries, which are integral to the fabric
of their communities and serve all age levels by providing books, technology, and community
programming. Instead, community college libraries (and their librarians) must provide resources
and services to not only students who may be underserved or returning to higher education after
many years, but also to community members who need digital literacy assistance, and they must
provide this broad level of assistance with an average budget of ⅕ of a university library
(Contrada, 2019). In fact, many community college libraries are part of interlocal agreements
with their public library systems, and can share funding, programming, and even staff and
physical spaces with their public counterparts. This means that often, community college
librarians are just as likely to assist public library patrons with technology questions or reference
assistance as they are students within their academic programs and must prepare services for a
broad spectrum of students, community members, and faculty and staff. Like community college
teaching faculty, community college librarians are also often not required to publish or perform
their own research as part of their positions, which in part explains the dearth of research on
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community college librarianship and student outcomes (Connaway et al., 2017). Unlike the
research university, which usually has liaison programs and assigned librarians for each
discipline, community college librarians serve in multiple library roles, and engage with all
academic programs through information literacy, collection development, reference support, and
other programming (Contrada, 2019; Wang et al., 2021). This section will discuss some of the
major concerns of the community college library, including the digital divide that our students
continue to have to bridge, the integration of the ACRL framework for information literacy into
IL programs, and the push for open educational resources (OER) to ease some of the financial
burden for students at this level.

Digital Divide
When discussing community college libraries and their interactions with students, it is
vital to understand the digital divide. In 2021, 43% of households with an income lower than
$30,000 reported not having home broadband services, while another 43% reported not having a
desktop or laptop computer in their home (Vogels, 2021). While originally this term is most often
applied to the gap between those who have access to technology and those that do not, in recent
years a more nuanced definition has formed that also looks closely at “e-inclusion”, or the ability
of an individual to meaningfully interact with the technology needed to “fully participate in
society” in the realms of “economic resources, employment, health, education, housing,
recreation, culture, and civic engagement” (eEurope Advisory Group, as cited by Yu et al., 2018,
p. 553). This broader conceptualization recognizes that although most individuals in the United
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States may have the technology (smartphone, laptop, tablet), they may not have the skills needed
to use these tools effectively in ways that advance their goals.
In terms of a community college student, the steps needed to enroll in a course may seem
simple to the digitally fluent, but in fact take many individual steps to complete. For example, a
student must have access to their own personal email account, navigate to the school’s website,
enter their information into a form, attach documents that prove residency, have access to a
credit/debit card to pay online, change their password, download and access word processing
programs, log into a course management system, navigate through course content, access
password protected library resources, purchase a course code/textbook, and submit assignments.
This process can be anxiety-inducing for students that are returning to school, do not have
technology at home, or only have a smartphone or other mobile device.
While the next chapter will more deeply discuss the digital divide and the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on student digital literacy and e-inclusion, the digital divide is also closely
linked with digital literacy, or the ability to “locate, evaluate, aggregate, ethically weigh, and
comprehend online resources” (Yu et al., 2018, p. 554). These skills often overlap with
information literacy instruction, which will be discussed in the next section.

Community College Information Literacy
Information literacy, an individual’s ability to find, evaluate, and use information
effectively, is an essential part of education at every level, but particularly for the community
college student. Not only does it allow students to be mindful consumers (and creators) of
information, but information literacy is also a vital skill for success in the workplace. In fact,
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81% of employers stated that they wanted employees that had “developed the skills to research
the questions in their field and develop evidence-based analyses” (Collier, 2019, p. 494). As
discussed in Chapter Two, ACRL’s 2016 Framework for Information Literacy for Higher
Education is the current standard for information literacy training for the post-secondary student.
However, at its inception, community college librarians argued that the Framework was not an
appropriate tool for library instruction at the community college level, as these students
frequently have significant knowledge gaps in both content and digital literacy skills, and time
restraints for instruction often mean that the higher-level content must be streamlined for oneshot library sessions (Contrada, 2019). Wengler & Wolff-Eisenberg’s 2020 study found that
although community college librarians are receptive to integrating the Framework into their
information literacy instruction, they face challenges unique to the community college in the
rollout. These sessions, which are often a single class session (or even part of one), must not only
include information on completing the specific research assignment, but also introduce students
to the library, and some librarians found that incorporating the Framework within this time is, if
not impossible, very difficult (Gross et al., 2022). In addition, the broad spectrum of students in
each class (which often includes traditional age students, dual enrollment students, and returning
students, among many others) means that librarians must ensure that their instruction sessions are
broad enough to provide all students with an appropriate overview of the information literacy
competencies necessary for their class, as many arrive underprepared for college-level research
(Wang et al., 2021; Contrada, 2019). Because of this, librarians reported incorporating one or two
of the frames into their lessons or one-on-one reference sessions and using the Framework as
embedded ideas instead of explicitly in their classes (Gross, 2022). As Collier highlights, this use
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of the Framework (incorporating pieces as needed, based on the needs of librarians and their
students) is explicitly supported by its appendix, which states that “ACRL encourages
information literacy librarians to be imaginative and innovative in implementing the Framework
at their institution. The Framework is not intended to be prescriptive, but to be used as a guiding
document” (ACRL, as cited by Collier, 2019, p. 495). In other words, Collier finds that the
Framework gives librarians the freedom to incorporate each frame as they see fit, without feeling
as though they must use all the frames all the time. Instead, librarians at the community college
can “pick their battles” and focus on specific knowledge practices associated with each frame
and create learning outcomes for a specific lesson (Collier, 2019, p. 496).
Community college librarians reported the greatest success in utilizing the Framework
within their for-credit information literacy classes. These courses, which are usually offered as a
one credit class, such as Florida’s LIS 2004: Introduction to Internet Research, provide students
with the skills needed to perform higher level research. However, these course offerings are
limited at every academic level, with fewer than 19% of survey respondents offering a credit
course in information literacy (Cohen et al., 2016). Cohen et al. also found that more colleges
have removed credit information literacy courses from their curriculums within the past decade
than have added them, which may be a result of guided pathways streamlining course offerings
for students, or because of library technical assistant A.S. programs (which were once prevalent
at the community college level) closing. Faculty status also plays a major role, as those
institutions that have faculty (and tenure track) librarians are more likely to offer credit
information literacy courses (Cohen et al., 2016). Cunningham and Donovan (as cited in Cohen
et al., 2016), argue that an aspect of the low number of credit information literacy courses may
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be the lack of a teaching identity for librarians, even if they hold faculty status, as “if librarians
are unable to define their professional identity as including a teaching role, establishing criteria
for review and reward of that role will never be widely accepted” (pp. 570-571). In another
survey of librarians that provide information literacy instruction, almost 70% of community
college librarians stated that their main challenge was changing the current perceptions of
content area faculty towards their subject matter expertise and the importance of information
literacy instruction, underscoring the ways that librarians are perceived by their colleagues
(Wang et al., 2021). This is further confirmed by the fact that community college librarians
indicate that marketing information literacy instruction is a major challenge at their institution, at
almost double the rate of librarians at four-year institutions (Wang et al., 2021). Although not
specific to the community college, Meulemans and Carr argue that for librarians to engage more
productively with instructional faculty, librarians must clarify the role of information literacy
instruction within their course outcomes, and to shift the library’s focus from a service function
to an equal partnership (2013). This echoes the unequal power dynamic between content area
faculty and librarians within digital humanities work seen in Chapter One.

Open Educational Resources
Textbook prices are a major stressor on many students, as 45% of students enrolled at a
public Florida higher education institution paid more than $300 in the Fall 2017 term (Florida
Virtual Campus, 2018). This number, especially for students at the community college level,
often impacts student retention and completion, as it can lead to students choosing not to
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purchase a textbook, taking fewer courses, or earning a poor grade because they are unable to
keep pace with assignments or course material (Florida Virtual Campus, 2018; Contrada, 2019).
While libraries hold reserve collections of textbooks within their physical spaces, these
books are limited in number and can’t leave the library. In addition, courseware platforms
bundled with a textbook often mean students cannot avoid purchasing a digital rental or onetime-use course code. In response, many libraries have begun to work closely with instructional
faculty on Open Educational Resources (OER) initiatives, which assist faculty in finding and/or
creating freely available course content. OER materials can range from traditional textbooks that
are freely available online, like Rice University’s OpenStax, an openly licensed collection of
peer-reviewed textbooks that can be adopted, remixed, and shared under a 4.0 Creative
Commons attribution; to a personally curated collection of outside readings, videos, and other
course content that can be accessed directly from an online course or website. Using OER
content can significantly lower student costs, and studies have shown that OER content to be as
effective (if not more) than traditional textbooks. This is in part because OER content can also
often include more diverse readings and viewpoints than a traditional textbook and can be
quickly modified to suit the needs of a course (German, 2017).
This work is particularly well suited for the community college, as the bulk of their
courses are at the introductory level with “fairly stable course content”, and textbook costs make
up a greater percentage of a student’s total costs, as tuition is often lower than a university
(Lantrip et al., 2021, n. pag.). However, the process of finding, selecting, and using OER can be
time intensive, which creates a major barrier for faculty, especially as the amount of content
exponentially increases (Black & Marcus, 2015). As librarians are well-versed in finding and
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evaluating resources, identifying already licensed resources available through library
subscriptions, and assisting faculty with license application and metadata creation, they are ideal
partners to share the heavy workload of OER creation, and are often found at the helm of OER
implementation teams on campus. For example, the Sinclair Community College library took an
active role in OER adoption, leveraging their relationships with faculty to assist in the creation of
a robust OER program that included stipends for faculty and saved students millions of dollars in
textbook costs (Walsh, 2020). Librarians created a curated list of resources for faculty to select,
and hosted OER created by their faculty in their institutional repository. This hosting also
included the creation of metadata to ensure that the content was accessible to outside of the
institution, and the housing of print versions of OER (when possible) to support students
impacted by the digital divide (Walsh, 2020). In addition to providing support in identifying and
storing OER content, the library can act as a centralized location for OER initiatives at the
campus, instead of housing the programs under a single department or discipline (Walsh, 2020).
Libraries can also provide technical and physical infrastructure to OER projects, which can
include storage space in institutional repositories to house locally created content and technology
for recording/creating content, among other resources.
However, while librarians have demonstrated their expertise in OER initiatives on
campus, they still face many of the same barriers found in engaging in substantive information
literacy instruction and other library programming. For example, Bradlee and VanScoy’s survey
of faculty already involved in OER adoption found that they were primarily comfortable with
librarians serving a ‘traditional’ support role for OER adoption through discovery, curation, and
advocacy of OER, while having a less favorable view of the ‘appropriateness’ of librarians as
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experts in materials licensing, providing professional development, or publishing OER materials
(2019). This harkens back to chapter one’s discussion of unequal faculty-librarian relationships
in DH work and illustrates the view of librarians as “support” and not as partners in initiatives
like OER.
There is also a clear connection between OER content and digital humanities projects, as
most of these projects are licensed under open licenses, collaborative in nature, and seek to
supplement traditional scholarly research. Open licenses (such as creative commons, which
allows a creator to select the level of protection for their work) and public domain materials
(works that are not copyrighted, either through the expiration of copyright or through the wishes
of the creator) serve as the building blocks of DH work, as many projects are transformative
works of historical documents, literary works, or other humanities matter, either in the form of a
digital archive or a project that analyzes and presents the materials in another format (Wharton,
2013). For example, the Shelley-Godwin Archive (http://shelleygodwinarchive.org/) takes the
original manuscripts of Shelly-Godwin (which fall within the public domain) and allows users to
toggle between the original text and marginalia to see the contributions of each writer. In fact,
many DH projects can serve as OER, as digitized primary source documents, a data
visualization, or a digital project may be incorporated into a course at any level as a learning
object or primary text. The Perseus Digital Library (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/) provides
unmatched access to classic works from the Greco-Roman world, and their Perseids project
allows users to “augment ancient texts with layers of explanatory materials in the form of
annotations, image markup, commentary, and interactive graphs” (Perseids, n.d.). This allows
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students not only to study the texts (in translation and in their original form) but also to
manipulate and map passages on their own.
The connection between DH work and openly accessible content can also be seen in the
proliferation of openly available content in the field. Digitalculturebooks is a Creative Commons
licensed imprint of the University of Michigan Press that makes their eBooks freely available
online under a Creative Commons license, as does CUNY’s Debates in the Digital Humanities
series. Digital Humanities Quarterly is also licensed under a CC license, further reiterating the
open nature of the field. However, there are still significant barriers to OER work. Much like
digital humanities, faculty cited institutional support and infrastructure as a vital need for OER
work, especially in the form of course releases and stipends (Lantrip et al., 2021). This is
particularly important at the community college, as faculty often carry much higher course loads
than their peers at differing institutions and may not have the necessary time to evaluate and
implement OER resources in place of a traditional textbook. In addition, the selection,
customization, and maintenance of OER resources is not unlike that of the DH or project, as both
need to be sustainable after the creation period ends and as technology and course content
continue to evolve. In addition, digital literacy instruction is vital for the implementation of both
OER and DH materials within a course, as students may be unfamiliar with navigating a digital
book, or of the affordances of a digital project in place of a regular, print textbook (Hess et al.,
2016). They also may not have reliable access to the internet or a computer that is able to load
an image, media-heavy digital project, or OER resource, which further shows the importance of
striving towards e-inclusion and/or providing support for students who need additional
technology or assistance.
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Consortia
Collaboration across organizations has always been a hallmark of libraries, from
interlibrary loan programs allowing users to check out books from libraries across the country to
national committees supported by professional organizations like the American Library
Association. In addition, library consortia, or groups of institutions that partner to purchase and
share resources that would be prohibitively expensive if purchased individually, are an important
aspect of community college librarianship. These partnerships help provide expanded access to
individuals, help libraries stretch small budgets by requesting titles instead of purchasing them
for their own collections, and allow for the sharing of ideas and expertise across institutions.
These consortia vary widely in membership makeup, with some organizations having academic,
public, and private libraries as members, while others focus on specific organization types. This
means that libraries often are members of several consortia that serve different purposes (Guzzy,
2010). Some consortia require membership fees per institution like the Consortium of Academic
and Research Libraries in Illinois (CARLI), while others are supported by a state budget like the
Florida Academic Library Services Cooperative (FALSC). These consortia also provide an
avenue for collaboration and partnerships between institutions, with representatives from each
organization meeting regularly to “collaborate, cooperate, and communicate” with each other
(Guzzy, 2010, n. pag.). Consortia that serve both university and community college libraries also
provide an avenue for the sharing of expertise between the two organization types, with each
bringing their unique viewpoints to collaborative projects (Guzzy, 2010). Over the past several
years, library consortia have incorporated OER support into their missions, and provide financial
and staff support to local institutions to for their initiatives. For example, the Open Florida
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Initiative is a partnership between FALSC staff and a robust workgroup of university and college
librarians that works to lower textbook costs by supporting OER adoption across all public
Florida institutions of higher education. Other state consortia like OhioLINK provide financial
support, advocacy, and an avenue for partnerships between member institutions on OER projects,
making larger scale OER projects more feasible, especially those that target gateway courses
with fixed curriculum.

Conclusion
While the focus of the community college has been to provide students with a two-year
education, the community college’s mission has evolved to provide their communities with
everything from English as a second language programs to bachelor’s degrees, and students
enrolled at community colleges now make up almost half of the United States’ post-secondary
education. The history of the segregated college system in the south is also important to
understand regarding the current system, which serves a broader demographic of students than its
university counterparts and provides a significant percentage of the country’s humanities
education. As these institutions continue to evolve, it is more important than ever to have ample
student support services like the library, which helps to bridge the digital divide, provides no cost
resources through OER, and instructs students in information literacy competencies that will help
them evaluate and use high quality sources. The community college library is also a natural
partner for digital humanities initiatives at the community college level, which can provide
students additional engagement with humanities topics and vital digital literacy skills.
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CHAPTER FOUR: COVID-19, DIGITAL HUMANITIES, AND THE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Any discussion of higher education in 2022 must consider the impact that the COVID-19
pandemic has had on our lives and on the lives of our students. Over the past two years, we have
had to acclimatize to remote work, figure out how to serve students in a hybrid format, and
transition back into in-person teaching, all while trying to maintain a high level of service despite
budget cuts, staffing problems, and general upset and discontent. This chapter will discuss the
COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on higher education at the national level, before focusing on
the specific impact to the community college. Then, it will detail statewide impacts that included
the surprise defunding of the Florida library consortia and the shift of the Florida Digital
Humanities Consortium’s annual conference to a virtual format. Finally, this chapter will
conclude with a case study of my own experience as a librarian, then administrator, from 20202022. This will detail the College’s acquisition of the Treasure Coast Collection of archival
materials, the award of the College’s first National Endowment for the Humanities grant, my
own Endowed Teaching Chair for the creation of a Center of Digital Humanities at the College,
and the impact of the pandemic, burnout, and other factors on this work.

COVID-19 and Higher Education
On March 11, 2020, just as many colleges and schools were about to go on their spring
breaks, the World Health Organization declared the novel coronavirus and the disease it caused
(COVID-19) a pandemic (CNN Editorial Research, 2022). In the following weeks, many state
and local governments instituted mask orders and lockdowns that closed businesses and limited
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public gatherings. At the same time, academic administrators had to make the difficult decision
to close their physical spaces and move to an online-only model. For many students, this meant
that they had to move out of their dorms and home within days of the announcements. This shift
sharply highlighted the fact that many students rely heavily on their scholarships and institutional
infrastructure (food halls, computer labs, internet access, quiet space) to complete their courses
(Fischer, 2020).
As students moved home, instructors at every level, from kindergarten to higher
education, had to shift their courses online (Fernandez & Shaw, 2020). Instructors who had
always taught in-person courses saw their workload dramatically increase as they fought to
transition their materials for online instruction in the middle of the semester during a state of
emergency (Griffiths et al., 2021). Even after they had transitioned their courses and started a
second semester (and then a third) online, many faculty members continued to report increased
levels of burnout and emotional fatigue as they worried not only for their students’ mental and
physical health, but their own (Griffiths et al., 2022). This fatigue was due in part to job creep, or
the “slow and subtle expansion of job duties which is not recognized by supervisors or the
organization” (Ettarh, 2018, n. pag.).
There was also major controversy about when to bring students back to campus. Some
universities worked to bring students back on campus with additional safety protocols as soon as
Fall 2020, while others stayed entirely online for additional semesters. A Pew Research Center
study found that public perception of the issue was almost evenly split, with 48% of adults
believing that bringing students back on campus was not the right decision, compared to 52% of
those who did (Parker et al., 2020). In addition to the issue of safety during a raging pandemic,
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the perception of online education added another complication. Almost 68% of respondents of
the same Pew study reported that they believed that online classes don’t “provide the same value
as in-person instruction” (Parker et al., 2020). This pushed many institutions to scramble to find
ways to return to in-person instruction, which often meant that faculty had to be prepared to
teach in person courses, online courses, or both, depending on the swiftly changing guidelines of
their institutions. This lack of consistency made immunocompromised students and faculty feel
left behind in the rush to reopen, especially as social distancing and mask orders became
guidelines instead of requirements.

COVID-19 and the Community College
Since many community college programs require in-person training such as clinical
hours, many colleges returned to in-person instruction much more quickly than liberal arts
universities, at least for select programs. In previous recessions, community college enrollment
has frequently increased, as many students return to school to train for new jobs. However,
community college enrollment has been steadily dropping for the last decade, and this decrease
in enrollment has been exponentially compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic (Brock & Diwa,
2021). While graduate school education has continued to rise and four-year universities have
seen only a .25% decrease in enrollment because of COVID-19, community college enrollment
has decreased by 15% in the last two years (Donaldson, 2022). In addition, over 40% of
prospective community college students reported that they had canceled all plans to enroll due to
the pandemic (Sutton, 2021; CCRC, 2020). Over thirty percent of community college students
were more likely to have concerns over catching the virus than their peers at four-year
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institutions (23%) and were more than twice as likely to report that their financial situation had
influenced them not to enroll at the community college (CCRC, 2020).
The pandemic also worsened equity gaps at the community college. Approximately half
of low-income students canceled their plans to attend community college, more than twice the
number of high-income households. Black and Hispanic students were also slightly more likely
to cancel community college plans than White students, and 45% of single parents were forced to
change their plans for higher education (CCRC, 2022). For those students that did enroll at the
community college, faculty found that students needed much more emotional and physical
support to complete their course requirements, as “pandemic conditions likely exaggerated not
only the number of adaptations but the severity” of the need for individualized student support
and interventions (Griffiths et al, 2022). Community college students are more likely to work in
the service industry and have a need for childcare (CCRC, 2020). They are also more likely to
experience homelessness, food insecurity, and act as caregivers for multiple generations of their
family (Prokes & Housel, 2021).
One of the major supports community college students needed to finish their courses was
technology. Community college students are more likely to experience the digital divide, or the
chasm between those that have access to the necessary technology to complete everyday tasks,
and those that do not (Kim & Kessler-Eng, 2021). When classes moved online in March 2020,
many students were forced to purchase their own computers or laptops to complete their courses
(June, 2020). In addition, 57% of students said that “having access to a stable, high-speed
internet connection was challenging” if classes didn’t move back into in person offerings (June
2020). In order to bridge this digital divide, laptop and hotspot lending programs that provide
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long-term loans of devices are proving to be a vital aspect of community college library services
(June, 2020). Those students that had never taken online courses before also experienced a drop
in confidence in completing their coursework, especially those that were under the age of 22 and
new to higher education (Prokes & Housel, 2021). In addition, students reported higher levels of
depression and other mental health concerns because of the pandemic, which had an additional
negative impact on their classwork (Prokes & Housel, 2021).

COVID-19 and the Academic Library
It is with this background that the academic libraries had to decide how to serve their
students during the pandemic. As a service-based profession, librarianship is often treated as a
‘noble’ field, one that brings resources to the masses, provides a safe, physical haven for all, and
helps patrons navigate, evaluate, and use information correctly. However, this perception of the
field can have negative impacts on library staff, even as it aids their communities. Shupe et al.
(2015) tied burnout in librarianship specifically to stress caused by role ambiguity and role
overload, as librarians are often tasked to take on more and more additional duties because of
staffing and budget cuts, and those roles are frequently ‘mushy’ and seem to incorporate anything
and everything on an as needed basis. These additional job duties can be as basic as providing
testing support for online students when they are no longer served by an on-campus center, or as
intense as administering naloxone to a patron experiencing an overdose (Ettarh, 2018). In other
words, even though librarians are often the ones finding gaps in resources and expanding their
own services to support the needs of their patrons, this can cause personal stress and feelings of
burnout (Schupe et al., 2015).
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This perception of the field as one that can ‘make do’ or ‘do it all’ is partly because of
“vocational awe,” or the “set of ideas, values, and assumptions librarians have about themselves
and the profession that result in beliefs that libraries as institutions are inherently good and
sacred, and therefore beyond critique” (Ettarh, 2018, n. pag.). Chapter One discussed the ways in
which librarianship sometimes fails to live up to this awe, through its position as an ideological
state apparatus through which the dominant ideology is reproduced, but not what this does to the
librarians in the field. Ettarh describes the impact of this awe, and how it can make library staff
feel as though they can’t campaign for themselves without compromising the profession:
Because the sacred duties of freedom, information, and service are so momentous, the
library worker is easily paralyzed. In the face of grand missions of literacy and freedom,
advocating for your full lunch break feels petty. And tasked with the responsibility of
sustaining democracy and intellectual freedom, taking a mental health day feels
shameful. Awe is easily weaponized against the worker, allowing anyone to deploy a
vocational purity test in which the worker can be accused of not being devout or
passionate enough to serve without complaint (Ettarh, 2018, n. pag.)
This concept of vocational awe has become even more important when considering the impact of
COVID-19, and the ways in which we perform our jobs. For academic librarians who spend a
considerable portion of their work time helping students find, identify, and evaluate resources,
correcting misinformation about the pandemic and public health measures like vaccinations can
seem like a personal responsibility. One study found that over 70% of librarians felt as though
they “definitely” or “probably” should do something about this misinformation in their personal
time, and 69% reported feeling burnout because of this self-assigned mission (Lovelace et al.,
2020).
In addition to this overload of increased and urgent responsibilities, the library as space
also caused considerable stress for library staff during the pandemic, as reopening measures
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frequently made librarians concerned about their safety when students did not follow public
health orders when using the physical spaces (Salvesen & Berg, 2021). However, they (and their
institution’s administrators) were also aware that students (especially community college
students) needed the library as a space to concentrate on their assignments, access the internet,
and study with groups for intensive courses like the sciences and nursing, spurring on reopening
whenever possible. For community college students, this meant that the community college in
general (and the community college library, specifically) needed to figure out ways to connect
students to the resources they needed, when they needed them.

COVID-19 ‘Benefits’
As detailed above, the complexities and challenges of the pandemic will impact physical
and mental health for years to come for students and higher education professionals alike.
However, the pandemic did force higher education to reevaluate the things they have always
done and consider if those ways were the most effective for their students, and staff have found
great pride in effectively pivoting resources since the start of the pandemic. Many students
received direct relief funds through multiple federal initiatives, both through the individual
stimulus programs and targeted money through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act, which required that half of all funds given to an institution be given
directly to students for emergency relief (Yuen, 2020). Other funding like the Higher Education
Emergency Relief (HEERF) Fund gave additional support for institutions to expand necessary
services to support students during the pandemic. These funds helped institutions purchase PPE
and shore up other needed resources that had fallen to the wayside before the pandemic,
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including mental health support, technology investment, and infrastructure upgrades for IT
services.
In addition, one study recognizes that while many academic librarians mentioned burnout
and job overload, others reported positive changes, including that the shift to online resources
helped their college realize that “libraries are beyond a physical space”, and have more to offer to
their students (Salvesen & Berd, 2021, n. pag.). A major resource that many libraries created was
the addition of health literacy concepts to their information literacy offerings and the use of
curated resource guides available on their library websites (Fraser-Arnott, 2020). These guides
provided high-quality information about the pandemic, public health efforts, and other materials
relevant to the pandemic and served as a visible example of information literacy in action. In
addition, virtual reference support through email, video conferencing, chat, and texting were
often underutilized before the pandemic, but became major touchpoints during lockdown
(Decker, 2021). Technology loan programs, which require significant levels of institutional
support, became a main service offered by libraries, as computer labs were closed, and many
students did not have the necessary devices for completing their online coursework. Information
literacy programming also went virtual, with librarians able to drop into online courses, or to be
embedded directly within course management systems.
Despite the sobering additional decline in enrollment at the community college, some
programs did see growth during and after the pandemic. Agricultural science programs saw a
41% growth in fall 2021 (Donaldson, 2022). Technical programs that create skilled workers in
fields like welding, nursing, and automotive sciences also saw little to no drop, and in fact saw a
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rise in enrollment during the pandemic (Donaldson, 2022). The following section will take a
closer look at the regional impacts of the pandemic in Florida.

Impacts of COVID-19 in the Sunshine State
As the pandemic continued into the summer of 2020, public higher education institutions
in Florida were in full swing planning for the upcoming fall semester and considering which
mode of instruction would be most successful for their students. As they prepared, academic
librarians were working with faculty to connect their students to the online resources available
through the statewide database collection managed by the Florida Academic Library Services
Cooperative (FALSC), which provided over 90 shared databases and electronic journal
subscriptions to the public state college and university systems. However, a surprise budget cut
on June 30th by Governor Ron DeSantis pulled all funding for these online resources and the
Florida Complete program, which funded FALSC’s shared collections, the statewide library
management system, and numerous other programs that directly supported student success online
(Atterbury, 2020). This cut sent library and college administration scrambling to find local
funding for these resources, which were not only essential with the switch to online learning, but
also cost prohibitive to purchase individually at the individual institution level, especially for the
smaller state colleges in the system. These collections were eventually funded through carry-over
funding available within the organization, and with each individual institution paying ‘their
share’ of the bill, mostly through CARES Act and other pandemic relief funds. Even though the
program was able to be saved through the quick thinking of higher education stakeholders, it
added an extra layer of uncertainty to an already uncertain summer in higher education in
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Florida. The next month Rebekah Jones, a Florida state data scientist, filed a complaint stating
that she was fired for refusing to manipulate COVID-19 data to support reopening the state
before it was safe to do so (Wamsley, 2020). This not only brought Florida reopening plans into
the political spotlight, as Republican lawmakers fought to quickly relax pandemic guidelines and
reopen businesses, but also created another complication to information and health literacy, as it
greatly damaged the credibility of state-run sources for information seekers.
However, there were some positive responses to the pandemic in the state. In March 2020
Florida Digital Humanities Consortium (FLDH) canceled their second annual conference, which
was set to meet in St. Augustine. Founded in 2014, FLDH is a “collective of institutions in the
state of Florida that seeks to promote an understanding of the humanities in light of digital
technologies and research (FLDH, n.d.). The organization provides a forum for institutions to
discuss digital humanities work and collaborate on larger scale projects, as well as allowing
organizations to share their public-facing projects on a broader scale. When the conference was
cancelled, the current Executive Committee wanted to encourage personal collaboration and
professional development for those had planned to present at the conference in order to build
community during a very uncertain time. After brainstorming, FLDH created a slate of webinars
during the 20-21 academic year and formed four new committees that would allow FLDH
membership to take a more active role in the planning of the organization (Huet et al., 2021).
These committees and associated virtual events enabled FLDH members to stay in contact
throughout the pandemic, and to continue to share digital humanities best practices across the
state.
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Indian River State College Case Study
This section will answer the survey and interview questions that respondents were asked
in the survey in narrative form from the point of view of the author and Indian River State
College. Study methodology, questions and results are detailed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Demographics
I have been a community college librarian for 9 ½ years, all of which have been at Indian
River State College. In August 2020, I transitioned from my role as Assistant
Professor/Emerging Technologies Librarian to Interim Administrative Director, and then to
permanent Administrative Director in August 2021, all three of which have been full time
positions. I hold a master’s degree in library and information science, and do not currently (at
least until this dissertation is accepted) hold an additional graduate degree. While my current
position has drastically changed my daily activities, I still participate in all the tasks listed in the
survey, which include information literacy instruction, reference, collection development, faculty
outreach, professional development, student programming, and technology assistance. Before
2020, information literacy instruction was approximately 50% of my job, and I taught 30-40
sessions a year. After 2020, it accounts for less than 10% of my position, as I am a pinch hitter
who teaches only when other faculty librarians are unavailable, or when the instruction is
directly connected with a digital humanities project or initiative.
I am extremely familiar with the term “digital humanities” through my coursework at the
University of Central Florida, and with all the digital humanities pedagogies, methods, and
objects of study listed in the survey. While they were not specifically referred to as ‘digital
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humanities’, graduate courses in information visualization and archival studies as part of my
master’s in library and information science program introduced me to several of these
pedagogies, including textual analysis, student digital archiving of primary sources, student use
of blogs and participation of computational field work, and use of technology to study human
objects and culture, among others.

Institutional Demographics
Indian River State College is a community college on the Treasure Coast in Florida with
five campuses that serve Indian River, St. Lucie, Martin, and Okeechobee counties. The college
offers a variety of programs, including associates in arts, sciences, and applied science, technical
and vocational certificates, and baccalaureate degrees in selected fields. Before COVID-19
closures, IRSC had an FTE of approximately 2,600 students, which is classified as a “Medium”
sized institution in the Carnegie Classification of institutions.
Our institution is a member of FLDH, and is extremely involved, as we have several
faculty and administration (including myself) that are active members of the executive board and
council. This engagement was kickstarted through my graduate work, as I had the opportunity to
became aware of FLDH through my internship with UCF’s Center for Digital Humanities and
Research, which allowed me to update the consortia’s website. As I became more familiar with
the consortia, I brought in IRSC as an institutional member of FLDH, making the college the
first state college member of the organization. In addition, I am also the college member of the
executive board, serving first as secretary, then vice-chair, and finally as chair of the
organization.
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In 2021, the college became the first community college member of the Adobe Creative
Campus. This program provides all students, faculty, and staff Adobe Creative Cloud access at
no cost. To increase adoption, Adobe invites faculty members to a yearly Faculty Fellows
program, a weeklong training program that provides faculty members with hands-on experience
with the suite of tools. Before COVID closures, the college’s Institute of Academic Excellence
provided workshops for faculty to learn about educational technology, apps for the classroom,
and best practices for teaching online. While IAE has shifted gears in the past several semesters,
there are still internal professional development opportunities available through presentations,
online platforms like Percipio Learning, and funding for conferences when available.

IRSC Libraries
Before the pandemic, the college employed 6 faculty librarians, but during COVD and
with my shift to administration, my faculty position was left vacant and frozen due to budget
considerations. The library has joint use agreements with three county library systems: Indian
River, St. Lucie, and Martin counties. These joint use agreements vary by county, but provide
shared staffing, funding, and other resources. Before COVID, the college library was somewhat
engaged with the local community and offered approximately 6-10 community events in a
typical academic year, which included Disability Awareness Day, community book clubs, and a
previous NEA Big Read.
The faculty librarians also provide a comprehensive information literacy program and
offer an average of 250 information literacy sessions each academic year. These sessions were
usually ‘one shots’ and took place within a single class period and covered the necessary skills to
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complete research based on their instructor’s guidelines. Librarians worked closely with
instructions from across the college and gave sessions for all groups, from middle and high
school groups, gateway classes like English and American history, and higher-level courses like
nursing and biology baccalaureate programs.
The college library has received several grants in the past five years, including an NEA
Big Read Grant for Edwidge Danticat’s Brother, I’m Dying and two Florida Humanities Council
grants (a book club for veterans and a project grant for the Great American Read). Faculty
librarians also worked closely on the Florida Complete grant, which assisted faculty in the
creation of OER resources for high enrollment courses. The college was awarded its first
National Endowment for the Humanities Grant for Infusing African American Culture into the
Digital Learning Space in 2020, which will be discussed further in a following section. Finally, a
Florida Humanities Council grant in conjunction with IRSC’s Center for Digital Humanities
provided funding for Turning Digital: Humanities and the Digital Revolution, a lecture series for
faculty and the community that provided insight into digital humanities and how it might be done
at the community college level.
The college library manages its digital archive using a state-supported instance of
Islandora, a digital archival platform. The college’s digital archive holds historic student
newspapers, press clippings, and other institutional materials, in addition to several local
collections. The digital archive is run by faculty librarians at IRSC, and several digital
humanities projects have engaged students in the digitization and maintenance of items in the
collection, including the digitization and description of student newspapers and community
collections. Each project included a presentation that connected two of ACRL’s six Frames for
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Information Literacy with digital archiving, and that highlighted the fact that librarians (and
students) must: be mindful of their own ideologies as they seek to facilitate access to materials
(Authority Is Constructed and Contextual); and that understanding the information creation
process will contextualize their understanding of different types of sources (Information Creation
as a Process).
The college library is extremely involved in Open Educational Resource (OER) adoption,
and faculty librarians assist instructional faculty in the finding and use of OER in all disciplines.
Faculty librarians chair a committee for OER creation and implementation and lead the reporting
of OER savings at the college each year. Faculty librarians are leading members of the Textbook
Affordability and OER Standing Committee, run through the Florida Virtual Campus. While
there is some administrative support for OER work though the award of three endowed teaching
chairs to create OER content, comprehensive and centralized OER development has not yet been
instituted at the college.
Finally, a pervasive digital divide exists among students at IRSC. Each library provides
extensive technology support for students and community patrons. Technology assistance
includes one on one technology assistance on demand, one on one technology appointments, and
scheduled sessions during class sessions. More information about the digital divide at IRSC will
be found in the following sections.

COVID Impacts
At Indian River State College, the pandemic ‘officially’ began on March 23rd, when the
college announced that it would not return from spring break and instead pivot to online
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instruction. Like schools across the world, IRSC faculty worked at breakneck speed to shift
classes online, while staff and administrators shut down the physical college locations to stop the
spread of COVID-19. To make sure that students had uninterrupted access to library resources,
faculty librarians immediately shifted all reference services online and collaborated with other
student support services to provide a streamlined online experience for students. Online chat and
email services were quickly expanded to meet the needs of students, and a FAQ page to direct
students to the most current information about available resources was created. Information
literacy sessions, which until the pandemic were almost exclusively held in-person, were shifted
online through BlackBoard Collaborate or Zoom, and librarians created a comprehensive slate of
short video content to connect students to the most essential information literacy concepts.
As physical reserves collections were not accessible to students, librarians also shifted
collection development practices away from physical items, and instead used our remaining
budget to purchase electronic editions of textbooks, when available. For those titles that were not
available for purchase, IRSC utilized controlled digital lending, in which a library can "circulate
a digitized title in place of a physical one in a controlled manner" (Hansen & Courtney, 2018, p.
2). In other words, if the library holds a single print copy of a book in a collection, one student
can 'check out' a digital copy instead if there are restrictions on the downloading and saving of
the items.
It was also clear that IRSC students and staff needed additional support to be successful
in online learning. The college immediately mobilized laptops and hotspots for faculty and
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instituted a laptop lending program for students who needed devices to finish their courses4.
College IT also extended Wi-Fi access into its parking lots, so students without internet at home
were able to complete their assignments and attend classes. It also became clear within weeks of
closing that the library’s physical space is a vital service for students, not only because of the
technology and Wi-Fi available, but also because many students do not have the quiet space at
home necessary to succeed in online courses, as seen on the national level. Appointment-based
library admission was rolled out in Fall 2020, with a limited number of students allowed in the
building at one time.

Digital Humanities at IRSC
At the end of January 2020, the college took possession of 100 years of bound local
newspapers that included the Indian River Press Journal, St. Lucie News Tribune, Stuart News,
and the Jupiter Courier, among many others. These newspapers represented a significant
research collection that was in large part inaccessible to local researchers, as none had been
digitized, and the agreement between the college and TCPalm (the copyright holder) allowed for
the digitization of items for use by the Treasure Coast community, and for open access to
digitized editions published before 1923. In 2022, the college also purchased a large format
scanner to facilitate the scanning process.
As the College finalized its newspaper collection acquisition in 2019-20, I was also
brought in to work with an interdisciplinary team to submit a National Endowment for the

IRSC’s laptop loan program is currently on pause because of a lack of new devices and because most students that
checked them out in the beginning of the pandemic continue to renew them every semester for their courses,
highlighting the increased need for technology support at the institution.
4
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Humanities grant application titled Infusing African American Culture into the Digital Learning
Space. The grant, which had already gone through preliminary NEH review, was written to focus
on enriching the online pedagogy of African American studies across humanities courses through
the lens of the Treasure Coast and the Zora Neale Hurston Dust Tracks Heritage Trail, a local
collection of physical spaces associated with Hurston’s time in the area. This grant would create
learning objects, 360 videos of local sites, and embed assignments in humanities courses across
campus, and create a front facing website that would make this information accessible to outside
groups. Funded through the college’s Foundation, IRSC’s Endowed Teaching Chair program
“rewards faculty for quality teaching” by providing a three-year stipend for innovative projects
that will “improve instruction, professional development, and/or provide a means to further
contribute toward the excellence of the College” (IRSC Foundation, 2021). In August 2020, I5
was awarded the Patterson Endowed Teaching Chair in Humanities for a project entitled IRSC’s
Center for Digital Humanities, which sought to create a foundation for the many digital
humanities projects that were happening on the IRSC campus.
Barriers to Digital Humanities.
As detailed in the previous section, IRSC’s digital humanities work was blossoming in
the beginning of 2020. The award of an NEH grant, coupled with the newspaper collection
acquisition and high levels of student engagement in introductory history courses, made for an
incredibly optimistic time. I was intimately involved with each project, and a true digital
humanities initiative was beginning to form at the campus. It was with these ‘wins’ under my

5

These awards are traditionally awarded in the spring, so while I had already made the transition to administration
when the ETC was awarded in August, I was still able to continue with the project.
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belt that I submitted my application for an endowed teaching chair to create the IRSC Center for
Digital Humanities in Mid-February 2020. Less than a month later, the college moved online due
to COVID-19.
The general impact of the pandemic is detailed in preceding sections, with librarians
working hard to make sure that students (and faculty) knew the library was there for assistance in
any format. The fine line between ‘work’ and ‘home’ was blurred as we all worked from home,
and the end of the workday looked exactly like the beginning. Everyone’s work focus became
acclimatizing to the ‘new normal,’ and any additional projects (like digital humanities) were
tabled with the intention that they would be restarted once things ‘calmed down.’ This meant that
digital humanities projects like the NEH grant and ETC received a slow start, as innovative and
creative thought had to take a back seat to ensuring that students and faculty were able to make
the leap to online education. In addition, it became difficult to find students able to work on the
project, even though it provided funded positions. However, faculty began the process of
creating modules for students in Fall 2020 in which students created digital projects about
Hurston’s life and work from a number of disciplines from English to Theater. While the timeline
for the grant has not moved as quickly due to the pandemic and associated college transitional
periods, it is still on track to be completed in its original grant period.

Conclusion
The impact of the COVID-19 on higher education, and the personal and professional
lives of students, faculty, and administrators that have lived through it will be far reaching in all
fields. One Chronicle of Higher Education article described the pandemic a “slow-rolling
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violence, unfolding across both physical and psychosocial landscapes over the past two years”,
and reminded readers that the toll it has taken on us will not be easily erased with a simple return
to ‘normal’, as students return to campus and workers return to the office (Gannon, 2022).
However, despite the countless negative impacts of the pandemic, it has also brought additional
flexibility and resources to educational programs that have sorely needed them, and it is the
responsibility of higher education institutions to apply these mindfully to future practice.
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CHAPTER FIVE: STUDY METHODOLOGY
This sequential study consisted of two data sets. First, a nationwide survey was
distributed to all community college librarians to gauge their current knowledge of digital
humanities topics and their current engagement in the field. Next, volunteers were selected for
longer form interviews, in which respondents could provide more in-depth information about
their knowledge of digital humanities, their current engagement with the field, and the ways in
which current events such as COVID have impacted this work over the past two years.

IRB
As this study involved human subjects through the administration of a survey and longer
form interviews, an IRB application was submitted to both the University of Central Florida and
Indian River State College. As my research protocol involved no more than minimal risk, and
only included survey and interview procedures that “would not reasonably place the subjects at
risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the subjects’ financial standing, employability,
educational advancement, or reputation,” and included no vulnerable groups, UCF deemed this
submission as exempt from IRB regulation. My exemption determination letter is provided in
Appendix A. Once UCF (the institution of record) determined that my study was exempt, I
submitted this determination to Indian River State College, my home institution. My exemption
letter from IRSC is available in Appendix B.
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Study Population
The population of this study is all librarians currently employed at two-year institutions
within the United States. Although the main focus of this survey is what the American Library
Association refers to as “credentialed” librarians (or librarians that have a master’s degree in
library and/or information science from an ALA accredited institution), there has been an
increase in alternative paths to librarianship, which may mean that those with the title of
“librarian” may hold a subject-area masters or another degree (like social work) that may not
align with this definition. For the purposes of this survey, respondents were asked if they were
currently employed as a librarian at a two-year college in the United States and their specific
position title.
To ensure that this survey was distributed to all two-year college librarians, I used the
Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education®, which classifies higher education
institutions by programs offered. The Carnegie Classification pulls information from several
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) surveys, the National Science
Foundation’s Higher Education Research and Development Survey, and the NSF Survey of
Graduate Students and Postdoctorates in Science and Engineering (Indiana University Center for
Postsecondary Research, 2021). As discussed in Chapter Two, many two-year schools have also
started to offer limited baccalaureate level degrees, so to ensure my survey also included these
schools, I included the following institution types within my population:
Baccalaureate/Associate's Colleges: Mixed Baccalaureate/Associate's
Baccalaureate/Associate's Colleges: Associate's Dominant
Associate's Colleges: High Transfer-High Traditional
Associate's Colleges: High Transfer-Mixed Traditional/Nontraditional
Associate's Colleges: High Transfer-High Nontraditional
Associate's Colleges: Mixed Transfer/Career & Technical-High Traditional
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Associate's Colleges: Mixed Transfer/Career & Technical-Mixed
Traditional/Nontraditional
Associate's Colleges: Mixed Transfer/Career & Technical-High Nontraditional
Associate's Colleges: High Career & Technical-High Traditional
Associate's Colleges: High Career & Technical-Mixed Traditional/Nontraditional
Associate's Colleges: High Career & Technical-High Nontraditional
Special Focus Two-Year: Health Professions
Special Focus Two-Year: Technical Professions
Special Focus Two-Year: Arts & Design
Special Focus Two-Year: Other Fields
Tribal Colleges and Universities
This final list included 959 institutions. To ensure my survey had the broadest possible
reach, I hand-gathered email addresses for librarians from publicly available institutional
employee directories and library websites. When a personal email address was not easily
accessible on the institutional website, I used a generic library address. When a generic library
address was not available, I marked the institution as N/A. Fifty-six schools did not have
publicly accessible email addresses, and thus were not included in the survey distribution.
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (as quoted in Wengler and WolffEisenberg 2020), the estimated number of full-time community college librarians is 4,102. My
final survey was sent to 3,438 respondents, and I received 392 finished responses, which is above
the 346 responses needed for a 95% confidence level with a 5% margin of error (Qualtrics,
2020).

Survey of Community College Librarians
I selected a nationwide, mixed-methods survey of librarians at community colleges as the
first portion of my research study because surveys are useful for collecting “data that can be
obtained by brief answers to structured questions” (Vogt et al., 2012, p. 16). Vogt et al. also find
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that surveys can be used to gather subjective data such as “attitudes, beliefs, and values” and
objective data like position title, work experience, and other demographic questions that would
be time consuming to hand-gather by the researcher (2012). As my interest is evaluating the
current perception of digital humanities work by community college librarians nationally and
locally, a survey is an effective way to gather information.

Survey Design
I designed my survey using UCF’s Qualtrics, which allowed researchers to add logic to
select questions or sections to direct a respondent to a specific set of questions. Respondents that
had any level of familiarity with the term digital humanities were asked to indicate which DH
pedagogies they were familiar with, while those who were “not at all” familiar were brought to
the section of information literacy, digital literacy, and OER adoption. Other logic was applied to
two-part questions, such as if a respondent indicated their library was a member of a digital
humanities consortia they were then asked about the level of activity by that consortium. This
streamlined the survey for respondents, as they were not shown questions that were not relevant
to their institution or experience.
The survey started with the IRB informed consent information and an explanation of the
research. Respondents first confirmed if they were eligible for the survey (currently employed as
a librarian at a community college and over the age of 18), before completing demographic
information. Demographics included the current state or territory in which the librarian is based,
permission title, faculty status, and the number of years the respondent has been a community
college librarian, and if they held a master’s in library/information science or another field.
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Finally, respondents also indicated if they were full or part time, an important distinction when
considering current perceptions of digital humanities and library science. Respondents also were
asked about basic institutional demographics, including current FTE (before COVID-19 closures
and enrollment decreases), the number of librarians currently employed by their institution, and
number of campuses. A question was included about the number of librarians based at each
campus, but no respondents provided information, indicating a logic error in the Qualtrics set up.
The next section asked respondents about their current grant awards, joint use agreements, and
current levels of community engagement at their libraries. While I chose not to collect
demographic data relating to race, ethnicity, gender, or other characteristics, this may be an
avenue for future research, as these topics are deeply entwined with digital humanities and
library and information science practice.
For those respondents that are familiar with digital humanities practice, questions gauged
respondents’ personal familiarity with specific digital humanities topics such as textual analysis,
and data visualization, and digital mapping, and their use of these tools within their daily work.
These digital humanities questions were taken from McGrail’s 2014 survey of community
college faculty so results could be compared. Questions also asked if the respondent’s institution
was a member of a digital humanities consortia and their current levels of community
engagement.
Many librarians might not participate in digital humanities work at their institution or
have a working understanding of the field. This survey took inspiration from Schroeder &
Hollister (2016)’s research on librarian familiarity with critical theory and utilized a dual-data
collection method to collect responses from librarians that do not engage in digital humanities
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work. Respondents who are not familiar with digital humanities terminology or practice received
questions geared to their engagement with information literacy instruction and humanities
courses at their institution. Since digital archives creation and management have long been under
the purview of the library (see Posner, 2013; Rawson, 2016, among others), the survey also
included questions specific to digital archival work, as librarians that may not be familiar with
specific digital humanities practices might still engage with archival description, infrastructure
maintenance, or related issues. The survey closed with respondents indicating if they would be
interested in participating in a longer form interview via Zoom.

Survey Distribution
I created and sent my survey using UCF’s Qualtrics institutional account on September 7,
2021. During my first week of distribution, I found that firewalls at many institutions blocked the
messages from the program, as it registered as an automated message. To combat this, I manually
sent survey emails from my UCF Knights email account, which allowed me to retrieve the
necessary number of respondents. I also left the survey open for a month instead of two weeks
and sent a reminder email to those that had started the survey but not completed it on September
21, 2021.

Longer Form Interviews
Interviews allow researchers to gather information about why their interviewee thinks or
feels about a topic in a longer form than would be possible in a survey (Vogt et al., 2012). These
interviews allowed me to more fully understand how and why (or why not) community college
librarians are engaging with digital humanities concepts, information literacy instruction, and
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other programs at their institutions. By taking a grounded theory approach, these interviews will
help to “construct a theoretical understanding” (Vogt et al., 2012, p. 38) of digital humanities
work at the community college library by considering the personal experiences of librarians
engaging in that work. In addition, the longer form interviews allowed me to gauge the impact of
COVID-19 closures on the library, librarians, and digital humanities practice.

Interview Protocols and Format
Eighty-two survey respondents indicated that they would be willing to participate in a
Zoom interview. After reviewing these respondents, I selected 21 respondents to send a request
for a longer interview. I selected this purposeful sample of candidates from those that have
knowledge of digital humanities topics and participate in digital humanities work at their
institutions, as well as those who rated themselves as “extremely familiar” with DH topics but
did not participate in any DH work at their home institutions.
I sent out email requests for interviews on October 21, 2021. Out of the 21 interview
requests that I sent to volunteers, 13 responded to my interview scheduling request. One of the
13 was not able to complete the interview because of personal scheduling conflicts. All the
interviews were completed between October 27 and November 11, 2021. This number of
participants considers the time-consuming nature of the interview and coding process (Vogt et
al., 2012). All interviews were completed in Zoom, which not only ensured that the sample was
not geographically biased, but also kept in line with current COVID-19 guidelines. Each
interview lasted between 20-50 minutes, and began with an overview of the research project,
goals, and protocols. Respondents were asked for consent before recording with Zoom’s native
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recording function and confirmed that they were current librarians at a community college within
the United States, and that they were over the age of 18. All participants received a $10 Amazon
eGift card by email following their interview. Incentives or tokens of appreciation are often used
when recruiting volunteers, if they are “not closely related to your outcome variable” (Vogt et al.,
2012).

Interview Questions
Interview participants were asked up to 12 open-ended questions to gauge their current
perceptions of the field of digital humanities, as well as related topics at their home institution.
Several open-ended questions were asked or removed based on the interviewee’s survey
questions–for example, those who had received a grant within the last five years or managed a
digital archive or institutional repository had additional questions about these areas. All
respondents were asked about their level of experience with digital humanities topics and how
they were introduced to the field, their engagement with DH at their home institutions, and their
institutions information literacy programs. Each respondent was also asked how COVID-19
closures have impacted their library’s focus, and which barriers community college libraries face
in engaging in DH topics.

Data Security
The survey was built and distributed using UCF’s instance of Qualtrics, a survey
management tool that has a long history of complying with all privacy guidelines for online
information storage. Qualtrics is ISO 27001 certified, a “recognized standard for proactive risk
management”, and treats all data as confidential (Qualtrics, n.d.). Survey results in .CSV format
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are also stored on a personal, external, password protected hard drive for five years after the
study closure, per UCF policy. Interviews were transcribed by Rev.com, an online, paid
transcription service. Rev.com transcribers have gone through a “screening process, including
identity verification, and receive training. All Revvers have signed confidentiality agreements.
While actively working on a file, Revvers are required to use our secure and proprietary tools,
only accessible through a web-based portal” to ensure confidentiality for users (Rev.com, n.d.).
Interviews are stored on Rev.com’s encrypted server, and will be maintained on a personal,
external, password protected hard drive for five years after the study closure, per UCF policy.

Study Limitations
There were several limitations to this study. First, there was an error found in the
Qualtrics logic on Q14, which asked participants to indicate the number of librarians that were
based at their home campus. Though this question was skipped, respondents did indicate how
many librarians were employed at their institution.
This study also did not collect any demographics on race or sex, instead choosing to limit
identifiable information to the size of their institution and the state they worked in. I limited
these demographics to allow for a heightened level of honesty, as many community college
libraries have smaller staffs and individuals would be easily identified by their answers. In
addition, this study is meant to serve as a baseline for general digital humanities knowledge and
engagement at the community college level and will be used to ground future research.
However, I believe that future research should more closely examine the interactions between
race, librarianship, the community college, and digital humanities, and this preliminary survey
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will be used to explore these topics in future publications. In addition, future research will
consider community college location (rural suburban, etc.) and funding, as well as to institution
size.

Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using UCF’s instance of Qualtrics and a personal subscription to
NVivo, a qualitative data analysis program. Qualtrics provided tools to analyze closed-ended
survey results, and NVivo was used to code open-ended survey questions and interview
responses and analyze this data in relation to closed-ended questions.

Coding
Thematic coding was applied to both the open-ended survey questions and to the longer
form interviews. Thematic coding allows researchers to group text “in order to establish a
framework of thematic ideas”, thus enabling the researcher to draw conclusions about qualitative
data (Gibbs, 2018, p. 2). First, concept driven coding (or coding that starts with a set collection
of thematic codes) was used by to create parent codes for each question asked in the interview
and within the open-ended survey questions. For the open-ended survey questions, NVivo
automatically created parent codes based on the question titles, which were retained. Then, open
coding, or coding “where the text is read reflexively to identify relevant categories” was used to
gain more specific information about themes and categories found in each transcript and to
generate child codes (Gibbs, 2018, p. 8).
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Figure 1: Interview Codebook

Figure 2: Survey Codebook
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Data Cleaning
Data cleaning is the “process of fixing or removing incorrect, corrupted, incorrectly
formatted, duplicate, or incomplete data within a dataset” to easily identify trends or fix
structural errors such as “strange naming conventions, typos, or incorrect capitalization”
(Tableau, n.d.). Since several survey questions (job title, degree) allowed for free responses but
were not qualitative data, I performed data cleaning to more accurately group responses for
analysis. For job title, I reformatted any that appeared to be indicative of rank to group like
position titles together. For example, “Senior librarian” became Librarian, Senior. Other
categories that were consolidated included “instructional librarian” and “instruction librarian”. I
also corrected typos and replaced ‘and’ with ‘/’ to allow for easier identification of dual job
descriptions. Information that denoted leadership (chair, coordinator, etc.) were retained. For
degrees, I standardized punctuation, spacing, and spelling.
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CHAPTER SIX: RESULTS
This chapter will present the results from the nationwide survey of librarians at the
community college, and the 12 longer form interviews with selected respondents. All data were
collected between September and October 2021. The results will be presented by collection
method, then question, with thematically similar questions grouped together. Since not all
respondents answered every question of the survey, the total number of respondents will be listed
for every question by n=x. All charts were created using Microsoft Word’s chart functionality
using raw data taken Qualtrics. Participant data was anonymized before analysis and will be
presented in aggregate, revealing themes and trends in responses. Direct quotes will be used to
emphasize noteworthy answers in the respondents’ own words when applicable. Full transcripts
of the interviews are available on my personal website (www.miatignor.com/projects) with
identifiable information redacted. Although every effort will be made to anonymize the data,

complete anonymity cannot be guaranteed, as there are only a limited number of librarians at
community colleges within the United States, and even fewer that are actively engaged with
digital humanities projects. However, data is presented by region, not by state, and interview
respondents are not identified by name or institution, as detailed in the IRB approval.

Survey
Out of 417 total respondents, 408 respondents were currently employed at a community
college as a librarian and completed the survey. Respondents could choose not to answer any
individual question except the first, which asked if they fit the guidelines of the study and
included IRB consent. In addition, logic was added to several questions and bypassed those not
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relevant to the respondent. Because of this, not every respondent answered every question. Total
respondents for each question will be provided when not all respondents gave an answer for a
question.

Respondent Demographics
Respondents were asked to indicate if they held faculty status at their institution. Fifty
eight percent (227, n=390) of respondents held faculty status. Faculty status is an important
consideration when discussing librarianship, as faculty status is directly linked with the ability
for librarians to perform research and engage on an equal playing field with instructional faculty
(Coker & Bales, 2010). Most respondents (55%) had six or more years of experience at the
community college level, with 38% having ten or more years of experience.
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Figure 3: Q6 How many years have you been a community college librarian?
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Position titles. Respondents were asked to provide their position title, and the variety of
responses reflects the varied work of community college librarians. Most respondents reported
their positions as “Librarian” (74), “Director” (49), or “Reference Librarian” (28), but more than
half had combined job titles such as “Reference/OER Librarian”, “Distance Learning/eCampus
Librarian”, or “Reference/Collection Development Librarian”. This highlights the fact that many
community college librarians must divide their time between several tasks that may be split into
single positions at larger, research institutions (Silverman & Williams, 2014). Duplicates have
been removed from the final list, and spelling errors and information that denotes rank (for
example, Librarian I, Associate, etc.) were standardized during the data cleaning process, as
detailed above.
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Figure 4: List of Job Titles

Degrees. Most respondents (97%, or 378) indicated that they held a graduate degree in
library and information science. Of those respondents, the most common degree was the Master
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of Library and Information Science (n=188), followed closely by the Master of Library Science
(n=90). Other common degrees were the Master of Science in Library Science (MSLIS) (n=25)
and the Master of Arts in Library Science (n=21). While the title of the degree does not give
additional insight into the requirements of the degree, it does highlight the differences in the
types of degrees within library and information science. For those respondents that did not have a
Master of Library Science, eight had other types of degrees, including Masters of English and
History (2), the Juris Doctor (1), Master of Education (4), and one Master of Human Services.
Five respondents did not have a Master’s in Library Science or any other graduate degree.
Finally, one respondent’s Master of Library Science was pending at the time of the survey, with
an expected graduation year of ’22.
Additional Degrees. Although the master’s in library and information science serves as
the terminal degree for the field, academic librarians often hold a second, subject area degree in
addition to their MLS. These librarians may have pursued the degree before obtaining their MLS,
through a dual degree program, to advance their career, or to enhance job performance (Mayer &
Terrill, 2005; Ferguson, 2016). Sixty five percent (254) of survey respondents (n=389) do not
have a second degree in addition to their MLS. For the 32% (127) that did report having a
second masters or other higher degree, the most common was a Master of Arts (16%, 64) in
subjects like English, history, geography, and communication. Other common degrees included
the Ed.D. (7, 2%), the Juris Doctor, (4, 1%), and the M.Ed (9, 2%). Other degrees included the
master’s in fine arts, public administration, public health, counseling, instructional
systems/learning technologies, and divinity. Nine respondents indicated that they were in the
process of obtaining a degree in programs such as a Ph.D. in Indigenous Studies or English, a
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professional science masters, and masters’ programs in fine arts, instructional design, or higher
education. Finally, one respondent indicated they had 18 graduate credit hours in political
science, which is the standard requirement for teaching at the community college level.

Figure 5: List of secondary degrees in addition to the MLS.

Institutional Demographics
States. Respondents (n=391) were reported from all but seven states/territories: Alaska,
American Samoa, Puerto Rico, Maine, Indiana, District of Columbia, and Delaware. The state
with the most respondents was California, with 15% (59). Florida was the next highest, with 9%
(35) of respondents, followed by Texas at 6% (25), and Illinois and New York at 5% (21 each).
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Institution Size. Respondents were asked to report their FTE before COVID-19 closures,
with categories based on the Carnegie Classifications size designations for two-year institutions.
The decision was made to record pre-COVID FTE, as the survey was deployed in the Fall 2021
academic semester when many higher education institutions were only just beginning to return to
more in-person courses and normal levels of instruction. While COVID-19 closures and
enrollment drops will stay with the community college long into the future, by recording preCOVID FTE this survey can serve as a basis for future research once enrollment has stabilized to
its new normal.
Thirty two percent (124) of respondents were from institutions with 2,000–4,999 FTE
students (Medium), while 23% had 5,000–9,999 FTE students (Large), and 22% had 10,000 or
more FTE students (Very Large).
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Figure 6: Q12 What is your institution’s approximate average FTE (full-time equivalent), before COVID-19
closures? (n=387)
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Physical Campuses. The number of physical campuses varies by institution as some
serve a small geographic area and may only have a single campus, while others have satellite
campuses in several geographic areas, campuses devoted to specific programs or career tracks, or
other regional needs. Most respondents (134, 34%) indicated that they had 2-3 physical
campuses, and 12% (50) had five or more.
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Figure 7: Q14 How many physical campuses does your institution have? (n=387)

Staffing. As discussed in Chapter 2, community college libraries often must do more
with less staff than a four-year institution. Hoffman and Godbey’s 2020 study of academic
library staffing trends finds that institutions that offer doctoral degrees are more likely to have a
higher number of librarians on staff (with a mean of 40 librarians on staff), while associate’s
colleges are more likely to have three to four librarians per institution. These findings are
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reflected in this study, with 64% (248) of respondents indicating that their institutions have
between one and five full time librarians on their staff.
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Figure 8: Q13 How many full-time librarians are employed by your institution? (n=387)

Grants
With small staff sizes and smaller budgets, community college libraries often apply for
grants to support specific projects. Fifty four percent (210) of respondents reported receiving a
grant that was either for their library or that the library team had significant investment in.
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Figure 9: Q16 - In the last five years, has your library received any (including private, local, and federal) grants?
Include grants that were awarded to your institution that the library team has significant investment in. (n=379)

COVID Grants. Thirty-one respondents indicated that they received COVID related
grants, which included CARES Act, HEERF, American Rescue Plan, and others. These grants
supported an oral history project “to build a collection of interviews documenting the NYC
student experience during COVID”, and grants to support PPE purchases. Forty-four respondents
indicated that their grants were focused on bridging the digital divide through technology access
for students. Thirty-one respondents indicated that these grants were received through COVID19 funding, as the shift to online necessitated additional technology lending programs, usually
through the purchase of Wi-Fi hotspots and laptops. One school indicated that they received a
grant for equipment to “improve Zoom information literacy lessons”, while another used CARES
Act funds to purchase a new integrated library system and discovery layer.
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OER Grants. Twenty-seven respondents indicated that they had received a grant to
support OER adoption/textbook accessibility at their institution. These grants provided stipends
for instructional faculty to “adopt, adapt, or create” OER textbooks, support for faculty OER
peer reviews, and the OpenRN grant, which was “meant to foster creation of open textbooks for
our nursing program,” and several institutions used grant funds to purchase textbooks for their
reserves collection to support rural county libraries.
Digital Humanities Grants. Thirteen respondents indicated that they had received a
grant for a digital humanities project within the last five years. These grants included:
•
•
•
•

A IMLS Native Hawaiian Library Services grant to create Hawaiian language-controlled
vocabularies.
Various grants to digitize and preserve local history items, including photographs,
negatives, and slides.
Grants to support various oral history projects, including the COVID-19 student
experience as detailed above.
Grants from the Institute of Museums and Library Services and Texas State Libraries and
Archives to create a textile collection and digitize garments created by a local designer.
Humanities Grants. Twenty-three respondents received grants for humanities projects

that did not explicitly fall under the digital humanities code. These grants included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Federal grants to showcase local heritage projects, including an exhibit showcasing the
Islenos people of Louisiana, and another focusing on Appalachian heritage.
Several state humanities council project/program grants for speakers, book discussions,
and other events.
Community book discussions and author visits
Preservation grants for archival materials
“One Book” grants (One Book, One College, NEA Big Read, etc.)
Collections grants to purchase graphic novels, Dayton Literary Peace Prize titles, and
genealogical resources.
Program-Specific Grants. Seventy-six respondents received other types of grants within

the last five years. Many of these grants supported tangible purchases, including anatomical
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models, updated furnishings, children’s materials, and broad collection development grants.
Other grants included assessment grants, diversity, equity and inclusion grants, and interlibrary
loan reimbursements. Ten respondents reported that they received Perkins grants, which provide
support for career and technical at the high school and community college level. Federal grants
included Title III (grants for higher education institutions), Title V (grants for Hispanic serving
institutions), and grants from IMLS, NEH, NIH, and ALA.

Joint-Use Agreements
Joint-use agreements are often very beneficial for libraries, as they allow institutions to
share physical locations, collections, and staff as needed to provide access that would not have
been possible if “each institution maintained separate facilities” (Hommey, 2015, n. pag.). 128
respondents reported that they had a joint-use agreement with a university, 66 with a county or
city library, and five with a museum or other cultural heritage organization. Twenty-three are part
of some type of library consortia, and 13 are a part of a community college consortia. Finally,
one had a joint use agreement with a federally acknowledged Indian Tribe, two have joint use
agreements with area high schools, and three with a state library. Although “My library has no
joint use agreements in place” was a possible answer, no respondents selected this option and
instead indicated that they were not a part of a joint use agreement in the “Other” free response
box. These 29 were moved to the “My library has no joint use agreements in place” in the
following figure.
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Figure 10: Q19 - Does your library have a joint use agreement in place with any of the following institution types?
Select all that apply. - Selected Choice

Community Engagement
The majority (32%, 115) percent of respondents (n=356) reported that their library is
“Slightly Engaged” with their community, with the next highest category reporting that they
were “Somewhat Engaged” (27%, 98). In contrast, 24% (84) reported that they were
“Extremely” or “Moderately” engaged with their communities. Just over 16% (59) responded
that they were “Not at all Engaged” with their communities. Similarly, 40% (141) of respondents
(n=356) reported holding no community events in a typical academic year. Most respondents
reported (51%, 183) holding 1-5 community events a year, and 9% held 6 or more events. For
those respondents that did hold community events, the most common events (89) were cultural
events such as community read events, musical performances, art gallery showings, plays, and
programming for holidays and awareness months like Lunar New Year, Hispanic Heritage
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Month, Native American History Month, and African American History Month. Sixty-eight
respondents reported holding author visits and readings, and 46 offered campus and community
presentations. Many respondents reported only participating in campus events (57) or social
events (24) that were primarily geared for students, but that were also open for community
participation. 25 respondents hosted some type of exhibit or display, and 10 offered movie
showings and discussions.
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Figure 11: Q20 - In your opinion, how engaged is your library with your local community? (n=356)
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Figure 12: Q21 - How many community events does your library host in a typical academic year? (n=356)

Librarian Tasks
Respondents were asked to indicate which library tasks were part of their daily activities,
and the responses highlight the many varied tasks required of community college librarians.
Almost all respondents (93%) indicated that reference was one of their daily activities, followed
closely by information literacy instruction at 82%. Technology assistance (76%) and collection
development (75%) followed closely behind, with professional development (62%) and student
programming (33%) as the least.
Table 1:Q27 - Which of these tasks are part of your daily activities? Select all that apply. - Selected Choice (n=329).
Collection
Development

Faculty
Outreach

Information
Literacy
Instruction

Professional
Development

Reference

Student
Programming

Technology
Assistance

Other

75%

73%

82%

62%

93%

33%

76%

53%
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Respondents that selected “other” listed administrative tasks (12), technical
services/cataloging (11), OER (7), System administration and electronic resources management
(7), and outreach as daily activities. In responses that will resonate with librarians everywhere,
one noted “putting out fires” as daily activity, while another listed “mask enforcer.”
Of the 269 respondents that reported teaching information literacy sessions during a
typical (non-COVID) academic year, 23% (64) reported teaching 11-20 information literacy
sessions a year. As this question asked respondents to include all types of instruction (one-shots,
multiple-shots, credit-bearing courses, workshops) that have taken place in person and/or online,
13 (4%) reported teaching more than 101 sessions each year, and 41 (53%) taught 31-50
sessions. Forty-nine (18%) reported teaching 1-10 sessions a year, and 53 (19%) taught 21-30.
Seven did not know how many information literacy sessions they taught, and one reported
teaching no information literacy courses in an academic year.
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Figure 13: Q29 - How many information literacy instruction sessions do you usually teach during a typical (noncovid) academic year? Please include all types of instruction (e.g. one-shots, multiple-shots, credit-bearing courses,
workshops) that have taken place in person and/or online. For credit-bearing courses, count each class meeting as a
session. (n=269)

Digital Humanities Experience and Engagement
The largest group of respondents (32%) rated themselves as “somewhat familiar” with
digital humanities topics, while only 10% (37) rated themselves as extremely familiar with
digital humanities topics. Sixteen percent (56) said they were not at all familiar with digital
humanities topics. Finally, similar numbers of respondents rated themselves as moderately (75,
21%) or slightly (68, 19%) familiar with these topics.
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Figure 14: Q23 - Please rate your familiarity with the term “Digital Humanities”. (n=347)

Respondents were asked to indicate their familiarity with specific digital humanities
pedagogies, methods, and objects of study. “Student archiving of primary source materials” (148,
54%), “student production of multimedia humanities projects” (150, 55%), and “use of digital
maps or other geospatial information systems to answer humanities questions” (148, 54%) were
selected by the highest number of respondents. The next three most selected were “student
participation in computational field work, such as tagging data and creating metadata from
primary source materials” (118, 43%); “use of digital archives to support student work in
humanities projects” (122, 44%); and “use of technology to study human objects and culture”
(131, 48%). Thirty-three percent (91) of respondents were familiar with the “use of traditional
humanities methods to study technology.” Finally, 79 (29%) were familiar with “students’ use of
blogs to track original undergraduate research and learning, 75 (27%) were familiar with “using
crowd-source methods to answer enduring humanities questions”, and 71 (26%) were familiar
with the “use of programs such as Worldle or Voyant tools to study large volumes of text data”.
Five percent (14) indicated that they were familiar with other forms of digital humanities
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practice, including oral histories as open resources, VR/AR to study humanities, and the use of
technology within the context of social movements.
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Figure 15: Q26 - Which (if any) of the following digital humanities pedagogies, methods, and objects of study are
you familiar with? Check all that apply. - Selected Choice (n=272).

Respondents were then asked to indicate the digital humanities pedagogies, methods, and
objects of study that they worked directly with in their positions. Out of the 134 total
respondents, the most (29%, 40) used digital archives to support student work in humanities
courses. Twenty-seven percent (37) worked with students in the production of multimedia
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humanities projects, and 36% (36) used technology to study human objects and culture. Thirtyone (23%) worked with students’ digital archiving of primary source materials, 29 (21%) used
digital maps or other geospatial information systems to answer humanities questions, and 28
(20%) used traditional humanities methods to study technology. Fifteen (11%) worked with
students using blogs to track original undergraduate research and learning, 10 (7%) used crowd
sourced methods to answer enduring humanities questions, and 9 (6%) worked with students
participating in computational field work, such as tagging data and creating metadata from
primary source materials. Finally, 8 (5%) used programs such as Worldle or Voyant to study large
volumes of text data. Twenty-six (19%) indicated they worked with other forms of digital
humanities topics or pedagogies. While most of these respondents used this space to indicate that
they did not use any of these pedagogies or tools, several did mention additional digital
humanities pedagogies, including the use of AR/VR to study humanities, Wikipedia workshops
for local history projects, and the “use of these categorical processes geared towards developing
a new interactive library space.”
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Figure 16: Q30 - Do you work directly with any of the digital humanities pedagogies, methods, and objects of study?
Check all that apply. - Selected Choice (n=134).
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Out of 321 respondents, only five (1.5%) indicated that they were a part of a digital
humanities consortia. Fifty-eight percent indicated that they were not a part of a digital
humanities consortia, and 129 (40%) did not know if they were or not.
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Figure 17: Q31 - Is your institution a member of a digital humanities consortia? (n=321)

Out of the five respondents that indicated that they are a part of a digital humanities
consortium, one indicated that they were “Moderately Engaged” with the consortium, two were
“Somewhat Engaged” and two were “Slightly Engaged.” These five respondents also indicated
how active they believed their digital humanities consortia were. One indicated that their digital
humanities consortia was “Extremely Engaged,” two were “Moderately Engaged” and one was
“Somewhat Engaged.”
Almost half (47%, 147) of respondents did not manage their own digital archive. Twentysix percent (85) manage a digital archive, and 10% (34) participate in a digital archive that is not
managed by their institution. Eight percent (26) did not know, and 25 (7%) selected “Other.” Of
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those that selected “Other,” 11 indicated that they were in the process of creating a digital
archive, and 7 indicated that they had aspects of a digital archive, such as some scanned
documents available on a website and/or some digitization in progress. Two respondents
indicated that they wanted to create a digital archive, and one indicated that their institution did
manage a digital archive at one time but do not any longer.
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Figure 18: Q34 - Does your institution manage a digital archive? - Selected Choice (n=317)

Of those institutions that managed their own digital archive, the most common software
they used to create their archive was ContentDM (10). Other common platforms included
Islandora (8), DSpace (7), LibGuides (7), Omeka (4), and the Internet Archive (4). Many
institutions created homegrown digital archives by using freely available programs such as
Microsoft OneDrive and Google Drive, while others made use of college servers or standalone
databases to create their archives. Other respondents indicated they used programs like Past
Perfect, KOHA, MusArch, BPress, Panopto, and Lyrasis.
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Most respondents (168, 76%) indicated that they did not participate in any way with the
maintenance of their digital archive.
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Figure 19: Q37 - Do you participate in any way in the maintenance of your institution’s digital archive? If so, please
explain. - Selected Choice (n=220)

Most respondents (54, 70%) indicated that they did not work with students in the
maintenance of their digital archive. For those respondents that did work with students (30%,
23), they worked with student workers and volunteers in various capacities, including the
scanning and transcription of archival items, the creation of metadata, and the creation of oral
histories. Finally, one respondent indicated that they are working with students from outside of
their organization who wish to pursue an MLIS.
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Figure 20: Q38 - Do you work with students in the maintenance of your institution’s digital archive? If so, please
explain. - Selected Choice (n=77)

Open Educational Resources
Open Educational Resources have become an integral part of librarianship at the
community college. Eighty-six percent (268) of respondents indicated that they assist faculty in
the finding and use of OER. In addition, 60 % of respondents said that their libraries were
“Extremely” (85) or “Moderately” (86) engaged in OER adoption at their colleges. Thirty-seven
percent indicated that they were “Somewhat” (75) or “Slightly” (36) engaged, and seven
indicated that they were “Not at All” engaged with OER adoption.
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Figure 21: Q39 - Does your library assist faculty in the finding and use of Open Educational Resources (OER)?
(n=311)
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Figure 22: Q40 - In your opinion, how engaged is your library in OER adoption in your college? (n=289)
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Digital Divide
As discussed in previous chapters, the digital divide is the extent to which individuals
have access to the technology items needed to participate in society. In the community college,
this often includes computers and internet access to complete coursework. Over half (51%, 160)
of respondents indicated that they witnessed a widespread digital divide among their students,
and an additional 18% (57) indicated that there was a pervasive digital divide at their institutions.
Twenty-eight percent (88) reported an occasional digital divide, and only 1% (4) reported that a
rare instance of a digital divide existed among their students.
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Figure 23: Q41 - Mark the extent to which you witness the so-called “digital divide” in your daily teaching on your
campus. (By “digital divide” we mean the difference between those students who have access to technology through
computers and other devices and data plans and those whose access is limited to classroom and lab access).
(n=309)

In contrast, most respondents indicated that they were either highly proficient and very
comfortable (199, 38%) or proficient and comfortable (136, 43%) with digital tools. Sixteen
percent (51) indicated that they were somewhat proficient and somewhat comfortable with
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digital tools, and less than a percent (4) indicated that they were either not very comfortable and
uncomfortable with digital tools (3) or didn’t use digital tools at all (1).
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Figure 24: Q42 - Please rate your own technical proficiency and comfort with digital tools. (n=310)

In line with the responses about a digital divide existing at their institutions, 89% (278) of
respondents indicated that their libraries provide technology support for their patrons. The most
common form of technology assistance offered was one-on-one technology assistance on
demand, at 89% (246), followed by one-on-one technology assistance appointments (28%, 79).
Workshop style, drop-in sessions made up 27% (76) percent of support, followed by scheduled
sessions during class sessions at 22% (62). Other types of technology support included support
for the college’s learning management system Canvas and referrals to their institutions IT
department. Other technology assistance included technology access, either through technology
loan programs or library computer lab access.
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Figure 25: Q43 - Does your library provide technology support for your patrons? (n=310)
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Figure 26: Q44 - What type of technology support does your library provide? - Selected Choice
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Interviews
The following section will present the results from the twelve interviews, grouped
thematically based on the codebook categories detailed in Chapter Four. Participant data was
anonymized before analysis and will be presented in aggregate, revealing themes and trends in
responses. Direct quotes will be used to emphasize noteworthy answers in the respondents’ own
words when applicable. Although every effort was made to anonymize the data, complete
anonymity cannot be guaranteed, as there are only a limited number of librarians at community
colleges within the United States, and even fewer that are actively engaged with digital
humanities projects. However, interview respondents are not identified by name or institution as
detailed in the IRB approval.

Professional Development
Most interviewees reported that their institutions provided support for professional
development activities for their librarians, most often through monetary support for conference
attendance, nationwide committee positions, online training, and professional organization
membership. Respondents reported that this support was contingent on department funding, and
one respondent reported that their institution works to “keep it equitable. So, if someone went [to
a conference] last year, then someone else can go the next year”. Another respondent said that
funding often depends on your level of engagement and the connection to the conference to
larger institutional goals, stating that:
The institution itself is supportive if you ask for it. I tend to get a lot of professional
development money because I'm part of organizations, and I go to conferences and I do
presentations and things like that, but that is not expected. And it is not explicitly stated
that they will in fact support you for that. I just tend to either get lucky, or the stuff that
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I'm doing tends to align with some larger institutional goals. And so, they support that
specifically as opposed to, if my colleague just asked to go to the state conference, they
might not get that same support.
Another recognizes that even though they have a smaller budget than larger universities, there
are fewer librarians vying for funding, which allows them to participate in most local
conferences and professional development opportunities. However, a librarian at a larger
institution with numerous campuses saw the opposite:
I've noticed that the funding situation is not great because we have a lot of different
campus libraries, and it gets split [up]. Because of the pandemic and because of certain
resources that weren't being used, we're not getting as much as we used to, and even then,
it wasn't great.
One institution saw significant budget cuts even before the pandemic:
[a mountain west state] has been going through a huge economic slump, especially
because it's so heavy in oil and gas and coal production, and because all of that is just
going downhill. So the last couple of years, our budgets have been cut, cut, cut, cut. So
normally, yes. And we still do support, to a certain degree, anything that's online. We get
online and we do trainings online. Travel has been cut. We can do a little bit of travel, but
all the big conferences and stuff, we aren't able to do any of that.
Finally, one respondent succinctly answered the question of if there was institutional
support for professional development: “Absolutely not.”
Although several respondents indicated that the pandemic did result in professional
development funds being cut from their budgets, COVID-19 brought some unexpected benefits
for professional development for other institutions, as many conferences shifted to an online
format and didn’t require attendees to travel. One respondent stated that:
COVID has actually been a really great thing for my institution and for my position
particularly, because it's opened up a lot of training that wasn't there prior to [the
pandemic], because everything was just in-person and it was hard to get away because of
staffing, etc. So, it's actually been a really good thing for me.
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For institutions where librarians have faculty status, professional development was an
expected aspect of the position and supported appropriately, most often with monetary stipends.
For example, one institution provides monetary incentives for completing a fifty-hour
professional development cycle, in addition to a set stipend for conference attendance. Another
institution pays faculty on top of their normal salaries for completing professional development
activities. One respondent also reported that while their institution provides sabbatical leave for
librarians, the temporary librarians who take their place are often not provided with the same
professional development support as those who have seniority.
Interview participants reported staying up to date with library and information science
and higher education in general in a multitude of ways. The most reported way respondents
stayed up to date was by reading popular trade publications like Inside Higher Education, The
Chronicle of Higher Education, and American Libraries. They also subscribe to mailing lists
from professional organizations and consortia and peruse scholarly literature, including scholarly
blogs such as Librarian with the Lead Pipe.
Networking with library consortia and professional organizations was also mentioned as
important professional development avenues, as they provide targeted professional development
from numerous angles:
I am a member of multiple library consortia, some of them are geared only towards
community colleges, some of them are any college, some of them are public academic
consortia, some of them are regional consortia. So, that networking part is important to
staying updated.
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Conversations with librarian colleagues at the same institution are also vital to professional
development, especially those that work at different campuses or are interested in different
aspects of librarianship:
•

•

Each of the librarians [at different campuses at the same institution] work very closely
together, and I would say, honestly, most of how I am able to stay up to date with things
is that we share things with each other and do some internal professional development
stuff or read books together or articles or send each other things. So, I would say that's
probably realistically the best way I stay up to date.
I have another colleague, another instructional librarian, and we share stuff back and
forth. And his interests are a little different than mine, so that helps a little bit. I'm more
technology oriented. He's more history and humanities oriented, so a good complement.
But we both do instruction, so we're both interested in the framework, and we both look
for ideas to spice up what we're doing in the classrooms.
Some respondents stated that their professional development is pursuing additional

degrees in other fields like higher education, as well as diversity, equity, and inclusion. In
addition, one respondent serves as the editor of several journals within their field of study and
says that even though it isn’t directly related to their position, “it allows me to get a bigger
perspective I think on things that maybe my two-year institution isn't necessarily able to
participate in, but still good that I know about.”
For others, professional development takes different forms. One interviewee specifically
mentioned using social media to stay up to date in the field without the “lag” of scholarly
publications. They also stated that “people aren’t as honest in those environments as on social
media” and that “being a part of those communities that people are actively chatting on,
collaborating, sharing issues, challenges, problems, and solutions in real time is really helpful.”
Another looks at job descriptions in the field, as they give them “a really good idea of what kind
of skill sets are out there. [they] don't just look at academic job postings. [They] also look at
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public library postings, corporate library postings, just to see how the work is taking shape
overall”.
Respondents were asked about technology training at their institutions. Some respondents
reported that they “…have offered and have the ability. I can't think of anyone that has taken me
up on any of them,” while other institutions have “a lot of technology training on our campus,
some of which [they] attend [such as LMS training and teaching online] and some of which
[they] happen to give [LibGuides training].” Another respondent stated that they did not have the
staff time to provide additional technological support for faculty to learn to use digital tools and
technology at this time. Finally, COVID’s shift to online instruction ramped up technology
training at one institution, which incentivized attending a “LMS Bootcamp” and other digital
tools training for their faculty members.

Information Literacy Programs
Information literacy programs varied widely by institution, depending on the needs of
their students. Two institutions specifically mentioned for-credit information literacy courses.
One respondent’s course is required for all incoming freshmen in AA and AS programs.
However, since all students must take the credit class, the respondent found that faculty don't
engage with the library “because they probably think that that is covering the library, but it's not,
it's covering information literacy, not necessarily how to do research for a particular assignment.”
Another institution offers two credit courses, one of which is for “students who have not passed
into level one composition” and that introduces students to “academic language like
‘monographs’ and ‘types of monographs’ and some rudimentary searching,” and one of which
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provides an introduction to research. This institution also has a library technical program for
students.
One-shot information literacy sessions are often known as the bread and butter of
community college information literacy instruction, and often focus on the specific research
needs of classes. Several respondents report that promoting their services is an integral part of
their program, with one noting the difference in instruction levels at a university compared to a
community college, and the need for closer partnerships with faculty members:
I would do maybe 40 sessions a semester [at the university], so I'm lucky if I do 30
sessions a year for the community college, so it's definitely, I had to reframe that a lot for
myself to be okay with my productivity and just recognize that it's just a different format,
it's a different institution and environment. So long story short, it's something I'm always
interested in growing. I put feelers out there, I try and be as responsive to faculty as I feel
like I would want of my librarian when I'm an instructor, just trying to meet them in lots
of different modalities, videos, face to face, I'm flexible, I'm open.
Another librarian said that they “[hit] the streets and [try] to convince people that this is
something that's worth doing,” while a third detailed a promotional technique they use called
“Don’t Cancel That Class”:
[Faculty] can have us basically teach the class for them that day. And it's a subject
specific information literacy program. It's a substitute teaching program essentially, you
know, and usually don't do that in college, but the students really like it too because
they're paying for this experience, they're paying a certain amount for each class and if
you cancel class, then they're not getting that value. It's fantastic outreach because every
single time I do a ‘don't cancel your class’ session, we always have at least five people
from whatever that class is, come into the library to ask about our services.
One respondent said that while they are still actively engaged in providing information
literacy support to research heavy disciplines like nursing and business, making high-quality, ondemand information literacy resources for introductory courses during COVID lowered their
instruction numbers significantly:
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We did a very good job of creating tools and resources and videos for people at the
beginning of the pandemic and it's going great. So, I haven't seen half of them again for a
while. I think they are self-sufficient at this point until our resources are out of date and
we must do it again or they ask us to come back or whatever it might be.
Another respondent echoed that their instruction program numbers had “plummeted”
during the pandemic despite offering online sessions and promoting to faculty, and despite
having a robust information literacy program and close ties with 19 area high schools. However,
the respondent did report that as of October 2021, faculty were beginning to reach out again to
schedule instruction in various formats.
Several respondents reported explicitly using ACRL’s Framework for Information
Literacy within their instruction programs and professional development, while others stated that
they used it as a guide but not explicitly within their classes. One respondent faced pushback at
first from their colleagues and was reluctant at first:
I thought, "Well, okay. [the Framework] is hard to wrap my mind around, there's a lot of
language in here that tends to be a little too obscure, but this is making sense." And so, I
came back [to the librarians] and said, "Hey gang, guess what we're going to do?" and
there was lots of gnashing of teeth. But our discipline chair said, "Oh, I think this might
be a good idea." So we rewrote the general education information literacy outcome. We
only included four of the frames, because we figured that some of them were a little bit
too advanced for what we were dealing with, right? But once I looked at frameworks as a
whole, in various disciplines, I thought, this makes total sense. Why do we have
standards? We have theoretical constructs of information, we should absolutely be talking
about it like that, not just as policy guidelines. We do more than that.
Several respondents found it useful for engaging faculty and students in information
literacy instruction:
•

We incorporate [the Framework] into our professional development that we're doing. We
try and do that as much as possible. And I would say the reason why I like to use it is that
it provides a common language with the faculty for threshold concepts and pedagogy. It
makes me sound fancier when I have that kind of stuff to put into lesson plans and things
to show them and coordinate with learning outcomes.
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•

•

I like to use transparent pedagogy with information sessions. I tell the students; this is
why I'm teaching you this particular skill. This is our specific library standard, this is
what people in libraries believe is important in ACRL, you know, I tell them what the
ACRL is and all this stuff. And then I also link the ACRL standards to the individual
accreditation standards for the course and the course outcomes. [Students] have such an
interest in how everything ties into their education. They want to see the sausage being
made, and they take it more seriously if they know what function it has.
We, as a rule, try as best as we can to tie to the framework. However, that's really up to
the individual instructor. We have a lot of autonomy and how we teach our courses. And
I would say by and large, yes, but there's a couple of outliers that probably don't touch
upon it.

Several respondents believe that the framework isn’t well suited for working with students at
community colleges or open access institutions, and one directly connects faculty unionization
and compensation to faculty investment in advancing pedagogy:
We're not there yet. I was at another community college up in [the Southeast] that was
much more, I feel like, I don't want to make a general statement, but I felt like the
community college system there was almost aspirational to a four-year system, so there
was a lot more. I think it comes down to faculty being unionized, because they were
unionized, they were more invested, they were obviously compensated better, so it was a
two-way street, because they felt like they had a say, then they felt like they had to be
accountable for things. I feel like they were on board with the ACRL framework, and so I
did work with them on that. But we're lucky if we're just at the first version of the
information literacy standards if we're meeting those here. So I like the framework, I like
how it's not linear and much more cyclical and reflective, more process, as opposed to
tasks. But I just feel like I need to have faculty buy-in for that to just even make it worth
my while spending time on that.
One respondent found that the framework doesn’t resonate with their faculty members or their
students:
Our institutional learning outcomes are heavily based on the ACRL. I know that this year,
one of them has to be with authority and the proper citation of an individual. I think that's
really challenging because I also work at an open access institution with very, very strong
ties to outdoor recreation administration programs. It's really challenging. I think that if I
had a conversation about the ACRL frameworks with some of our faculty numbers,
they'd be like, ‘Huh?’ I think that when we're looking at the transition from 12th to 13th
grade for learners that do not have some of the academic preparation or self-motivation,
that one would expect at a competitive institution to enter, creates a real challenge. Then
what is the information literacies that they're bringing from their secondary environment
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to here? They're not information illiterate. They do have some literacies, but I think it's a
real big obstacle to use the ACRL framework that requires higher order thinking skills.
Another respondent reports that they use the framework “nominally” within their instruction:
I wasn't frankly all that impressed [when the Framework came out]. I think it's very
wordy, it's very scholarly. It's not real... This is what it's like in real life. And in real life, I
don't know about your school, but at my school, I have everything from the student who
could be at university and probably should be at a university, but maybe monetarily they
can't be there, down to the student who is really having a hard time reading in English,
maybe English is not their first language or maybe they're just having a hard time reading
in general. So we've got to kind of dumb down a lot of stuff, which is sad.
Open Educational Resources
As detailed in Chapter Two, OER support has become a part of the community college
library’s mission. For those respondents working at institutions that had administrative support
for their OER programs, they reported that they worked primarily on the adoption with edits of
OER materials with their faculty, on the creation of professional development materials to help
faculty understand OER, or on local repositories of OER materials. Several respondents reported
that their administrative support also included stipends, which helped engage faculty in OER
review and creation. One respondent even reported that “…not only was [OER support]
explicitly supported by the administration, but it was assigned” to the librarians, but that their
work is not recognized in the reporting of OER at their institution. Several respondents reported
that their state consortia were working on larger-scale OER projects, including the creation of
nursing textbooks through grant funding and the sharing of welding curriculum through
statewide repositories.
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While many institutions provided administrative support for OER initiatives (even if they
were ‘voluntold’) others faced barriers to OER adoption that included faculty disinterest and
limited staff, even though they could see the value it could bring to their students:
•
•

•

Unfortunately, OER is kind of something that's fallen a little bit by the wayside because
everybody's so overworked.
Right after the pandemic we talked about what type of open access resources could we
possibly offer students and offer faculty for the following fall. And I did a lot of research,
and there was pushback from instructors, from faculty. “No, I already have my syllabus
set”. And I could understand that they were dealing with so much. I think we are better
situated now to maybe go and revisit it because they're more comfortable online, and
they're seeing that their students need more accessible resources because before, I mean,
when you're in class, you can share textbooks. There are ways around it when you have a
face to face, but if you're isolated ... And a lot of our students went home, which home
might have been 50 miles away. And it became a big deal. And the rising costs because
of the pandemic is another issue that open textbooks address, in that maybe they can use
their money for something else like food or paying rent or gas money.
I am listed as a contact for researching potential open course materials in the faculty
handbook, and I've never been taken up on it. I don't know that we're quite at that point
where it's strongly encouraged. And we're small and rural, so not a lot of extra faculty
laying around, so you kind of get what you get.

One respondent found that their OER program suffered when invested staff left due to
burnout, and that their institution doesn’t “do a great job of supporting really anything at the
local level.” Another respondent with a personal interest in OER found that while their institution
would not stop them from OER work, they were also not interested in explicitly supporting the
initiative, either:
I pretty much came in and said this [OER] is something I want to do. And they said
"Great. We're not going to stand in your way, but we're not paying you for anything.
We're not going to pay the faculty. We're not going to give course load reductions or
anything like that, but it's fine. Go for it". So we have an unofficial committee that I put
together. I had high hopes that we were going to transfer the ownership of it to this newly
formed teaching and learning caucus, which is a group that was put together. But I think
that's turning out to not be what we expected it to be. So, I don't know that it's going to
happen anymore. So as of right now, it's an unofficial committee that sometimes moves
and sometimes doesn't, and sometimes our basic goals are to track usage, make sure that
the advisors and people know which classes use open educational resources, and make
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sure that the resources are accessible. And that's pretty much it. If you need help, go for
it, but there is no formal system or process or paperwork or anything that is attached to it.
Digital Humanities Experience and Knowledge
Respondents were introduced to digital humanities in different ways. Some were
introduced to the field by faculty members at their community college, while another worked at
an institution with a joint-use agreement with a research university that engaged in digital
humanities work. Several were introduced through previous or concurrent job or volunteer
experience at universities or cultural heritage sites, or through work as a journal editor, like one
respondent:
I think I've basically been doing a lot of digital humanities research, not necessarily myself,
but on behalf of [my professional organization], without it being called that. I think it's been
in action for me, but I wouldn't have necessarily associated it with that name until I did this
book review on the Arclight Guidebook to Media History in the Digital Humanities. It was
eye-opening and interesting to think about it in terms of how it relates to tenure and those
types of projects, and how you can get credit for them when they're not technically peer
reviewed, but you're creating datasets that are useful for other researchers, etc.
Several respondents were introduced to the field through their library and information science
coursework, while others were introduced through coursework in other degree programs that
included history and English.

Current Digital Humanities Engagement
Most respondents who had current digital humanities projects at their community
colleges were participating in digital archive work. Projects include student scanning of local
newspapers, creating an institutional repository for student-based scholarly journals, and
digitization projects in support of their institution’s 50- or 100-year anniversaries.
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Several institutions also had community-based digital humanities projects. These projects
include an oral history project about immigration, a special collection that details the local
internment camp, blogs for students traveling abroad, and a partnership with their local library to
run Wikithons for local history topics, and citizen science events. One respondent reported that
they were working on a grant-funded digitization project with the history department where
students digitize the institution’s student newspapers and make them accessible online.
Another respondent brought their own personal research interest of homesteading
research to their institution:
People in my area are super into land history, land research. it's largely agricultural, either
through growing things or ranching. So, people always want to know about the land that
they're on. I have this method of instruction where I show them how to find the original
homestead records for free through the Bureau of Land Management General Land
Office. They have everything online including the original forms that were used to file
the claims for the land. Then I use [the state’s] land trust resources that use complex
mapping tools, GIS mapping, to give us a complete picture of how our land works. Then
that dovetails nicely with precision agriculture techniques because we are in an area that
has no water, you know, it's perpetual drought. They need to know a lot of the history of
the land so that they can better plan their water usage and they use all these complex tools
to do it. That's one of the programs in our college. So being able to use those mapping
tools and use history as a way for people to learn more about their land and help plan it
out better and value their land and translate the worth of their land in an intangible sense
to their kids, that's really valuable to them.
Several respondents did not participate directly in digital humanities work, but did
provide support through infrastructure for faculty that do:
We provide the [digital archive] space; we house all of the items. The classes come over
to the library and actually do all the work, but it's the history professor who dictates what
they say. If they have to put any of the descriptions and stuff on there, she's the one who
dictates that part.
One respondent helped students find collections related to local topics for their English
class, and found that the assignment piqued student interest:
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First I thought, "Oh, the students aren't going to be interested in this." But in fact, they
were glad that they had a topic, and they had a choice of topics, but it wasn't one that they
had to come up with on their own. For instance, statuary, statues throughout the city. Or
breweries across the city, or different kinds of buildings. They could be like hospital
buildings or school buildings or bridges. Bridges were hot. Who would think that? Yeah,
but we had some really cool resources, not only photos and engineering drawings of these
bridges, but also like, who knew that the state had a bridge database?
Barriers to Digital Humanities
The main barriers to digital humanities work at the community college as reported by
respondents were a lack of funding and/or staffing, lack of interdepartmental collaboration, lack
of time or burnout, low faculty engagement, a lack of appropriate technology, and their relevance
to the community college. Other barriers included the lack of qualified and trained staff, with one
respondent stating that “It feels awful. I add stuff to it [the archive] all the time and I know it
needs to be cared for. I just don't have the skills,” while another recognized that their
“instructional practice is focused on more typical library research and strategies, and conceptual
ideas of research,” without many opportunities to work with students on digital humanities
projects. One respondent described it as a lack of “bandwidth” in their schedules to become
experts in a specialized area like digital humanities:
…when everyone speaks of the old days, the good old days, when we had an opportunity
to really focus on individual responsibilities and develop expertise within those spheres,
and we've been lamenting lately that we don't have that opportunity to do that, we're just
spread thin. So that's why I've not had the bandwidth. And I think that compared to a
four-year research institution, and the digital humanities projects where you might have
large data sets and such, that's not our area of focus in research.
Another respondent recognized that to do digital humanities work, there must be a trade-off with
other projects, stating that due to limited staff, “unless [they] can move OER to somebody else
and then take digital humanities in its place, I don't see a whole lot of more time for those kinds
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of partnerships.” Even digital humanities projects that connect directly to course offerings are
often beyond the scope of their current resources:
We're a teaching college. We don't have a lot of research time and every hour has a dollar
on it. And we try to get those dollars to be something that serves a student. Because we
have a very good culinary program, we considered taking all the recipes that have been
used and for which we're well known for and digitizing them and making them available.
It would be very cool. And, that department has menus. Well, you know what? That
would be helpful. And there are menu archives out there, but not locally, or not very
many locally. So, there's stuff that we'd like to do, but everyone recognizes, "Boy, that
would add in hours on my workday."
Faculty engagement is another a major barrier to digital humanities work. Respondents found
that their faculty were often not incentivized enough to explore new pedagogical tools or perform
research on top of their heavy course loads:
•

•
•

We do not do any research. Even though we don't need to do research, we also don't do
research. And so, very few people are doing anything research related and I think it is... I
think that is kind of the sticking point, because we don't have to publish a lot of people, a
lot of people then do not publish. Oh yeah, and they feel like if they're not getting paid
for it, then there's no point in doing anything. It's weird. You don't do it for just the sake
of doing it, you don't do it for you CV, you do it because you're going to get money out
of it.
The course loads, the teaching loads are excessive I think for community college
instructors anyways, and the compensation certainly isn't fair. So, I'm not sure that there's
a lot of impetus there to be creative.
I would say that our humanities faculty skews to an older age. They still have their slides
that they've made from all their trips abroad or things like that. I don't think there's really
an emphasis to come up with new ways to do things.
Two respondents mentioned that frequent turnover of both adjunct faculty and full-time

faculty at the community college was also a barrier, “because there's a lot of [adjunct] turnover,
trying to do any sort of long-term initiative that students would work on every semester would be
hard.” Another respondent spoke about the difficulty of creating long-term faculty/librarian
partnerships for digital humanities work:
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My job is to build relationships, and the biggest issue for that is turnover. You really must
find those that are going to be here for quite some time and get them to be your advocate.
And sometimes in a community college ... [larger research universities] steal them away.
They've got better salaries, better perks and things like that.
A lack of interdepartmental collaboration was also a common discussion point. One
respondent noted that in contrast to librarians who “are very cooperative, and try to build those
bridges,” faculty members are often “very independent” and “sometimes don’t play nice.” This
makes building new partnerships difficult, because if “there hasn't been a history of involvement,
they [instructional faculty] aren’t going to see it as a useful partnership. Like, well, what can you
bring that I couldn't do myself?” This absence of collaboration is also seen between instructional
departments:
It's hard, and I don't know why it's so hard, but it is. I don't know that our history
professor ever even thought about asking the English department if they'd like to be
involved with [a project]. Yeah, that's the biggest barrier, is just the communication
between all the departments.
Partnerships are also negatively impacted by faculty’s perception of librarians and their
duties, especially when faculty do not see librarians as partners in instruction:
I wish faculty recognized that librarians are not here to check in and out books and that
it's not every faculty member, but in my 10 years of experience, I am not a faculty
member. I check books in and out. I was just recently told I'm “Not academic affairs or
student affairs. I don't really know what you are”.
Other institutional issues that created barriers included the rigid nature of coursework to
be eligible for credit transfer to a four-year institution, as there are “certain things that are handed
actually down from the state about requirements within the classroom,” and the perception that
since the community college’s focus is on “getting the basics out,” digital humanities projects
might not be an appropriate fit:
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One of the strengths of the community college system is the ability for classes to transfer
to most institutions within your state, but that's also a weakness because if you wanted to
do something innovative at your campus that somebody else at another campus couldn't
do, you have to plan the course for the lowest common denominator.
Another respondent agreed, and added that it isn’t only the projects that might not be a good fit,
but the students as well:
Outdoor recreational leadership and ski operations are two really, really big degrees [at
their institution] and they're both associates degrees. Our user population that comes here
is ... This is a sweeping generalization and not true of all of them, but “I hate school. I
don't want to take math. I'm going to be in ski area operations, and I'm going to make
snow. I'm bad at school. I'm going to go here, and I'm going to do outdoor recreational
leadership and I'm going to be a river guide.” Yes, you get to take all those super, super
fun hands-on courses, but you’re receiving an associate degree, so you will take that
liberal arts curriculum and general education classes. That's hard because you're getting
learners that aren't super excited about school. They're not super interested in writing that
paper. To get them super excited about these primary resources and artifacts that express
a different time, it's really hard to get that buy-in from the students.
Technology infrastructure is a major barrier to digital humanities work at the community
college. While some institutions reported having some scanners or other basic devices, they did
not have appropriate space or technology for more advanced work. In fact, this includes
infrastructure as foundational as word processing programs:
Sometimes we struggle just to get all our machines operating on the latest version of
Word or just some of the basic programs. I think it would be hard to do something
sophisticated like [digital humanities projects] with our hardware and software existing as
it is.
More importantly, respondents also report that their students don’t have access to technology
outside of the college, and even if they did, they often do not have the technology skills to
support a more involved project:
•

The students' comfort level with technology is not always where we would want it to be,
entry level, so there would be a lot of catch-up there if you wanted to do something with
GPS modeling.
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•

We have a huge number of transient students who live in the hotels and things like that in
our area. So, we circulate things like laptops and hotspots. So, without that, our students
may not really have access to those digital things. So, that can be difficult.

Digital Humanities ‘Dreams’
Despite the many barriers to digital humanities at the community college detailed in the
preceding section, respondents did believe that digital humanities projects would be beneficial to
their institutions, students, and communities, and shared several “dreams” for future work.
Several respondents thought of the ways in which information literacy instruction could be tied
to digital humanities projects, and how they may be able to help:
…students have an understanding not only of the platform, or tool that they're using, but
really more importantly, why they're using it, how to select it, what they should ideally
gather from it, and how to apply those types of resources into a specific discipline.
Two focused more specifically on information literacy. One discussed ways to bring
concurrent enrollment information literacy instruction sessions to their communities through
flexible, tuition-free courses offered through local high schools, while another brainstormed an
information literacy course on social media and current media practices that would be “not very
theory heavy” and instead focus on “practical application.”
Several discussed partnering with cultural heritage institutions to enhance coursework
and projects by connecting students with resources that represent more diverse viewpoints than a
traditional textbook:
I think [digital humanities] plugs in well to some courses like environmental history, and
history of the American West. The local library has the Western history and genealogy
collection. They do little exhibits and it's engaging. Plugging that into those very typical
history-type courses and environmental history-type courses, it really makes sense. It
changes the narrative from that textbook written by that white guy to these are the people
that have those experiences. “Let's look at this picture, let's look at this oral history, let's
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look at this broad side that was on the side of that building down the street because you
live in a town where everything is made in 1880s”. I think it could transform how some
of our learners perceive that history and connect it to now. These learners are very
tangible, and they want action. When we can transform those objects to something that
can be tangible I think that would really strengthen the learning outcomes and hopefully
[create] excitement.
Another respondent connected local history and possible digital humanities projects to
fundraising opportunities for their institution:
I really enjoy a lot of the local history projects, mapping things, just taking really small
projects that are possibly very personal to somebody, that I wouldn't think of, but
somebody who knows something about their community would think, "Oh, this would be
really cool if we could map all the times that this person did this within this place or the
amount of times this movie was shown or screened in the local cinemas." Just those types
of small snapshot historical looks that I think would find audiences amongst our public,
so to speak, with potential funders and interested senior citizens who want to work and
donate money to the institution and would love to see these kind of local history projects
in use. But again, I guess I come back to this idea that you'd have to be doing it to wow
somebody, that there should be an end user in mind, and my fundraising brain is thinking,
how do you engage the community members who oftentimes we rely on for their
goodwill, if nothing else, as taxpayers, but hopefully larger contributions than that?
Other respondents identified specific classes where digital humanities courses could
flourish, including an English class that uses zines that could be added to a digital archive, a
partnership between IT students and horticulture and arboriculture classes to create GIS maps, or
another English class that uses programs like Hypothes.is for social annotation. Another
respondent doesn’t have a specific project in mind but would like to engage students in their
digital media department with other courses to create content for their courses. One respondent
also mentioned that their digital humanities dreams included crowdsourced OER textbooks
created by students and their instructors.
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One respondent shared that even though their institution is one of the oldest community
colleges in the country and that they would like to create a project that details this rich history,
they also rely heavily on outside resources to support their faculty:
We've been around a long time, but we are not an in-depth historical library by any
means. And we don't have primary sources unless they're about the college. And our
faculty are always talking about primary sources, which kind of puts us in a bad place
because we don't have them. So we do rely on what some of the big schools are doing in
the digital humanities field and try to understand what's there so that we can better serve
our students who have questions.
One respondent’s dream is to have a “creative week” where students from all programs
could showcase their work. The same respondent also wants to reposition their library as the
research center of their institution, and bring disparate student projects under a single umbrella:
What does research look like, especially at a community college? We do have a lot of
student projects going on, both service wise as well as within the classrooms, but there's
no central location. And I've been advocating since our strategic plan had been that for
the library to become the research center for that.
Finally, one respondent is thinking big:
Quite honestly, I think we could have everything. I think we could have STEM stuff. I
think we could be a repository for a lot of experiments that students do that get written
up. We could be a repository for some of the A&P manuals that are unfindable elsewhere.
I mean, somebody's got a program some place that they've put together, but it's not
findable, right? We could do that. We could be a repository. We participate in the AfricanAmerican read-in and we should be videotaping these and having archives available. And
then, in COVID, we had everybody send in videos. What happened was that the student
participation skyrocketed with this.
COVID-19 Impacts
The pivot to online instruction meant that community college libraries had to quickly
convert their services to online formats. Many respondents mentioned creating digital content,
staffing chat and text reference desks, and becoming more active on social media platforms to
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engage their students without the physical space, or revaluating collections and e-resource
subscriptions. In addition, several mentioned that they participated in more professional
development opportunities when conferences moved online and negated the need for travel
funds. However, the commuter nature of the community college and the fact that many of their
programs involve hands-on training meant that for some institutions, COVID-19 did not have a
large impact on their institutions. For one respondent, their institution was only closed for several
weeks before opening back up in a limited capacity. For another, their enrollment was “steady,
through the COVID thing.”
For some institutions, COVID-19 brought benefits to their students, especially when it
came to providing them with technology support. One felt as though their students “got just
dumped in the deep end,” as many did not have access to any technology to complete their
coursework besides a smartphone. Another respondent echoed this statement and said that their
library knew they had to “immediately invest in technology and make sure that all our learners
had access to the resources that they needed.” Several respondents mentioned that institutional
support that had been ‘impossible’ before the pandemic was now readily accessible:
•

We had tons of laptops that were in our distance learning classroom that had always been
locked down and never been used, even for instruction sessions, and all of a sudden,
those locks came off and they figured out ways to get these laptops to students, which
was really impressive. Really, with very little concern about getting them back. I think it
was just, "Let's just get them in their hands and we'll worry about that later on." I know
that they boosted our internet so that people could come to the parking lot if they needed
to piggyback on that signal.

•

Prior to COVID, my IT department said, "No way, no how we'd ever get a hotspot. We
cannot do that." Then in February, the head of IT was like, "So, about those hotspots."
I'm like, "Let's do this."
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Several also reported receiving grants to help institutions during COVID. Most of these
grants were for technology checkout programs, and included laptops, hotspots, wireless headsets,
and other hardware for students and faculty use. Another respondent purchased accessibility
devices called the C-Pen Reader to support students with disabilities.
Others reported the ways in which COVID made them rethink their modes of instruction
and support for students. One respondent called the pandemic a “net positive,” as it allowed the
library to provide broader online support to their students, and “liberated upper-level
administration from the idea that your library services are always physical.” Several respondents
said that the pandemic made them “see the future” of more hybrid and online course offerings,
and that it sparked conversations about how they were supporting online students:
COVID really forced us to start looking into a more sustainable way to serve our online
students. I know [at my institution], there's really a bigger conversation going on about,
[the fact that] lots of people like online classes, but there are underserved populations
who aren't succeeding online. So in the spring, they want to ramp up the face-to-face
offerings. But I find at least I would think that at the same time, those underserved
students are the ones who choose online for a reason. They have busy lives, they have
children, they have stuff going on, or they have two jobs. So I don't quite know how that's
going to work out, but I think it's important for us to still try to support those students
who want to stay online in the coming years.
Respondents also reported that the pandemic changed the ways that they engaged with
faculty members. Several mentioned that the pandemic severely impacted the number of
information literacy sessions they gave, often of instructional faculty overload or decreased
engagement. One respondent said their work building relationships with faculty abruptly stopped
when COVID hit:
I was building relationships and making inroads [with faculty] and then all of a sudden
COVID happened and I think all of the faculty were just deer in the headlights, “I don't
know what I'm going to do." I had indicated that I could do videos and I could sit in on
Zooms and all that, but I think it was just a bridge too far. It was like having to involve
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somebody else in the day-to-day functioning of the class was just too much to handle for
the faculty and they just didn't want to complicate things more than they already were.
Another respondent said that it seemed like faculty didn’t seem to realize “how badly
their students need research skills. They were rudimentary to begin with and now they have
disappeared,” and that it made it even harder to convince faculty to allow the librarians into their
classes for information literacy instruction, and that they “had to push people to have them” at
all.
For one respondent, the pandemic has made them reevaluate the ways that digital
humanities may be able to engage students, especially after seeing the success of other
departments:
I would say that's another thing that interests me in digital humanities stuff, is that I've
got to figure out another way to connect with the faculty and the students outside of what
I'm currently doing because I've watched the tutoring center next door absolutely flourish.
And they're doing great. And they have more touch points than they've ever had before,
and they're reaching out to new people. And I'm like, "Man, I am not doing that". We're
trying to push virtual services. And now we can't really blame, like "Oh, well our students
really aren't good with technology". That's true. But they're figuring it out. They're just
fine. Either they're either not succeeding, or they're figuring out how to find resources to
accomplish their tasks without us, or they're just not doing it. So, I need to expand on
ideas beyond just a chat service, beyond like, "Hey, let me embed myself in your
Blackboard shell. Hey, let me come and talk to your class in Zoom". I need something
else. I need another digital touchpoint that I can offer to people. And I think that these
kinds of projects might be in that vein, another value add that the library can offer to your
classes that is appropriate for the current environment.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION
This chapter will present a discussion of the results presented in Chapter Six. First, this
chapter will present a short summary of McGrail’s survey of community college faculty, which
provided a foundation for digital humanities knowledge and engagement at the community
college through a survey of community college faculty members. Then, this chapter presents
each of the major themes found in this study and discuss how each relates to the literature on
community colleges, libraries, and digital humanities. Major themes that will be discussed
include how the perception of librarians and the community college play a major role in the ways
in which digital humanities work can be done at the community college. When available,
statistically significant relationships will be presented with their p values as generated by
Qualtrics. Finally, this chapter will close with implications for future research and digital
humanities work within the community college library.

Comparison of McGrail’s Bringing Digital Humanities to the Community College and Vice
Versa with Survey Results
In 2013, Dr. Anne McGrail at Lane Community College received a National Endowment
for the Humanities (Office of Digital Humanities) grant to fund research into the participation of
the community college in the field of digital humanities. Bringing Digital Humanities to the
Community College and Vice Versa (DH@theCC) included a structured discussion with
community college stakeholders during the Community College Humanities Association, the
development of a public repository of digital humanities materials for community college
students, and a nationwide survey of community college faculty on their participation and
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perception of digital humanities work at their institutions. This survey provided a preliminary
understanding of digital humanities knowledge and engagement at the community college by
faculty, and discussed current barriers to the work, as well as what types of professional
development would be most useful for the growth of the field.
This survey remains an important dataset to understand digital humanities work at the
community college level, and its perception among faculty. Respondents of McGrail’s survey
were primarily instructional faculty within fields such as rhetoric and writing (42%), literature
(25%), and humanities (8%). However, only a limited number of library faculty responded to the
survey, limiting our understanding of the field within the community college library, and there
have been significant changes to the community college landscape since the survey was taken in
2013. To build upon this research, several questions used in this study were taken directly from
McGrail’s survey:
● Which of the following digital humanities pedagogies, methods, and objects of study are
you familiar with? (Check all that apply.)
● Please rate your own technical proficiency and comfort with digital tools.
● Mark the extent to which you witness the so-called “digital divide” in your daily teaching
on your campus. (By “digital divide” we mean the difference between those students who
have access to technology through computers and other devices and data plans and those
whose access is limited to classroom and lab access).
Several other questions were modified and were included either in the survey or the longer form
interview questions:
● Do you work directly with any of the digital humanities pedagogies, methods, and objects
of study? Check all that apply.
● What methods do you use to keep current in your discipline and teaching practice? Please
check all that apply.
● What do you see as institutional obstacles at your college to increasing the presence of
digital humanities courses, curricula and programs of study at your institution?
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The following sections will compare the results of McGrail’s survey with the results of this
study when applicable. While the limited sample size of McGrail's original study precludes
statistical analysis, this comparison will provide some insight not only on how the perception and
engagement of digital humanities has changed over the past eight years, but also if the librarian
perspective is drastically different than the instructional faculty perspective.

Digital Humanities Familiarity
Respondents were asked to report their familiarity with specific digital humanities
pedagogies, methods, and objects of study in both surveys, and several differences are seen
within the comparison. For example, instructional community college faculty were more likely to
be familiar with the use of technology to study human objects and culture (60% vs. 48%). In
addition, instructional faculty were more familiar with students' use of blogs to track original
undergraduate research and learning (45% vs. 29%), and the student production of digital
humanities projects (66% vs. 55%), which aligns with the fact that instructional faculty are more
likely to assign students a multi-week project to track the progression of their research over a
semester course. In contrast, librarians (who often are the administrators of digital collections
and physical archives) were more likely to indicate that they were familiar with student digital
archiving of primary source materials (54% vs. 40%). Relatedly, librarians were more likely to
be familiar with the use of digital archives to support student work in humanities courses (44%
vs. 30%); and were 19% more likely to be familiar with student participation in computational
field work, such as tagging data and creating metadata from primary source materials than
instructional faculty (43% vs. 24%). In other words, librarians were more likely to be aware of
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digital humanities topics that fell within the realm of knowledge organization and presentation,
while instructional faculty were more likely to be familiar with digital humanities topics that
align with classroom instruction and production.
Table 2: Comparison of McGrail’s study with current study on familiarity with digital humanities topics.

Q26 - Which (if any) of the following digital humanities pedagogies,
methods, and objects of study are you familiar with? Check all that
apply.

McGrail’s
Study
(2013)

Current
Study

Use of technology to study human objects and culture. (See Kathleen 60.26%
Fitzpatrick, "The Humanities, Done Digitally"
http://chronicle.com/article/The-Humanities-Done-Digitally/127382/)

48.16%

Use of traditional humanities methods to study technology. (See
Kathleen Fitzpatrick, "The Humanities, Done Digitally")

52.98%

33.46%

Use of programs such as Wordle or Voyant Tools to study large
volumes of text data. (E.g., comparing the use of the word
"woman" to the use of the word "lady" in 19th century American
novels, and developing questions related to this data.)

33.11%

26.10%

Use of digital maps or other geospatial information systems to answer 49.67%
humanities questions.

54.41%

Use of digital archives such as Valley of the Shadow digital history
project to support student work in humanities courses.

30.46%

44.85%

Student digital archiving of primary source materials.

40.40%

54.41%

Students participation in computational field work, such as tagging
data and creating metadata from primary source materials

24.50%

43.38%

Students' use of blogs to track original undergraduate research and
learning

45.70%

29.04%

Student production of multimedia humanities projects

66.23%

55.15%

Using crowd-source methods to answer enduring humanities
questions

25.83%

27.57%
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The current study gives additional insights into familiarity with digital humanities topics.
Understandably, a very significant relationship (p=0.0000454) exists between a respondent’s
comfort with digital tools and knowledge of digital humanities topics, with respondents who are
comfortable with digital tools being significantly more likely to report that they are familiar with
digital humanities topics. Another statistically significant (p=0.00307) relationship was found
between the years a respondent has been a librarian and their familiarity with the term digital
humanities. Librarians who have worked at the community college for more than ten years were
significantly less likely to be familiar with the field, with only 5.1% of these respondents
indicating that they were “Extremely Familiar” with the field. As digital humanities work is still
rare at the community college level, it stands to reason that those with more experience within
that realm would be less familiar with digital humanities topics. While some interview
respondents did learn about digital humanities practice from colleagues at their community
college, most were introduced to the field through previous or concurrent job experience or
through other (primarily humanities) based degree programs. Those who were introduced to the
field through a MLIS program often were introduced to the practices (especially digital archive
management, etc.) but not the term, with one respondent stating that “digital humanities never
pinged my radar,” while another stated that they have been doing digital humanities research
without it being called that through work with other humanities-based organizations.
Table 3: Familiarity of the term “Digital Humanities” and number of years as a community college librarian.

Extremely
Familiar

Moderately
Familiar

Somewhat
Familiar

Slightly
Familiar

Not at all
Familiar

0-2 years

13.8%

29.3%

29.3%

15.5%

12.1%

3-5 years

16.3%

22.1%

40.7%

16.3%

4.7%
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6-10 years

11.9%

25.4%

26.9%

17.9%

17.9%

10+ years

5.1%

16.2%

30.1%

24.3%

24.3%

Digital Divide
This digital divide presents a significant barrier to digital humanities work at the
community college, as assigning students digital humanities projects on top of their current
assignments may create an additional learning curve for students that already have a packed
schedule or have little experience using digital tools. While both sets of respondents perceived at
least an occasional instance of a digital divide among their students, the current study found
more than half of students (51%) were experiencing a “widespread” digital divide amongst their
students, while the majority (40%) of McGrail’s respondents in 2013 reported an “occasional”
digital divide.
Table 4: Comparison of McGrail’s study with current study on the digital divide on campus.

Mark the extent to which you witness the so-called
“digital divide” in your daily teaching on your campus.

McGrail
(2013)

Current Study
(2021)

A PERVASIVE digital divide exists among your
students.

16.46%

18.45%

A WIDESPREAD digital divide exists among your
students.

34.76%

51.78%

An OCCASIONAL instance of a digital divide exists
among your students.

40.24%

28.48%

A RARE instance of a digital divide exists among your
students.

8.54%

1.29%

This rise in the severity of the digital divide seen at the community college may be
because the impacts of the pandemic exposed the level of the digital divide, as students no longer
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had access to college infrastructure like computer labs and needed additional support to complete
online coursework (June, 2020). Interview participants in this study reported their surprise that
the pandemic immediately resulted in more technology support for students, either through new,
COVD-grant funded programs, or the redirection of college resources towards student checkouts.
These programs, which had previously been seen as ‘impossible’, were now expected or even
supported by their administration. Many of these programs were run directly through the
libraries, placing librarians directly in contact with students impacted by the digital divide.
However, respondents did mention that their institutions were still behind the curve on the
purchase of updated technology and software for student labs on campus, which can prevent the
growth of larger scale digital humanities projects
The current study’s respondents rated themselves as more proficient with technology and
comfortable with digital tools, with 38% of librarian respondents rating themselves as “highly
proficient” with digital tools, as compared to 19% of McGrail’s respondents. However, both
respondent groups had approximately equal percentages of respondents that felt “proficient and
comfortable” with technology and digital tools, and low numbers of those that felt not very
proficient and uncomfortable with digital tools. While this difference in proficiency may be due
to the fact that librarians provide technology support within their roles at the community college
(77% of respondents reported that technology assistance was part of their everyday tasks), it may
also be because of the ubiquitous nature of digital tools within higher education. These results
indicate that while most respondents perceive themselves as proficient with digital tools, less
than half find that they are experts with them, which may impact their willingness to engage in
digital humanities work with unfamiliar programs or tools.
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Table 5: Comparison of McGrail’s study with current study on respondent’s comfort and technical proficiency with
digital tools.

Please rate your own technical
proficiency and comfort with digital tools.

McGrail
(2013)

Current Study
(2021)

Highly proficient and very comfortable

19.02%

38.39%

Proficient and comfortable

40.49%

43.87%

Somewhat proficient and somewhat comfortable

33.13%

16.45%

Not very proficient and uncomfortable

6.75%

.97%

Don't use digital tools

.61%

.32%

Digital Humanities Engagement
As is detailed within the literature, explicit digital humanities engagement is still limited
at the community college. McGrail’s survey found that while 79% of respondents indicated that
they used a course management page like Blackboard at least once a week, only 21% of
respondents regularly used digital tools for the “other than word processing for student
production of humanities research projects” and that only 33% utilized digital archives within
their courses. These findings stayed consistent within the current study, even almost a decade
later. Less than half of respondents to the current study indicated that they worked directly with
digital humanities pedagogies, and those that did worked primarily with digital archives or with
students on the production of multimedia projects. In addition, more than half of respondents
indicated that they managed, participated, or planned to create a digital archive, and a small
number of those respondents worked directly with student workers or volunteers on these
projects.
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Despite a low number of respondents currently engaged with digital humanities work.
Most survey respondents did indicate that they held 1-5 community events each year, and that
many of these events were based in the humanities. For example, book discussions, speakers, and
cultural heritage events were common at the community college, with many funded through
grants or in partnership with the college. In addition, one interview respondent specifically
mentioned that these events would serve as a good jumping off point for digital humanities work,
such as adding recordings of past events to their digital archives.

Professional Development
Both studies found that professional development at the community college was mostly
adequate, although both saw room for improvement. McGrail’s study found that most
professional development funding was restricted to full-time faculty, with little if any allocated
specifically to adjunct instructors. The current study found that is often some financial support
for local conference attendance, and an expectation that librarians would actively participate in
professional development throughout the academic year. Several respondents mentioned that
traveling to national conferences was difficult, as funds were often limited due to budget
concerns. Respondents mentioned that COVID had a significant (positive) impact on
professional development, as the shift to virtual conferences and workshops made it significantly
easier for them to attend more programming than they would in a normal academic cycle.
McGrail’s study respondents highlighted that training and professional development in
digital humanities topics and tools was vital for faculty if they were going to become engaged in
the field. The majority of (68%) respondents of the survey believed that a “lack of clarity about
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the difference between digital humanities and other kinds of technology” was a major
institutional obstacle to digital humanities work. Other major barriers included a lack of clear
learning goals (64%), and a lack of understanding about how these digital skills map onto upper
division requirements.
When asked about technology professional development, the current study respondents
often placed themselves within the role of the technology trainer, stating that they provide
sessions for faculty on digital tools. This is in line with Muñoz's charge that librarians should
provide technology transfer for faculty interested in digital humanities projects, as it allows them
to have the agency to perform all of the tasks necessary within a project without “outsourcing”
technological components to the library (2012). However, some respondents reported greater
success with this than others, and several stated that either faculty did not have the time or the
bandwidth to want to participate in technology training, or the library did not have the available
time to offer training themselves.
Both groups also explored resources outside of traditional scholarly publications and
utilized blogs, social media accounts, and even job descriptions to stay current with their
respective fields. This proved vital, especially for respondents of the current study, as social
media provided up-to-date information about the ways in which librarians were dealing with a
pandemic within their institutions. As a robust community of digital humanities scholars exists
on social networking sites like Twitter, social media as professional development may prove to
be a valuable tool to engage community college librarians in digital humanities work. In
addition, more than a third of respondents either already held an additional graduate degree
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outside of their MLIS or were currently in the process of obtaining one. The impact of additional
degrees for librarians will be discussed in the following section.

The Perception of the Community College
The community college (and its students) are often perceived to be “subaltern” in contrast
to the larger research universities (McGrail, 2016). As detailed in Chapter Two’s literature
review, the goal of the community college from its inception was to provide low-cost education
for students who are unable to afford to attend a four-year university, or for those that were
interested in vocational or technical training. This perception of the community college may be
hindering digital humanities work.
Despite this perception, the importance of humanities education at this level cannot be
overstated, as community colleges are often the only places where a majority of students will
enroll in a humanities course. In addition to their inherent importance within a well-rounded
education, Cantor also reiterates that these humanistic skills are vital job skills for all students,
and that the removal of these courses could have a serious impact on the economy.
In addition, the students who enroll in the community college are more likely to be from
underserved populations and to be the first generation of their family to attend college. These
students are more likely to experience the digital divide or need additional assistance to be
successful within their courses. Some respondents from the current study echoed the viewpoint
that their students were not ready or prepared for digital humanities work
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The Multifaceted Community College Librarian
A major barrier to digital humanities work is the high workload of community college
librarians, as many positions require that librarians handle many different tasks that would have
been split between individual positions at larger universities (Silverman & Williams, 2014).
Hoffman and Godbey’s 2020 study of academic library staffing trends finds that institutions that
offer doctoral degrees are more likely to have a higher number of librarians on staff (with a mean
of 40 librarians on staff), while associate’s colleges are more likely to have three to four
librarians per institution. These findings are reflected in this study, with 64% (248) of
respondents indicating that their institutions have between one and five full-time librarians on
their staff. In other words, community college librarians often must do more with less staff and
are expected to provide comparable levels of service to students and faculty at their institutions.
This high workload can be seen even in the job titles of survey respondents, as many have names
that indicate the breadth of their practice like “Online Education/Reference/Instruction
Librarian” or “Reference/OER Librarian,” a clear indicator that community college librarians are
expected to provide reference assistance, help faculty adopt open educational resources, and
provide information literacy instruction, all within a 40-hour a week position. Interview study
respondents frequently mentioned that they had less time to explore new fields of interest, while
another said they “felt awful” that they were unable to progress an archival project because they
didn’t have the skills necessary for the project. Respondents also mentioned being “spread thin”
and that “every hour has a dollar on it, and we try to get those dollars to serve students” which
may make carving out time to learn about a new field seem selfish if it isn’t immediately relevant
to student success and retention.
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Faculty (dis)Engagement
Current study respondents frequently mentioned low faculty engagement as a barrier to
many initiatives across campus, with instructional faculty disinterested in partnering on
initiatives with librarians. This could be in part due to the lack of a scholarly identity for
community college faculty. Palmer’s research shows that for many, the professional identity of
community college faculty does not hinge on scholarly publications or work, and that many
become disconnected from advancements in their fields because of their high course loads or
because of a lack of institutional support for research. Interview respondents agreed and found
that the culture of their colleges often doesn’t have an “emphasis on coming up with new ways to
do things,” and that there are no incentives for innovation or exploration of new fields. In
addition, most community colleges have a limited number of full-time faculty, which further
impacts the amount of time they have to participate in new projects.
Another factor may be linked to the vocational awe discussion in Chapter Three, which
states that for service-based professions it is often easy to see personal interests or needs as
‘selfish’ or unnecessary for their work. Palmer echoes this in his statement that for faculty highly
engaged in the classroom, scholarly work can be seen as a betrayal to their students, as it takes
time away from instruction and support (Palmer, 2015). For this reason, community college
faculty are more likely to participate in internal training opportunities or those that focus on
teaching and learning like The Association of College and University Educators (ACUE), which
provides focused training on student success and completion, rather than on discipline-specific
topics.
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Finally, community college faculty often have less flexibility in designing their own
courses. This is in part due to statewide articulation agreements which require shared learning
outcomes for courses, so that students can transfer to other schools within the same consortia.
This is reflected in both studies, which found that the lack of flexibility within the community
college created a barrier for instructional innovation. McGrail’s study found that only 29% of
respondents had complete autonomy within their courses, and they were more like to have
significant autonomy (the ability to design their own courses/outcomes for some of their classes)
or some autonomy (the ability to design some of their own assignments and textbooks, but not all
course outcomes and features, etc.). In the current survey, librarians specifically indicated the
lack of flexibility within instructional courses as a barrier to not only future digital humanities
engagement, but also current information literacy programming and instruction, as faculty
members did not have time to incorporate concepts or materials that were not specifically linked
to their course objectives.

Faculty Status & Librarians
When discussing barriers to many of the daily tasks of academic librarianship, including
information literacy, OER adoption, and digital humanities projects, respondents reiterated that
the lack of strong relationships with instructional faculty impeded their ability to create
successful initiatives. While many faculty may simply feel overloaded or do not see specific
value to “thinking outside the box”, one respondent’s statement that some faculty “don’t really
know what [librarians] are” again highlights the unequal relationships that are present between
instructional faculty and librarians detailed in Chapter One, and this likely has a detrimental
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impact on strong partnerships. Research disagrees on the best way to combat this. Some
librarians believe that a second graduate field in a “discipline” is necessary for “campus
credibility” with instructional faculty, while others feel that “librarians should be generalists,”
and that a second degree isn’t necessary for practice (Mayer & Terrill, 2005). This call for
generalists is echoed in Reed’s 2016 article on hiring librarians at the community college, as
“community college faculty and staff are interested in candidates with a broad background over
those who are extremely specialized or attached to a specific research area” to support their twoyear students, and that librarians at this level must be prepared work in all aspects of the library,
from shelving to circulation shifts (p. 85). Approximately a third of current study respondents
reported holding a graduate degree in addition to their MLIS, many of which were in humanities
fields like English, history, and Indigenous studies.
In addition, faculty status plays an important role in the way that librarians are perceived
by their instructional counterparts, as it is directly linked with the ability for librarians to perform
research and engage on an equal playing field with instructional faculty (Coker & Bales, 2010).
Interview respondents frequently expressed frustration that they weren’t viewed as equals to their
instructional peers, and many reported that they had to spend a significant amount promoting
their information literacy programs to instructional faculty in order to get engagement, and to be
as flexible as possible to entice faculty to welcome them into their classes. This is echoed in a
recent study by Wang et al., which found that community college librarians were more likely
than their four-year counterparts to list marketing of information literacy programs to
instructional faculty and changing the perceptions of faculty as major challenges of their
instructional positions (2021). Survey results indicated that there is a statistically significant
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relationship (p=0.0000708) between college size and faculty status. 76% of institutions with
10,000 or more students granted librarians faculty status, and 71% of schools with under 500
FTE did not have librarians with faculty status:
Table 6: The impact of institution size on faculty status of librarians

Less than
500 FTE
students

500–
1,999
FTE
students

2,000–
4,999 FTE
students

5,000–
9,999 FTE
students

10,000 or
more FTE
students

Don’t
know/not
sure

Librarians with
Faculty Status

28.6%

44.1%

50.8%

66.7%

76.5%

42.9%

Librarians
without Faculty
Status

71.4%

55.9%

49.2%

33.3%

23.5%

57.1%

Faculty status also plays a statistically significant role in faculty partnerships and
engagement. This study found a statistically significant relationship (p=0.00679) between
holding faculty status and the percent of information literacy respondents gave within their
positions, with librarians holding faculty status more likely to indicate that they spent a larger
percentage of their time on information literacy instruction.
Faculty status also has a statistically significant relationship (p=0.00679) with OER
adoption, with 71% respondents that were “Extremely Engaged” with OER adoption holding
faculty status, and librarians without faculty status being significantly more likely to be less
engaged in OER adoption.
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Table 7: The impact of faculty status on library engagement within OER adoption

Extremely
Engaged in
OER
adoption

Moderately
Engaged
OER
adoption

Somewhat
Engaged
OER
adoption

Slightly
Engaged
OER
adoption

Not at all
Engaged
OER
adoption

Faculty
Status for
Librarians

71.8%

63.5%

54.7%

41.7%

28.6%

No Faculty
Status for
Librarians

28.2%

36.5%

45.3%

58.3%

71.4%

This increased engagement among faculty librarians with information literacy instruction
and OER adoption may be explained in several ways. First, faculty librarians are likely to have
higher salaries than their staff counterparts and to have explicit job requirements that include
instruction, especially if a school has credit information literacy courses. Second, this increased
engagement may be connected to a more favorable perception of faculty librarians as ‘equals’ to
classroom faculty and to serve as partners on projects that impact instruction.

Information Literacy
While information literacy programs varied widely between respondents, almost all saw a
significant drop because of the pandemic. For one respondent, this drop was because they helped
the instructors become “self-sufficient” with on-demand information literacy resources that they
could embed within their own classes, while for others this drop was because faculty were too
busy focusing on their own courses to invite an outside speaker to take over an entire class
session. This inward focus is indicative of the faculty disengagement discussed in a preceding
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section, and of the impact of the community college faculty member’s overloaded schedule and
obligations. This becomes even more untenable with the addition of the pandemic, which has
caused many faculty to experience compassion fatigue as they try to help their students in any
way possible. One respondent linked this overload and lack of engagement directly to
compensation and unionization, as faculty that are underpaid, have intense course loads, and
aren’t afforded the protection of collective bargaining are much less likely to seek out additional
projects or partnerships with other groups.
Many respondents expressed frustration that instructional faculty often don’t seem to
understand the importance of information literacy instruction or why their students need
additional assistance in finding and evaluating resources. Librarians with required information
literacy courses also found it difficult to create partnerships with faculty in more advanced
information literacy topics, as they believed that it was “already covered” in their credit classes,
even if this instruction didn’t include discipline specific research methods. Several respondents
reported that a significant component of their information literacy instruction is promoting their
services to their faculty and proving to them that it is “worth doing” in their courses, with one
finding that the Framework provided a “common language with the faculty for threshold
concepts and pedagogy.” Again, this aligns with the idea that faculty status plays a major role in
their ability to form meaningful partnerships with instructional faculty, as librarians are more
likely to be thought of as equals when they hold the same status as their peers and can engage
with them on an equal playing field (Corker & Bales, 2010). While there is no statistically
significant relationship between faculty status and information literacy as a daily task, librarians
with faculty status did spend 10% more time on information literacy instruction than those
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librarians without faculty status. In addition, there is a statistically significant (p=0.0015)
between faculty status and faculty outreach:
Table 8: Faculty Outreach and Faculty Status (n=389).

Faculty Outreach selected

Faculty Outreach not selected

Faculty Status for Librarians

64.7%

48.0%

No Faculty Status for Librarians

35.3%

52.0%

However, some respondents continued to put their work in the position of a service to
faculty, and not as a partner in instruction. While one respondent’s “Don’t Cancel That Class”
offers a fantastic way to reach students by providing faculty a way to avoid cancelling a class due
to an absence, it does place the librarian in the position of a pinch hitter and doesn’t allow for
long-term integration of information literacy topics within a course. Of course, when faculty are
reluctant to engage, these services can often form relationships that can expand instructional
partnerships with enough time and engagement.
Despite the Framework providing some respondents with a common vocabulary and
focus, others agreed with many of the struggles in adopting ACRL’s Framework for Information
Literacy within their instruction programs detailed in Chapter Three, including the Frame’s
applicability to students at the community college. Some of the common problems reported
included the vastly different skill sets of students in each course, with one respondent stating that
they have “dumb down a lot of stuff” when they teach, and another stating that their faculty don’t
really understand the point of the Framework and how it applies to their courses. However,
another found that the Framework helped with their transparent pedagogy and allowed them to
link information literacy concepts with the real-world skills their students need for their careers.
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They argue that students “like to see how the sausage is made”, and that presenting the frames to
them during a session helped them to understand why and how librarians use them within their
information literacy sessions, thus making it more engaging for students who may not be overly
interested in research for research’s sake. This engagement with the Framework aligns with
Collier’s view of the frames as aspirational and not rigid, and that community college librarians
should make use of them as their students need and not worry about covering all concepts within
a single session, or even within a student’s time at their institution.

Opportunities for Digital Humanities at the Community College
The impact of COVID on higher education, especially education at the community
college, cannot be overstated. In many cases, online resources were in place in theory, but had
not been built out to provide substantive support for students in fully online courses. However,
with the shift to online coursework, librarians had to quickly figure out how to reach their
students through digital channels, since the physical channels were now closed. For some
librarians, this meant that they created digital learning objects for information literacy instruction
or found a way to offer comprehensive reference services through chat, email, and text. For
many respondents, this shift produced surprisingly positive benefits, including an increased
institutional understanding about the technological needs of students, more online resources for
students, and additional, flexible course options for students that work or have busy schedules.
One respondent mentioned that this shift to online services finally helped their administration
realize that the “library was more than a physical place” and provided a host of resources that
had been underutilized before this shift, including more video resources for faculty to embed
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within their courses, self-paced modules for students on information literacy topics, and many
more.
This shift to digital resources and online courses has gotten respondents considering ways
to continue growing their services, even as the pandemic continues to shift. One interview
respondent explicitly named digital humanities as a way to create new connections with faculty
and students outside of the current scope of library resources, as they saw that a simple shifting
of resources to a different format wasn’t connecting with their community in the same way as
other departments.

Information and Digital Literacy
When respondents were asked to discuss their “dreams” for digital humanities at their
institution, many shared ideas that were explicitly connected to information literacy and the
ACRL frames. For example, one respondent wished to apply information literacy competencies
to digital humanities training to help students not only understand how to select a relevant tool,
but how to mindfully use the sources they create or find through that tool. Others shared projects
that would provide comprehensive information literacy instruction to a broader audience than
just their students, or that would make use of practical application of resources instead of theoryheavy lessons. To help explicate the connection between the two, consider the ways in which
respondents answers clearly connect to both digital humanities practice and information literacy
competencies. For example, the use of digital humanities projects and archives requires that
students understand that students work through each of the frames, which provides a more
tangible form of instruction. For example, “Authority is Constructed and Contextual”, especially
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when those sources provide perspectives other than “that textbook written by that white guy”,
and “Information Creation as a Process” when students must mindfully select a source that is
presented in an unfamiliar format or medium. Students must engage with “Information has
Value” when they are asked to make their own digital humanities projects while still following
copyright guidelines and considering whose voices are represented in which source types.
“Scholarship as Conversation” becomes vital as their research is housed within an institutional
repository or digital archive, as it becomes usable by other students and scholars for further local
history work. Finally, students learn that “Searching as Strategic Exploration” when they are
assigned by their instructors to find primary source materials within the quickly growing
collection of digital humanities projects and collections.

OER/Digital Humanities Engagement
Even though OER and digital humanities are two separate endeavors, the current practice
of OER adoption and support has implications for digital humanities work within the community
college library, as each relies heavily on institutional support and faculty engagement. In
addition, many digital humanities projects can serve as OER resources and can help diversify
instruction. One respondent mentioned that their college makes use of local digital archives
because they provide students diverse viewpoints and “[change] the narrative from ‘that textbook
written by that white guy’ to ‘these are the people that have those experiences’.” Another
respondent reported working on an oral history project on immigration where some students
recorded interviews and others translated them into English. This serves as a strong example of a
specific project that serves students at different stages of instruction. In other words, the first
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class works to record the oral histories, gaining experience in creating questions, interviewing
participants, and creating a summary of primary source content. When applicable, other students
can use these primary source interviews as translation texts and provide transcripts in multiple
languages. Finally, a course that may not have time to perform in-depth digital humanities work
can use the oral history collection to connect national issues of immigration with local voices.
There is a statistically significant relationship (p=0.00589) between institution size and library
engagement with OER adoption at the community college, with larger institutions being more
likely to have the staff and institutional support for these programs. One interview respondent
mentioned that to perform digital humanities at their institution they would have to choose
between digital humanities work and OER, as each takes up a significant amount of time, time
that they could not take from their other job duties.

Community Engagement
While most libraries indicated that their libraries were only slightly engaged with their
communities, most did report that they had held at between 1-5 community events in a typical
academic year. Some respondents stated that they held humanities-based events like book
discussions, exhibits, and guest speakers, while others focused primarily on events for their
students and invited community members as applicable. One respondent directly linked these
events with possibilities for digital humanities work, as they believed they should begin
recording and making lectures and other events available through their digital archives. Others
worked with their communities to give instruction on issues of local concern, such as land
history and research, using digital collections. Some respondents reported that their instructors
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would require that students utilize digital collections that discuss local resources like statuary and
architecture. These programs connect students to their communities and allow them to participate
in place-based education in general education courses. While most respondents did not indicate
extensive collaboration with community partners to create or digitize resources, those that did
worked closely with their public libraries to hold Wikithons or to digitize local newspaper
collections with students.

Digital Humanities Consortia
One major avenue for community college libraries to expand digital humanities practice
is through membership within local and regional digital humanities consortia. These consortia
are a “growing phenomenon in US digital humanities, offering opportunities for loosely
organized groups of DHers to share workshops, events, datasets, conferences, and news with
each other (Gold et al, 2017). Only 1.5% of respondents of the current study were members of a
digital humanities consortia, indicating that there is a lack of engagement at the community
college level within digital humanities consortia, even though they are “constructed to match the
needs of both small liberal arts colleges and large research institutions” (Gold et al., 2017).
Community college membership in these consortia can help community colleges expand their
knowledge of the field by partnering with organizations that have established digital humanities
programs, staff, and infrastructure. However, community college membership in these consortia
will not only benefit the community college, but consortia membership, as community college
librarians and faculty, with their focus on pedagogy and instruction, will provide a different
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viewpoint and expertise to digital humanities practice, and spark discussion on how to engage
students at all levels of their educational careers with digital humanities practice.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION
As illustrated in the literature review, the fields of digital humanities and library and
information science have always been inextricably intertwined. Since the advent of digital
humanities almost a century ago, librarians have been working within the field to create digital
archives, to classify and catalog information, and to create partnerships with humanities faculty
across the disciplines. However, the perception of library science as a service, not research,
oriented profession has had a detrimental impact on the way that librarians are viewed in digital
humanities work, as they are often viewed as supports and not as full partners within the
scholarly process. In addition, both fields have worked to critically engage with the ways in
which they fail to live up to the lofty ideals of their professions. Critical digital humanities
practitioners work to decentralize the voices of the dominant class, while library and information
science professionals engage with critical cataloging and information literacy to dismantle the
concept of librarianship as a value-neutral profession and illuminate the ways in which they can
act as an ideological state apparatus.
Concurrently, the rise of the community college offered expanded access to education for
students to pursue vocational and technical education without leaving their local communities.
While many perceive the community college as “subaltern” in comparison to research
institutions, it accounts for the majority of higher education enrollment in the country and
provides the highest number of humanities courses to their diverse student populations. While
many community college faculty members do not position themselves as scholars, they are
focused on advancing pedagogy and connecting their students with the many resources they need
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to be successful in their courses. These services include many offered by community college
libraries, including digital literacy instruction, technology checkout, and information literacy
instruction that gives students the skills they need to be successful in their future careers. Of
course, the COVID-19 pandemic has changed many of the ways that higher education functions,
and has disproportionately impacted community college students, who are more likely to work in
the service industry and have significant obligations outside of the classroom. Despite the
challenges that the pandemic has caused for higher education, it has also helped community
colleges and universities provide more online support for students and create more flexible
course options in the form of online, hybrid, and hi-flex options.
In many ways, digital humanities is already being ‘done’ at the community college
library. The local creation of digital archives, the finding and use of digital collections created
outside of the institution, and the technology training needed for student production of
humanities projects are all in full force within the community college, but these projects are seen
as natural extensions of core library duties like information and digital literacy instruction and
archival studies, not as digital humanities practice. McGrail’s study found that a major obstacle
to digital humanities work at the community college for faculty was a lack of understanding
about the ‘goals’ of digital humanities and argued that this will only be solved when “community
college faculty enter the conversation rather than letting the critical paths develop without their
knowledge or input” (McGrail, 2014, n. pag.). This lack of clarity is echoed by this study’s
respondents, as librarians stated that they were often unsure of the applicability of digital
humanities work at their institutions. This places community college librarians (and faculty) as
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outsiders to a conversation that is already taking place in full force, which makes it even more
difficult to find ways to engage on their own terms, within their own constraints.
This absence of the community college perspective from digital humanities conversations
is also a detriment to the growth of the field. Community college librarians and faculty can bring
many benefits to digital humanities, as their focus on student pedagogy and foundational courses
can benefit the evolution of digital humanities work at all undergraduate institutions. In addition,
community college students and their communities provide important voices that should be heard
within the field. These students, many of whom are first generation in college, returning students,
or working on programs other than an associate’s or baccalaureate degrees, can be active
participants in the creation of digital humanities projects like oral histories, personal exhibits,
and other projects. For example, Sullivan’s digital humanities project about the student
experience at the community college allows students to share their experiences in their own
words with minimal editorial oversight.
One way that community college librarians can become active participants in digital
humanities scholarship conversation is through membership in digital humanities consortia.
These organizations provide an avenue for community colleges to partner with larger institutions
in ways that will create healthy digital humanities projects, and that allow each organization to
share best practices and expertise. Consortia like FLDH, which provides professional
development and conferences at no cost and with no membership fees, lowers the barrier to entry
for Florida’s college librarians interested in digital humanities work, as they do not need to attend
national or international conferences to engage with the field. In addition, digital humanities
consortia should take inspiration from the successful work being done within library consortia on
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OER adoption. As detailed in Chapter Three, library consortia have taken on the task of
providing professional development, technological infrastructure, and training to help librarians
engage in substantive OER work that doesn’t hinge on a small number of faculty and libraries for
their ongoing success. Digital humanities consortia should work in a similar manner and focus
on providing professional development and support for their members within digital humanities
topics, preferably at low or no cost. In addition, there may be opportunities for partnerships
between library and digital humanities consortia in the creation of larger scale digital projects
that leverage both groups for a stronger end product.
There are also numerous benefits of digital humanities practice for community college
students, including the opportunity to create engaging and relevant assignments and content for
the students who engage with them. Again and again, study respondents stated that their students
needed to see exactly how and why their assignments connected to their specific career paths, and
digital humanities projects allow students to understand that “Information Creation [is] a
process” that they are an active participant in. When projects are explicitly linked to local issues
like homesteading laws and boundaries, students can begin to see the connection between their
course content and their career choices, and between local materials and national issues. In
addition, students can increase their digital literacy skills through the creation or use of these
projects, bridging the digital divide and providing them with marketable skills no matter their
career path. If done correctly, these projects can also contain embedded information literacy and
humanistic skills that will help students find, evaluate, and engage with resources throughout
their professional and personal lives.
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For many study respondents, OER support is already an integral part of their daily
activities, as they work closely with faculty to find and adopt OER content for their courses. The
expertise needed from librarians for OER work overlaps with those needed for effective digital
humanities projects and includes the ability to create cross-campus partnerships, an extensive
understanding of copyright and licensing, and the ability to find and curate resources across
many disciplines. While the idea of the library as a neutral space may leave much to be desired,
the library does have the ability to effectively house cross-campus partnerships without being
held within a single academic department, which can increase faculty engagement from all
fields. In addition, OER adoption often requires technical expertise and infrastructure, including
the ability to accurately apply metadata to learning objects for searchability and storage space
within an institutional repository or digital archive, both of which have been integral to digital
humanities projects since the genesis of the field in the fifties.
Community college librarians should continue to identify digital humanities projects to
incorporate within both their own information literacy courses and as OER for faculty to utilize
in their own courses. Even if an institution does not have the time or staffing to create fullyfledged digital humanities projects within their own institutions, projects like Valley of the
Shadow or Land Grab U can be used effectively as OER resources for students in place of a
traditional course materials, or to help students understand the differences between sources
scholarly content. Making the connection between digital humanities projects and OER adoption
promises to provide faculty and students with more content that showcases diverse perspectives
and can highlight local content and voices.
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Despite the many exciting possibilities for digital humanities at the community college, it
is important to create digital humanities projects mindfully and carefully, with a focus on the
ways in which they can serve our students, faculty members, and ourselves. As detailed in the
preceding sections, a lack of institutional support is a major limiter on digital humanities work,
and Schupe et al. warns that burnout is prevalent within librarianship because of role overload
and ambiguity, as librarians are expected to be experts in many different subjects on a moment’s
notice. This means that, as promising as digital humanities engagement is at the community
college, there must be adequate support for these projects at the administrative level. There must
be an understanding of the workload and smaller staff for the community college library, and the
trade-offs that faculty and librarians must make to make a project function properly.

Future Research
This study serves as a foundation for additional research on community colleges and
digital humanities engagement, as this is the first comprehensive study done on the perception
and current engagement of digital humanities within the community college library. Future
research should explore the intersection of race and socioeconomic status at the community
college, and ways in which digital humanities study can support underserved groups. In addition,
future research should also explore the current practice of critical librarianship within the
community college, and the ways in which it can enhance information literacy and digital
humanities instruction. Research should examine critical digital humanities practice through the
framework for information literacy, as helping students understand the underpinnings of research
and creation is a key component of the framework and is also integral to the field of digital
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humanities. This is even more vital at the community college, as these courses will be many
students’ only exposure to humanities courses before they graduate with their technical degrees
or move on to a four-year institution with their required humanities credits completed.
Other future avenues for research include the perception of community college students
that have taken part in digital humanities or archive projects, or their perceptions of already
created digital humanities projects, if available. The student perspective is vital to understanding
how they view digital humanities work and its impact on their own education.
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1. How do you stay current with trends in library science? In higher education? Does your
institution provide funding for travel, professional organizations, etc.?
2. You indicated that your library has received at least one grant within the last five years.
Please share the funding agency and focus of these grants.
3. You indicated that you have some experience with digital humanities topics. How were
you introduced to the field?
4. Does your library specifically support digital humanities work through student projects or
faculty professional development? Please explain.
a. If yes, how did your library get involved with digital humanities work?
5. Do you think your library should increase engagement with digital humanities topics?
6. (If yes) What do you think are barriers that you face in performing digital humanities
work at the community college level?
7. You indicated that your institution manages a digital archive or institutional repository.
Tell me about your selection and management process for adding items to the collection,
or about your role in the maintenance of this collection.
8. Tell me about your institution’s information literacy program.
9. Does your information literacy program incorporate ACRL’s Framework for Information
Literacy? Why or why not?
10. Tell me about your institution’s work with Open Educational Resources. Is your OER
work supported by administration?
11. Does your institution provide professional development for faculty in the use of digital
tools?
12. COVID-19 has shifted our focus this past year. How have COVID-19 closures impacted
your library?
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